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was present.
There were
the object of the meeting was
simply to make a record of the fact that a
meeting of the association was held on the
Gettysburg battlefield 50 years after the war,
with 20 members present. The following comrades answered to the roll call: President
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Sweetser and Herbert Scribner, Searsport,
Nelson Curtis and Fred L. Palmer, Monroe,
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Rose, Brooks, Francis Furber, Clinton,
George H. Fisher, Winterport, Joseph Libby,
Unity, S. K. Richards. E. W. Eliis and A. H.
Ellis, Belfast, Andrew Black of Montana, formerly of Stockton Springs and Hon. C. C.
Lieut.
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dido County Registry of Deeds
nding July 16. 1913.
s
£ Chelsea, Mass., and Rod-

Stockton
Springs. It was a memorable meetineand will
long be remembered by those present. It was
voted to hoid the next meeting, August 7th,
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all,

Alaska,

Knick

to

Willa E.

buildings in Liberty.
::>rd, Unity, to Bert W.Clifford,
"n; land in Unity.
Maloon, Waterville, to BrunsAltiun; land and buildings in
Mori ill,

l-

to

red S. Bryant,

Morrill.
Mathews, et als, Belfast, to
t. do.; land and buildings in
ids, Burnham, to Harry Macin Burnham.
radstreet. Windsor, to John N.
-rvilie; land in Palermo.
Grant, Stockton Springs, to
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Martin, Camden, to Rena E.
land in Lincolnville.
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you ihe first

verse
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mding

gested

said, ar.d Rev. George
I. Palmer of Falmouth, Foreside, a corporal in
Co. I. made a very deep and impressive prayer.
Other members of the regiment made brief
addresses, and the affair had proven so pleasant | as* well as stirring that Mr. Palmer was
directed to get a list of the members of the
regiment in camp. It was further decided to
draw up a set of resolutions, and these resolu-

storied

scenes on

..ng river to me.
earer, yes dearer far than
nen others all fail,

month.

consists

of

index to

an

members
at

of the

the

IT*

re-

Smith, Weymouth, Mass., Co. F; Silas Adams,
Waterville, Co. F; James H. Bowie, Litchfield,
Co. F; K. S. Maxwell, Litchfield, Co. F; Arison
Turner, Togus, Co. F.; Alvin Spear, West Gardiner, Co. F; Alfred Grover, Farmington, Co.
F; George S. Perry, Farmi- gton. Minn., Co. F;
Henry A. Rogers, Morrill, Co. G; Wm. Leonard, Albion, Co. H; Frank P. Furber, Clinton,
Co. H; N. B. Pinkham, Fargo, N. I)., Co. H; A.
J. Washburn, Vineland, N. J., Co. H; W. P.
Worthing, Lockport., N. H., Co. H; Geo. R.
Palmer, Falmouth Foreside, Co. I; Woster S.
Vinal, Vinalhaven, Co. I; Jos G. Mattock, Owl’s
Head, Co. I.

earth

those

Loss of life among the fast disappearing
Civil war was less during the
week in w lich the old soldiers were gathered
veterans of the

by

potato

thousands in camp at the recent

Gettysburg

celebration than it would have been in their
own homes, according to official figures furnished by Secretary Garrison. As a result the
secretary has sent letters of commendation
and appreciation to the officers whose work in
laying out, policing and attending to the comfort of the old aoldiers made such a result
possible. The show ing is all the more remarkable, in Secretary Garrison’s opinion,on account
of the intolerable hot weather that prevailed
during the encampment, in which from 40,000

route.

50,000 aged men were under canvas, many
of them for the first time since they laid down
their arms at the close of the civil strife.
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rogram was rendered. It included
do by Arthur Welch, and the “Old

K> i'ays" with

^dUth.

that

the

Pennsylvania State Constabu-

lary, who maintained order

series of eight band concerts
the school common attracted a
last

Vw.

management.
The officers to whom official letters of
commendation were dispatched were Brig.
Gen, Hunter Liggett, in charge; Major James
E. Normoyle, quartermaster in charge of
equipment and rations; and Lieutenant Colonel
A. E. Bradley of the Medicine Corps, who
looked after sanitation and the hospitals.
Similar letters also were sent to E. S. Martin,
who directed the police work of the District of
Columbia Boy Scouts, and to Major John G.
Groom of

>fa
■'

nAinitarad

sanitation and

g KnocKs me tar

f-'-T. like potatoes
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grim figures resulting from the establishment
of concentration camps in the Spanish American war and declared the United States
army
had made long strides in the science of camp
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camp.

STATISTICS.

June, 1913, there were
the B. & A. railroad 229,80<
bushela of potatoes from Aroostook county
making a total of 12,067,769 bushels up to Jun«
30, inclusive, from the crop of 1912. Thest
figures do not include shipments over th<
Canadian Pacific, which probably carried in thi
neighborhood of two and one-balf or tbre<
million bushels of the 1912 crop.
Reports received by the Bangor & Aroos
took R. R. indicate the probability of a largi
potato crop in Aroostook county this yea:
weather conditions having improved, while, tb<
acreage haa been increaaed.
the month of
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marriage, survive—Carrie

wife of Rev. W arren Hanscom of Cal-donia
Mich., ar.d Ed* in Bird of Des Moines, Iowa
He also leaves two bn thers and three sisters
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occupy

the groom’s parents

There will be a flower service at Knowlton’s
hall, Sunday, July 20th at 7 30 p. m. by Annie
B. C arter, who will give spirit messages from

city
house, to
this

at 9

a.

July 30th,

m.,
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meet

in tne last
an

at

assessors

the court

issue of Forest and Stream.
on bird lore.

heavy showers last Tuesday afternoon
good for the gardens, but bad for the
hay-makers. Haying began generally Monday and there was a good deal of grass down.

Mrs. Frank Rocine of North Billerica, Mass,
is tne guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Whitei.eaa.

disinterested observer awards the credit

Ihomas B. ana Irving T. Dinsmore of The
Dinomore Store returned last
Saturday from a
business trip to Boston.

having the best garden in the city to Capr.
John W. Ferguson, with W. A. Swift a close
second. The captain leads because his
garden
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Alexande r Cooper, of the firm of Coopei
Bros, of Newport, died last Sunday evening
after an illness of several months with bright’*
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extend congratulations and best wishes for a
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bickforu arrived recently
rookiyn, N. Y. to spend the summer at

her home

The tea room at the Arts and Crafts
shop—
•‘The Brass Kettle”—managed by the Misses
Doak is proving very popular and successful.
Several out of town parties have enjoyed

Dr.
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Ceuar

on

street.

Mrs.

and

Ralph Bickford of Rocklana
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Sher-

were

man, Church street, last
Miss Sue

townspeople

Footnotes of Belfast History. While inour local history is stimulated
by the
expectation of Volume II of Williamson’s
of
"History
Belfast,” the little pamphlet entitled "Footnotes of Belfast History” should
find a ready acceptance.
This booklet will

E. Owen of Belfast
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Miss Dorothy Freeman ol Hartford, Conn is
guest at the W. A. Gn.ti.tr cottage in eat'
Belfast.

a

Mrs. Rachel Kings! ury and Misses
Dorothy
Margaret Drinkwater went to Montville
to
visit
Friday
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and
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Mrs.William Waters of New M-.nterey, Caif.,
who has been tiie guest of Aliss Louia A.
Mason, will visit in Rockland and Massachuher way
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^Mr.
Mich.,

and
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Carleton and Alarthon Doak returned last
Sunuay from a yachting trip with Hon. NorWhite

man

of

summer nome at

Brookline, Alas&.,
Saturday Cove.

who hat-

a

Hayes, chief operator, and
Smalley, accountant, ot tne local otiice
of the VVamo County telephone Co., were in
Rockland 'luesuay on office busn less.
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The question box is a new feature, and
the reading of the paper a general
discussion
of
the
questions was held.
Those present were Dr. Jervis of Houl
Drs.
ton,
Lynch and Wescott of Portland, Drs. Freeman and Dwinal of Bangor, Dr.
Russell of Frankfort, Dr. Joly of Waterville,
Dr. Eames of Livermore Fails, Dr. Brown of
Pittsfield, Dr. Mebane of Bangor, Dr. Davis of
Mt. Vernon, Dr. Irish of Cornish, Dr. Hudson
of Presque
Isle, Dr. Salley of Skowhegan
and Drs. West and Darling of Belfast. The
next regular meeting will be held in Water-

of

attend

tu

Prescription Writing, taking up the compounding and mixing of drugs, the application,

after

member

u

came lu

saie.

invitations

on

lioulton arrived

guest of Airs. E.

Uie

Beilasi Aria aiui Crafts and

dent, presiding, with Dr. Wescott secretary, at the question box. An interesting
paper was read by Dr. Salley of Skowhegan,
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beautiful here.
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in
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the cities.’
accom-

panied by Miss Marian Hazeltine, motored to
Rockland last Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Raymond Sheiman and little son Ricnard remained
for

a

visit with her

brother, Dr. Ralph Bick-

ford.

Mrs. Alice Collins of Boston arrived last
morning to attend the funeral of Frank
H. Colley, Esq.
She went to Castine Monday,
returning in time to take the boat that afternoon for boston, accompanied by Miss Nellie

! Sunday

P.

Colley.

o

Port rand

George

ifanuay morning
rather,

David

bailey

O.

Caledonia.

ol

to attend the

Ldw

in

Biru.

Belfast two
days last week, ctn.ug up from Rociiand on
business. She will return iater for a visit.
was

in

Mrs. Euger e
Hayes acd little son of
Readfield, Mass., arrived Friday to visit Mr.
Hayes' parent.-, (.apt. *nd Mrs. J. O. Hayes.
Mr. and Mrs. R. 1'. Chase and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Waiaen went to Rocky Point,
Pitchers Poi.a, last Saturday for two
weeks.
Miss Juliet
from

the

guest for

A. \S iggin returned
Saturday
battery, where she had been th<j
two weeks of Mrs.
George E. John-

son.

R. L. Pitcher and family of Caribou came to
Belfast last Saturday in their auto arc joined
Mrs. H. C. Pitcher tor a vacation at the Tow ie

cottage. East Belfast.
Mrs. Merwyn hoik u;‘ Providence and Miss
Blanci.e Pilcher arrived last week and art

M.

guests o: their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
W. Pitcher, in N'orthporL
Hera Page

Leighton of Fairhavet:
Saturcay to visit Mrs. L.
wil» also be a guest at Rocky

Mass.,

rrived last

H. Col ant. Lhe
Point cottage, Pitchers' Pond.

P. Colley of boston arrived Sat-

urday morning, to attend the iunerai of her
brother, F. H. Colley, Esq., of Boston, a:v
was the guest of Mrs. B. P. Gardner*
Edwin. S. Bow ker have returneWaterville, where they were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl White aiv :i
Winth.Kp, where they visited Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs.

from visits

in

W illiam,,and Mary J. Crane of South China,
aged respectively 88 and 86 y ears, have beer
married .5 years last fall. They with their
son Oscar constitute the family and Mrs. Crane
does all the house
the farm every

on

work, and Mr. Crane works

day.

A post card oi Quinn Abbey. County Clap
\Ireland, was received Friday with t:.e
ing message from the Misses Cullman. "Receive

Journal

The

reading it. We
tion.-—A. C."
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every

are
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vaca-
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Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Pierce
lit.
Haven, Conn., formerly of mnci
nounce the marriage of their daughter, Lam:
h
Olive, to Dr. Alva George l'i vvw
m
solemnized in New York city
Jut>
a
Dr. and Mrs. Provost will reside .it

Haven, Conn.

avenue, New

Cushing

Bradbury
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Staples

and
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and three children of

-th

Mass

of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. In v
After a few weeks Mrs. Cushing w
join her husband, w ho is manager of the l n
Mrs. Stap.es
H ouse at Sptfford Lake, N. H.
and children will remain at Citypoint foi tn.

Staples.

summer.
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Mrs.

Erskine of the schooner
Melburn P. Smith, whi^h plies between Philadelphia and Tonce, P. I. is at his home in
Bucksport for one trip, having left his schooner in charge of the mate, Capt. Vinal L.
Gray
of Deer Isle. The schooner cleared from PhilA.

The

latter’s

of steward at

husband is tilling the.
the Pine Spring 11 oust

Certrude W

had been in

Sargent of Brooklyn, who
Bucksport for a visit of a few days

P. Heath in Elm street.b ’<
Boston boat Friday afternoon fo a visit
1 n Belfast and Camden before returning t
home. Mrs. Sargent was warmly welcomed u>

with

Mrs. Frances

the

0 n

Bucksport, her former home, by her tnar y
friends there. She was the first nob e grand
of Riverview Ivebekah lodge of that piaoe, the
first vice president of the Rehekah assembly >>f
Maine, and the second president of the assembly.
W. W. Merrill of Hudson, Mass., arrived b>
last Thursday morning to spend two
weeks in Belfast, which was for n any years
his pltce of residence.
Mr. Merrill has had
boat

a

Capt- George

went

Mrs. V. ainn Hanscbm
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at

Elmer A. Sheiman and family,
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Ritchie
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guests
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\\arren Hanscome of Minne-

Airs.

Monday, after a vacation
Liberty.
and John R. Denton, H.
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last t

Miss Neilie

Nellie Perkins of Castine and Airs.
Nellie Johnson of Philadelphia, her guest,
Aliss

Bank

weeks spent

two

Mrs.

have

the

at

Inez E. Crawforu.

Meeting of Veterinarians. The quarterlymeeting of the Maine V’eterinary Medical association was held in this city,
Wednesdaynight, July 9th, at the Windsor Hotel. A banquet was served at 7 o’clock, the meeting folwere

Mrs. Isabelle Morse was the guest <>f her
sister, Mrs. L. M. Bryant, ir. Camden over the
Fourth.

12th.

return

was

supper room of the
account of the heavy show-

present,

was a

Plymouth, England,

at

Mrs. Liua Crawford
her

of the afternoon. There was a good attendance, and an excellent supper of salads,
sandwiches, olives, cake and coffee was enjoyed. At a business meeting follow ing the sup-

There
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health.
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King, who has been a guest at the
riancee, Aliss Cora s. Morison, left
luesuay night’s boat for his home in Hud-
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went for
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car.
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nome
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been held at the Pavillion last Tuesday
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the Norton

in

Airs Alima E. Aloore returned
from

in

were visitors

Sunday, making the trip

Rev.

The Guild Supper.

took

Mrs. B. 0. Norton and Mr. and Alrs.C.

Air. and

in August.

ing,

attend the

to

Ella Al.

Miss

terest in

the North

Mrs. Harriet A. Bray has returned home
from a two months’ visit in Boston.

Mrs.

Partridge was in Bucksport
marriage of her cousin,
Erskine, to Mr. iiarry Page.

Juiy

16th

Saturday.

M.

find it convenient for luncheons cr tea. The
menus are varied daily, and
everything is both
dainty and delicious.

disease. He was born in Montville, the sor happy and prosperous life.
of Leonard and Abigail Weeks Cooper, one
Kolerts-Hurd. Wellington J. Roberts and
of eight children of whom but two survive.
Miss Addie May Hurd, both of the Head of the
Freeman Cooper of Newport, his partner, and
Tide, were married at the Methodist parsonMrs. Wm. Cooper of Old Town. Two brothers,
age. Court street, Saturday July 12th, at 8 p.
M. R. and Leonard were residents of BelThe family came to Mont- m., Rev. L. B. Phelan officiating and using the
fast and died here.
single ring service. The bride wore a white
ville from Whitefield in 1837, and the father
lace dress over white silk. They were unat- ville in September.
of the deceased engaged in lumbering, but ter
tended. The groom is employed in the Leonyears later moved to the farm on which his sor
ard & Barrow* Bhoe factory and the bride has
BASE BALL.
Leonard afterwards resided, and tilled the soi
been employed as bookkeeper for Fred A.
with persistent energy until his death at the
eastern
league standing.
Holmes.
their
home at the
They will make
For many years the deceased
age oi67 yearB.
1 Head of the Tide. Their
Per
many friends extend
conducted a carriage manufacting establishWon.
Lost.
cent.
best wishes.
ar.d
congratulations
j
West
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with his brother
ment in
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Freeman Cooper. Some 18 years ago the firn
THE LAW COURT.
1
Easterns..
7
.125
sold out their Searsmont business and settlec
in Newport, where they established a pian<
The cases from Waldo county before the
next game
board
factory and novelty manufacturinf
La v Court at Portland were disposed of July
Saturday, July 19th—Dover-Foxcroft at Belbusiness. In this they were highly successfu
fast.
11th. as follows, the docket being called during
and the business has grown tc large propor
Dover-Foxcroft defeated the Easterns in
the afternoon.
and
of
to
the league game at Dover last Saturday by a
tions
the village
great importance
The following cases were overruled for want
The deceased was a splendid mechanic and * 1 I of
score of 10 to 7.
prosecution:
He always worke* I
man of untiring industry.
There was no league game last Saturday in
T. E. Swift vs. J. B. Bose.
Motion for de|
fendant. Buzzell for plf. Bangs & Ritchie for this city, the Belfasts playing a Rockland
with his men and no day ever e:cscd withou
deft.
I
team on the Congress street grounds and definding him the lasf one to leave the factory
Mrs. Otis Sylvester vs. W. W. Wood. MoIn his social life he was one of the most genia l tion
feating them by a score of 9 to 3. Belfast
Ritchie for plf. Nelson for
by
plaintiff.
of men and was universally liked by all wh< j
tried out a new pitcher. Gammons, who made
Harold H. French vs. Catherine J. Hill.
Knew mm. ni r. cooper marneu Miss Eugeni: 1
cood. It was an interestincr frame, the visitMotion by plaintiff. Brown for plf. Buzzell
Russell of Searsmont, and to them wa
ors tying the home team, 3 to 3, in the fifth infor deft.
born one daughter, Helen, who is now to
The following cases were argued during the ning. The Bcore:
afternoon:
Hunt
of Newport. The deatl t
wife of Guy
BELFAST.
Alfred E. Brackett vs. Ernest P. Piper.
of, Mr. Cooper will be sad news to a host o [ Motion for defendant for new trial. Dunton
AB. R. BH. PO. A. E.
4
3
personal friends and business associates. Ti • & Morse for plf. Buzzell for deft.
2
Albert, as. 4
1
0
Essex Fertilizer Co. vs. Geo. O. Danforth.
0
3
McElwee. 3b. 4
0
his own family of wife, daughter, brother am [
5
0
Motion by plaintiff for new trial. Hussey & Foote, 2b. 3
113
5
0
sister, the loss will be irreparable. To thes
1
1 11
Kitche for plf. Libby & Morse for deft.
lb. 3
Swift,
0
0
he was most tenderly attached and for thei
Alice J. W. Waldron vs. Mima A. Moore.
1
0
1
Soper, If. 4 0 0
no sacrifice was too great for
On
&
Morse
for
c.
3
2
1
Dunton
Ladd,
7
0
0
happiness
him t >
report.
plf. Ritchie
cf.
4
0
0
for
deft.
Brown,
2
0
0
citizen
a
he
As
was
make.
public spirited I
Lathrop, rf. 4 0 1 0 0 0
and progressive and he filled a place in th
10
Gammons, p. 3
14
1
THE NEW LAWS.
community that will indeed be hard to fill.
Totals.32
9 10 27
15
2
man of strict integrity, loyalty and devotion
Included in the laws which went into effect
ROCKLAND.
his death will be deeply deplored by a circl
after midnight, July 11th, under the referenAB. R.
BH. PO. A. E.
far wider than in the village of his adoption.
dum are an act to establish a State highway Fuller, lb. 4
118
0
0
2b.
4
0
for
Towne,
commission
an
0
and
to
4
3
issue
0
Flora
wife
of
Mrs.
of Frank Walkei
provide
Carleton,
State
0
1
act to increase the efficiency of Richardson, c. 4
5
2
0
highway
bonds;
9th
at
her
home in Troy from 1
died July
4
3b.
0
the public schools by retiring teachers with Day,
110
0
stroke of apoplexy. She had been in poo r long service with pensions; act to create a Black, If. 2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
health for some months, but was as well as ah ; State board of charities and corrections; act to Jones, rf. 2
Roix, rf. 2
0
0
1
1
0
had been for some time up to the hour of he r regulate the business of dealing in securities* A.
1
Richardson, cf. 4
act to protect trade and commerce against
1 2
0
2
death. She was born in Troy and had bee
1
unlawful restraint and monopolies; act to pre- Loraine, ss. 3
1
2
1
3
0
0
twice married. Her first husband, Olive r vent the organization or existence of secret Flint, p. 2
0
3
1
orders in the public schools; act to provide for
died
some years
Maloon,
ago. She is survive 1
|
Totals.31 3 5 24 12 6
the indeterminate sentence; act to change the
by her husband; by two daughters, Misse 3. burden of
proof in certain negligence cases and Belfast. 11105100 x—9
Edna and Bessie Maloon, both of Pittsfieh
; the general revision of the fish and game laws. Rockland.. 10002000 0—3
Under the law no measure passed by the last
and by one son, Ara Maloon, of Tauntoi
Two base hits, Albert, McElwee, Swift. FulMassachusetts; by three sistera, Mrs. Marth 1 legislature can become operative until 90 dayB ler. Three base hit, A. Richardson. Home
after
unless the
adjournment
emergency
runs, Albert, Loraine. Stolen bases, Albert 3,
Maloon of Pittsfield; Mrs. Abbie Stone o f clause is attached to it. The
referendum has McElwee, Foote, Swift, Ladd, Gammon.
Bases
been invoked on only one act, the bill to pro- on
Troy and Mrs. Nancy Patterson of Dixmon
balls, by Gammon 2, by Flint 4. Struck
vide for a board of public utilities. One measGammon
! »nd by two brothers, Zimri Carleton and Mil
out, by
6. by Flint 4. Sacrifice hits,
*. ure, the act to change the burden of proof in Foote, Black, Double
ton Carleton both of Troy.
plays. Gammon, Foote
certain negligence cases, will become a law and
Richardson to Towne; Roix to
Swift;
despite the fact that the governor refused to Towne, Umpires, Robinson and Rosa, Time
Hattie E., wife of George E.
Bagley, died I t sign thefbill.
L60.

very
bert S.

enjoyable

visit with his

son.

Dr. Ado!

Merrill, who is one of the n tdical staff
at the Panama Canal, and gives an interesting
account of that wonderful piece oI engineer-

ing.

He says that the

bottom

of

general impression that

the canal is 87

feet above tide

water.

Mr. and Mrs. George L. Bowman gave an
informal dinner last Sunday evening at their

>

»

Mary

from B

oth gardens are models of neatness.

many

Mrs. C. O. Howe of Denver, Colo., is the*
Mrs. B. B. Gardner.

guest of

F.

Miller street.

on

of

more

Miss Hazel Shuman of Malden, Mass., is the
Belfast relatives.

guest of

Mr. and Mrs, Ezra A. Carpenter and Mrs
Parker returned Tuesday from a
Allie Roberts of Brool s are tr joying an outweea s _\isit with
Charles E. Knowlton in
in Northport.
j ing
Rutland, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Abbott of Roxbury,
Miss Cora S. Crawford ot
Allston, Mass.. Mass., are guests of their cousins, jfheriri’ and
Simmons, 15, is a guest at the Crawford home Mrs. trank A.Cushman.
T.

authority

recently, and

Mrs. Arthur Ritchie returned
Tuesday from
visit with relatives in Lewiston.

Bangor.

of

The

luncheon thtre

Miss Marian Wells is at home from Boston
for the summer.

Miss Mnrgaret Owen has returned from a
visit with her aunt, Miss
Margaret Owen, in

session in

were

A

called to China last

was

season.
a

the city
county and compare valuations.
The article on
Purple Martins’’ recently
written for The Journal
by Basil Newell, was
Mr. Newell is

Mrs. Julia Wardwell is visiting relatives in
Criehaven.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Ciark have
gone to
their summer home in West
Northport for the

and

copied

a

two

grounds last Saturday.

flowers, sealed questions, etc.
The State assessors will hold

Miss Louise Nash of Boston is
spending
vacation with Belfast relatives.

Norman A. Read arrived last week for a
weeks’ vacation visit at home.
Mr. W. B. French and
family of Newport, R
I. are spending the summer at
Lincolnville
Beach.

The Belfast base ball team will go to Rockland today to play a return game with the
Rockland team which they defeated on the
home

John A. Patterson visited friends in Camden
last week.

a

o’clock.

at 2.30

PERSONAL.

Mr. Elisha C. Merriam is
seriously ili at his
home at the Head of the Tide.

Mrs. A. W. Doe

Temple

Friday afternoon

KTMRt-i^o

PERSONAL.

Friday by the illness of her sister.

The Sewing Circle of the Women’s
Hospital
Aid will meet at Room 2, Masonic
next

iiappj/

business.

lot in Grove

bearers were members of
Marshall Post, G A. R.

The

in

couple left after the ceremony by auto for
Temple Heights, where they will spend a

Pendleton and Mrs. Flora B.. wift
Whiteheai. of Belfast, and Mrs

in the

charming

was

ou.u.

Alfred Jones of Bangor The funeral tool
place Sunday at 2 o’clock, Rev. D. B. Phe an o:
the Methodist church officiating, and the interment was

continues to be the most popular
drink.
Everybody sells it; everybody drinks it.

per, it was voted to
cooperate with the
Hamilton-Newcomb. Mr. Everett L. Ham- , Ladies’ Circle in every way possible in ari.ton and Miss Hattie E. Newcomb, both of ranging for the fair to be given
August 6th
Belfast, were married at the Methodist parson- for the benefit of the church decorating fund.
age, Court street, Sunday, July 13th, at 12 The Guild voted to take charge of the fancy
o’clock m., Rev. D. B. Pheltn officiating and table, and Mrs. Fred R. Poor and Miss
Amy E
using the double ring service. They were ac- Stoddard wrere made a committee to cooperate
companied by the groom’s parents, Mr. and with Mrs, A. A. Small from the circle. It was
Mrs. Willis E Hamilton. The bride was be- also voted to give the sum of $50 from the
comingly gowned in a blue silk messaline, treasury toward the work of redecorating the
accoraion plaited, and wore aw-hite picture hat church, which will be (lone
during August
trimmed with chiffon and French roses. The while the church is closed for the annual vacation.
tb1"*

ir

restaurants, and his last active wurl

in that

bride

check from the bride's mother, a
check from Mr. and Mrs. Henry Luce, cut
glass from Mr. and Mrs. Edward King of
Bethel, cut glass and linen from Mr. and Mrs.
F. L. Palmer, and sterling silver knives and
forks from H. T. Monoghan of Bangor. Dainty
ices and cakes were served by the bride’s
sister, Mrs. Henry Luce. Mr. and Mr. King
will spend their vacation at Cupsuptic lakes.
Friends and relatives congratulate them and
extend best wishes.

pensioner
a member of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A
was
three
times
R. He
married. His firs!
wife was Lizzie Daley of Knox, his second
Caroline Crabtree Hilton of Vinalhaven, am
last to Miss Fannie Hatch of Lynn, Mass., wht
died several years ago. Two children, born ti
was

9

On account of the recent

parents,

in the

a

Moxie

summer

simple white
gown and carried flowers given by the groom.
Miss Chase is the daughter of the late Franklin Chase and Lora Nealey Chase of Monroe.
contain material hitherto unpublished and exShe is a graduate of the Maine Central Instiisting only as manuscript, records recently
tute of Pittsfield and of the Farmington Norfound in the garret of one of our old homes
mal school.
For several years she has taught
The subjects are "The Ladies’ Aid,” an acin Bar Harbor and other parts of the State.
count of the society formed here
during the
Mr. King is the son of Geo. E. King of Bethel,
Civil War for the assistance of our soldiers;”
Me., and is a graduate of the U. of M. He is a "The North
Church Sunday School;” and "The
civil engineer and has a position with thp
Belfast High School.” There is, also, an artiGreat Northern Paper Co. He is a member of
cle on "The Belfast Academy,” based on sevthe Theta Chi fraternity. Many beautiful preeral old catalogues of that institution. The
sents were given to Mr. and Mrs. King, among
pamphlet is published by the ladies of the
them a chest of solid silver from the groom’s
North Church and will be on sale at their fair

the grave ir

mustered in

reception from

a

bride's father

In 1864 he enlisted in the l/nior
was

ing.

B

death of the
only the relatives and a few
intimate friends of the family were present.

to 10.

Northport, Sept. 23, 1836, th<
Mary Ann (Brainhis early life was spent on tht

Jan.

BELLS.

The ceremony was performed at
8.30 o’clock by the Rev. F. H. Dolliff of Jack-

born in

and

Troy for interment.

Bangor.

of

of the late David and

ard) Bird,

Fred W. Brown, tax collector, has moved his
office from the Pythian block to the city build-

-\

King-Chase. A quiet wedding occurred at
the home of Mrs. Lora A. Chase in Monroe, July 3rd, when her daughter, Linda
Agnes, was united in marriage to Geo. E. King

David Edwin Bird died suddenly Thursday
morning, July 10th from an apoplectic shock.
He was on his way to the Camden boat.intending to visit relatives in Rockland and Vinal
haven for several weeks, and fell on lowei
Main street. Dr. E. A. Wilson, who was called
removed him at once to the home of Mr. am
Mrs. Robert Whitehouse, but death ensuec
soon after.
He had apparently been in hii
usual health since returning a few months agi
from a visit with his children in the west. Mr
son

taken to

WEDDING

m

Monroe, Co. E; A. E. Nickerson, Swanviile,
Co. E; Andrew D. Black, Reno, Nev., Co. E;
Alfred Stinson, Monroe, Co. E.; Wm. H. Giant,
Auburn, Co. E; A. H. Nickerson. Last Corinth,
Co. E; George L. Merrill, Searsport, Co. E;
J. D. Smith, Minneapolis, Minn., Co. F; Horace

pular taste prevailing at that time.
Yours very truly,
J. W. Dawson Stearns.
*
July 12, 1913.
Hl- baked

service

several

certain

a

president, J. L.
president, N. D*

a

were

The News of Belfast.

id

cemetery. Rev. D. L. Wilson, Congregationalist, officiating in the absence of Rev. W
F. Sturtevant, Baptist.

Perham S. Heald, Waterville, Co. A; B. F
Charles, Oakland, Co. A; Os’ar F. Mayo, Waterville, Co. A; Alvin H. Ellis, Swanville, Co. B
Alphonso Nichols, Lewiston, Co. C; H. W.
Nye, Fort Worth. Texas, C.. C; E. W. Ellis,
Levi
M. Poor,
Belfast, Co. D;
Augusta,
M.
Co.
D.; Jacob
Cunningnam, Waldo
Co, D. Frank Prescott, Belfast. Co. D; Elbridge C. Pierce. Chicago, 111., Co. 1); Charles
E. Campbell, Winterport, Co. E; Collins McCarty, Belfast, Co. E; H. E. Scribner, Searsport, Co. E; James Sweetser, Searsport. Co. E.*

surely

things

be

and

Varhai-ina

remains

Grove

coasting

who sang:

such

to

morning

lota

Knowles. The funeral servica was held at the
home of Mrs. Cowan Tuesday forenoon and the

kind hearted and charitable and the
friends of his early y ears recall him as a geni
al companion and ever ready to say a kind wore
or do a good deed when opportunity offered
He is survived by a sister and brother. Miss
Nellie P. Colley and Fred L. Colley, both o;
Boston. The remains arrived by boat Sunday

are:

my wife, once the ,oy of my life,
m in the grave with its mother.”
-ner the latter was not included in
gave, but
reserved as

tho

,,

regiment who were
50th anniversary at Gettysburg,
and who will probably be present next month,
viving
present

you are, and gone forever,
‘>l sorry, Clementine.”
there was the sorrowful tale of

iarkey

__

5, 1864,
First Maine Cavalry and was
private
in several engagements. After the war ht
settled in Belfast, at first going as steward oi

.ne:

>

the reunion

Merrick, Waterville; vice
Libby, Unity; secretary, Silas Adams, Waterville; Osear Mayo, Waterville, and B. F.
Charles, Oakland. It is expected that between
40 and 50 will attend the reunion. The sur-

reminds one of the more rehe Forty-Niner, with his daugh-

I*,..

next

at

mean

arrangements

at

•*

prayer be

the bringing together of all the
surviving members of the regiment for another reunion, which will be held in G. A. R. hall.
The committee which is to have charge of the
It will

deep,

h weep, for the grave is
gone forever.”

>-

a

held in Waterville

.ed, bonny, bonny Eloise,
he Mohawk Vale.”
a.
instances of songs with words
music of hilarity, others also may
ud with this chorus:

A-

that

tions will be presented

the sea,

to

way

all

He gave up newspaper work and began study
w ith Judge Bradbury of Saco ant

ing law, first

was

the vale where the Mohawk
idfiS
.nan

V,

Regiment, which is to be held Aug. 27, in
YVaterville. On the morning of the third of
July, word was passed around the camp at
Gettysburg that the 19th Maine would meet at
8 a, m., at their monument. At that time,
about 20 of the number gathered. It was sug-

if you
“Bon-

as

»

Manchester, N. H., where he was ad
milted to the bar and had a successful practice
Later he opened a law office on Middle street

of

being old friends, and
the complete words of

ve

1n

_;__

The Journal,
was
in the article in your edition
f ied from the Lowell Courier-rd to old-time songs, most all
:

Cl-awyrrry

V,

Frank Herbert Colley, Esq., of Boston diet [
at 1 p. m.,July 9th,at the Boston City Hospital
where he had been taken a few days previous
ly suffering from edema of the brain, followinj ;
a long and serious nervous trouble.
July 4tl
he went to Old Orchard, intending to remaii
there a few weeks, but returned to Boston Jub
5th and failed rapidly until the end. He wai
born in Belfast, January 26, 1866, the son o
the late Lemine and Josephine M. Colley. H<
attended the public schools of the city and wa
to Jonesport
for two years at the Colburn Classical Insti
Monday for interment and the
tute, Waterville. In 1893-4 he was the loca I funeral was held there Tuesday.
editor of The Progressive Age, a weekly news
Samuel T. Mugridge. who made sails for
paper of this city, and filled the position mos
hundreds of yachts ana coasting vessels in the
acceptably to his employers and the public last
half-century, died suddenly July 13th at
January 24, 1894, he became a member of th< his
home in Rockland of heart disease. He
Maine Press Association, which availed itsel
was born in
Castine, Feb. 18, 1838 and learned
of his poetic talent by electing him severa
the sailmaker’s trade with his father. He
timeB as poet for the annual meetings. At tin
moved to Rockland forty-six years ago.
meeting held in Bangor, Jan. 24, 1900, Mr
During the Civil War he was a musician in the
read
a
entitled
“The
Colley
poem
Messenge
First Maine Cavalry Band. He had been
from Home,” from which we quote the followcommodore of the local yacht club. He is
ing verse:
survived by his wife, formerly Jennie Haines
Who is this friend that weekly tells
of West Brooksville.
So many things to me?
It’s name is “Journal” and its home
Mrs. Mary Bagley. widow of Newell Bagley
Is Belfast by the sea.
of Troy .died July 13th in Pittsfield at the home
It’s age, one year and three-score-ten,
St 11 vigorous and bright
of her niece Mrs. Alice Cowan, where she had
Managed by one whose able pen
made her home for over a year. She was born
Directs its course aright.
in Lincolnville, Feb. 10, 1863, the daughter of

Pythias Hall, Prospect; if stormy on that day,
fair day. At this meeting experiences
at Gettysburg in 1863 ar.d 1913 will be talked
_1_J
over and a full attendance ar.d an interesting
He marriec
upon to read poems at banquets.
meeting is anticipated.
Miss Elizabeth Bowdoin of Old Orchard am
went there to live, continuing the practice o
One of the veterans, who attended the semilaw and serving for several years as munici
centennial at Gettysburg nas told of a rather
pal judge. In childhood he was a member o:
odd incident at the memorable gathering at
the Baptist church and in early manhood he
the great battlefield that will have a bearing
united with the Belfast Baptist church. H<
on the 37th annual reunion of the 19th Maine

tr.d and

is.

native of

a

tTie~next

land in Palermo.

Springs.

also

1 a. m.,
July 12th, at her home on Bayview
street after a long and severe illness, aged 59
years, 10 months and 16 days. She was born
*n
Columbia, Maine, the daughter of Richard
and Margaret
Leighton Dorr. She leaves be■hie her husband, one daughter, Mrs. Lizzie
Small of this city, and two sons, George Bagley of Cambridge, Mass., and Charles Tenney
of Columbia. She also leaves two sisters, Mrs.
Annie Hill of Cherryfield and Mrs. Julia E.
Worcester of Harrington, and a nephew Herbert Dorr of Columbia, who had always made
his home with her. The remains were taken

later in

ks,Jefferson, to 1. B Andrews.
Liberty, (eight deeds).
Gray, Prospect, to Minnie Md and buildings in Prospect,
r tchett, Boston, to Eugene D
.and a> d buildings in Belfast,
erson. Washington, to Isaac N.
..add, Onset, Mass., to Manford
.-;ton Springs; la id and buildings

Chicago,

Roberts of

-.nd in Nor hport.
Gek, Troy, et. ais. to Frank E,
Mass.; land and buildings in

■

as

Crockett, and Secretary Stinson, Comrades, A.
E. Nickerson, Swanville. Johnson Trask, New*
burg, Charles Campbell, Winterport. Jacob

.County

of Earth Roads.

ndence.

the

Seargport

exercises,

no

ne

nance

on

Battlefield.
The Waldo County Veteran association held
a special meeting on the Gettysburg battlefield near high water mark and near the regimental monument of the 19th Maine. It was
one of the d tys made to order for the semicentennial anniversary of that great battle
President L. E. Crockett of Frankfort called
the meeting to order and Secretary A. Stinson

:tysburg..Obituary..Law .Court.
a rn

OBITUARY.

Incidents of the Recent Reunion

,:ers

!

GETTYSBURG.

AT

177l013.

MAINE THURSDAY, JULY

BELFAST,

home
of

on

Mr.

Congress

;

streets, in honor

brother, Gardner G.
Mrs. Bowman of Worcester, who

Bowman’s twin

Bowman and
are

and Grove

spending

a

few weeks

here.

Covers

were

laid for eight.

Fox, Edith Emerson and
Hall, teachers in the Somerville, Mass.,
schools, guests of Miss Flora A. Burgess at
Flowanah cottage, East Belfast, the past
Miss
month, returned to Boston Monday.
Burgess, also a Somerville teacher, will remain
Misses Katherine

Alice

at the

cottage until September.

Miss Irene Getchell of Augusta has been the
guest for several days of Mr. and Mrs Eugene
L. Cook in Miller street, and with Mrs. Cook
spent a portion of the time in Islesboro, guests
of Dr. and Mrs. B. E. Larrabee.
They returned
to Belfast Friday accompanied by Mrs. Larrabee, who spent the week-end here.
Mr. and Mrs. George Warren of Worcester,
arrived last Saturday afternoon and
were week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George
Lucas Bowman, Congress and Grove streets.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren are parents of Mrs.
Gardner G. Bowman of Worcester, who with
Mr. Bowman is also a guest of the George L.
Bowmans. The Warrens left Sunday afternoon by auto for Rockland, and
Monday morning went to Weatport on the Kennebec for the

Mass.,

summer.

Dr. F. A. Adams left last

Monday

rbr Roch-

ester, N, Y., and today will deliver an address
before the National association of Optometeri

sts, upon the subject of Muscle Imbalances
been chosen as one of the ten speakers
from all ever the world, who are to address
the National Association. Dr. Adan.s has in-

having

vented

an

instrument for the

measuring of
imbalances of the eye and from
Rochester will go to Chicago to confer w ith tht
George S. Johnston Co., one of the largest
optical goods houses in the country, which
company is to handle his new instrument, fot
which many orders have already been recived.
some from foreign countries.
tne muscular

The Journal has received a post card from
v. GeorgeS. Mills dated at Brussels
July 1st,
in which he says: “Mrs. Mills and l
spent one
Re

of
at

our

most

interesting days

Waterloo.

A

of the

trip today

competent lecturer in
the party made the whole battle—it’s plans
by
Napoleon and Wellington and the scenes of
desperate engagements between the French
and the allied forces- must clear. We could
very

imagine it just as it was, ar.d I know that I did
a good many thrills.
Hugo’s wonderful,
description in “Lea Miserables’’ came back from
early reading, but the sunken road has disappeared, about the only landmark that has.
Mrs. Mills and 1 have bad a splendid vacation.
with

We unite in best regards to you and your family, with good wishes also, for The Journa
office."

j
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CHARLES A. PlISBOn

SOME OLD-TIME LETTERS.

Gov. William T. Haines; Take

To the Editor of The Journal: I
have been much interested in reading

panic the people
wee thrown into by the small-pox outbreak mentioned by Mr. Crosby. These
letters wt re sent to my great-greata
fu
advance.
?2.00
AtRSCRirriov Leiims.
months: 50 cents for three grandfather, Eldon James Crosby of
00 for si
rear:
a inths.
Fairfax, now Albion, while he and his
wife were visiting in Martha's VineTHE WRITER.
yard.
They are signed, Daniel and
An occasional copy of The W riter, a Fanny Hussey, yet begin “Dear ParBoston magazine, \Y. H. Hills, editor, is ents" and I am somewhat puzzled as to
rad with interest, although tlie personal why the write ’s surname was not Crosand by instead of Hussey.
Perhaps some
news it contains of the authors
The
one can straighten this out for me.
newspaper nun of today only remind
letters in their original spelling are apme of how long I have been out of the
pended and you may publish if you so
swim- 84 years a “country editor.
year that show what

a

prohibitory
\ their boots
on, did

Ga., Richmond, Ya., Baltimore, New
York. Boston, and other places. Ten
years residence in Washington, D. C.
(18159-79j as editor and correspondent of
course brought me in touch with newspaper men from all over the country, hut
nearly every one of those who were conleirq urary with me at the National Capital has died, and so with many of those
1 knew in the other cities named.
The

item in

An

Writer

The Wrens Nest," the

concerning

Atlanta home

of Joel Chandler Harris, had a personal
.nterest, as Harris and myself were fellow bohemians in New Orleans in the
late tiCI’s and wrote much verse and
iher matter for the Sunday papers.
Harris came to New Orleans from a
■

country town in Georgia to be the secretary of a friend of mine, Wm. Evelyn,
who started

magazine, The Crescent

a

Monthly, that proved to he short lived.
W rier, the magazine died Harris returnGeorgia

ed to

and was

employed

on

a

] went to Baltismall country weekly.
more later, and after a year as night editor on the Gazette of that city was en-

gaged

Washington correspondent by

as

:h.e New Orleans Times and took up my
Capital in the

residence at the National
of

spring

I

1869.

soon

added other

southern papers to my list, and among
mem the Savannah News.
Some time
ifter 1 received a letter from Harris,

saving that he was anxious to get a
place on the News and that a letter from
me to Mr.
Estell, the proprietor, would
help him to secure it. 1 wrote the letter
and Harris got the place of assistant
The editor

Col. Wm. T.
Thompson, author of “Major Jones’
Courtship’’ and “Major Jones Travels”
editor.

—

was

gentleman
pleasure of

southern editor and

a

old school.

I had the

of the
meet-

ing him and my old friend Harris a few
years later when on a visit to Georgia.
Harris made good on the News, and his
column of “Affairs in Georgia’’ —clip-

pings and comment— attracted attenHon

Hp mnrripH in SnvHnnah

the

yellow

fever

wlior

appeared there he went
a place on The Con-

to Atlanta and took

stitution, another of the papers I repreHe succeeded
sented at Washington.
?am

Small,

who while on the paper had
contributed sayings of a mythical old

darkey <haracterized as “Old Si.” They
were so popul ar that Harris was asked
to do something in that line, and that was
the beginning of the songs and sayings

ucauc,

phcto

a

of Harris taken in the

but it would not be recognizby those who knew the successful
author when fame and fortune had come
to him.
c. A. p.
ed

kai

spaper tells of a western
man who has a private
method of preventing h.mseit from indulging in unwise
speculation. This man, when almost
sas

persuaded by

e w

some

smooth agent who is

ilatinp

upon the advantages of an investment lhi.1, he says, is absolutely

are

bugged
!Hon.

keep right

on

being

John A. Peters has been

j

congratulatory

telegrams

his assent to be

on

date at the
nomination

over-

j

letters and

whelmed with

candi-

a

primaries for the Republican
for Congressman. In another

column Mr. Peters makes the strongest
Kind of an appeal to the voters of the
.•bird

congressional

district who

ieirccratic to unite in
tember

the

opposing

Democratic
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DON’T FORGET THE DATES
or

office?
Did he phone

I-1..

thin/,

1

im

tsw

l

light

crop is

reported by

at

Irving

all-Mr. and Mrs.

son were

Sunday callers

Charles S.

A

make

Passenger

•?

These are the enervatingdays,when,as somebody has said, men drop by the sunstroke as if
the Day of Fire had dawned. They are fraught
with danger to people whose sys'ems are
poorly sustained; and this leads us to say, in

£ACH WEEK
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Arrive Rockland 3.30 p. m.
Leave Rockland 4.30 p. m.
Arrive Belfast

Round
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MAINE TRANSPORTATION CO.
Orrin J.

Congress.

Dickey, Belfast Agent.

Williamson, Augusta, Gen’l. Mgr.
Roekland-Augusta Line via Washington
W. B.
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other important business,
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P. Maxwell Aut

cheap.

sale

In running ordc
E. E WYMAN

Why do you hesitate

~

li,

nominate candidates to be
parties,
voted for on September 8th.
You will find my name on the primary
ballot as one of the candidates for the
nomination on the Republican ticket.
You have a right to know why my name
is there and my attitude toward the
matter.
The reason my name is on the primary
ballot is because I received so many requests from various parts of the district
urging me to become a candidate that it
seemed to be my duty to run. I have not
sought the nomination. It would be a
great hardship to me personally to have
it; but I realize that sometimes personal
inclination must be sacrificed to what
appears, at least, to be a public duty,
and, if at the primaries, the people indicate a desire that I should be the candidate to oppose the Democrats, I am
prepared to accept.
I shall make no contest for the nomination. So far as I am concerned, you
will exercise your unbiased judgment, as
you ought to, without attempt on my
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to
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interested, to

We Want YOU to Have The

Republican

also have something that

e

the careful buyers in an in\c>
would be pleased to show you

Look Our Way!

prejudice.

The following clubbing offers applv only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it
should be stated what premium, if any, is desired. It
is also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from this office.
We have to pa\ for these publications one year in

The City Government havii
a cash discount of d p*.
taxes paid on or before An u

low

hereby give notice of this dis.
be found at m> office. City LL.
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advance, and they are then sent from their respective
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Journal
Journal
Journal

and Farm and Home,
and Tribune Farmer,
and McCall’s Magazine,
and Woman’s Magazine,

The publications included in our
may be sent to different addresses.
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Practice in all
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j

publishers of

magazine by making
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card, stating that the pattern desired is
to which they are entitled.”

filter the blood is the kidneys’ duty.
When they fail to do this the kidneys are
weak.
Backache and other kidney ills may follow;
Help the kidneys do their work.
Use Doan’s Kidney Pills—the tested kidney
To

1 am prepared t«> do all Kin•
Furniture anti piano moving a .-j
orders at the stable, corner of V
| streets, and they uill receive
! tit n. Telephone connection

For Sale

Republican

Viator Boat,

One lS-foit

Kiio\ Motor, cheap.
One 16 M
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bargain.

free pattern
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m

u

Journal
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126 Waldo Av.

lltf

ordinary posta

Prob.
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The publishers of McCall’s Magazine have sent us
this notice: “The subscribers mav select their free
pattern within fO days after the teceipt of their first

Republican Journal Readers Are
Learning tne Duty of the Kidneys.

Courts.

spec altv.

clubbing offers

the Woman’s Magazine have
advised us of an increase in their subscription price
and a consequent advance in clubbing rates, and The
Journal and Woman’s Magazine are now $2.2>.
The

DOING THEIR DUTY

!!. lilU

,/

il»l

Publishing Co.

•-

Picnic and hunting parties, an
persons are forbidden trespass".
Island in thq town of Searspon

remedy.

"When Your Back is Lame—Remember the
Name." Don’t simply ask for a kidney remedy—ask DISTINCTLY for DOAN’S KIDNEY
PILLS, the same that Mr. Robinson had—the
remedy backed by home testimony, 60c at all
Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,
stores.

Good Ice Business

^

Augusta-Farmington

*58* *0*

FORSAI.F.

^

J. L. Donohue, Rockland Agent.

a

Belfast people endorse their worth.
B. Robinson, 6 Waldo avenue, Belfast, Me.,
says: "I still use Doan’s Kidney Pills whenever I feel that my kidneys are not working
right and they relieve me in a short time. We
keep this remedy in the house all the time. I
gladly verify all that I said in praise of Doan’s
Kidney Pills in 1905, and consider them the
best kidney medicine to be had.’’

RALPH HAYFORK. I
W. G. PRFSIOY S

phone to

PHONE 156 3

to

or

BELFAST BAND

JJl
&

Evening Parties and Excursions

tor

AT MODERATE RATES

primary election,
duty,
July 28th,
held bv the'Republican and Democratic

influence

Goodmiisiceacnatt.no

2.25

Trip

-——-

Cars may be engaged

ional District: Last fall you elected Hon.
Forrest Goodwin of Skowhegan. your

to

Attractions :,ik
all Three Da

Sport

A

INTERVENING POINTS FARES IN PROPORTION.

Congressional District.
Ellsworth, Maine, July 9, 1913.
To the voters of the Third Congress-

part

Fast Hast
Fine Fair Exhihin

m.

Rockland-Belfast $1.50.
Camden-Belfast
1.25.
•—

at

Racing.

Special

5.

WINDSOR HO 1 EL and THORNDIKE HOTEL

...FARES....

OPEN LETTER

on

%

Fast

-.J
Leave Belfast 2.00 p.
y

Peters to Voters of the Third

His untimerepresentative
ly death has rendered necessary a special
election to fill the vacancy.
The old system of nominating cancidates for office by caucuses and conventions having been abolished, the people
will have the right, and it will be their

KUUnU I Kli 0* Ji

DAY Li

Leave Belfast
8.00 a. m.
Arrive Rockland 9 30 a. m.
Leave Rockland 10.15 a. m.
Arrive Belfast 12.0(1 m.

and tonic,— say, a sustaining diet It makes it
much easier to bear the heat, assures refreshing sleep, and will without any doubt avert
much sickness at this time of year.

to

f&

T)AIT\in TDTDO

--

robust of our readers
that the full effect of Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
such as to suggest the propriety of calling this
medicine something besides a blood purifier

Mr.

A

VIA BAYSIDE, TEMPLE HEICHTS. NORTHPORT,
LINCOLNVILLE AND CAMDEN

A
(k

the interest of the less

From

Car will

1 BELFAST AND ROCKLAND I

Sustaining Diet.

Scores of
Mellen has resigned the
the Boston & Maine rail-

“l

|

SERVICE

DELIGHTFUL TIME-SAVING TRIP
A Twelve

4

Wentworth’s.

presidency of

AUTO

|

tho

the scalps of the
sheriffs who failed to enforce the law,
and he got them.
He then appointed
MEN to these jobs.
The result is that these criminals have
fled to the four winds—those of them
who are out of the jail.
Take a good look at this picture of ;
Governor Haines and remember that you
are look ing into the face of a MAN.

Legislature, demanding

R. W. Emerson and

,ut

•?4iiffia3ii&n$ii$ia$it&ii&i&i3n&8£i%>,t£n3ia3i
i BELFAST and ROCKLAND Z«

to the editor of the
if he would be suswhisky daily
tained if he'enforced the law as he swore
to do?
Did he call the sheriff into the back
[ room and
whisper to him to “make a
show but don’t go too hard?”
I Oh, no. Being a MAN and a GOVERNOR, Haines went out after the lawover
to see

road, and thereby automatically ceases
juiuci iy.
of the Maine Central.
Wills were presented in estates of to be president
is succeeded by Morris McDonald,
Emily M. Hall, late of Winterport; He
and
general manager of
George W. Roberta, late of Belfast; vice-president
Mr. Mellen remains
Elisha J. Tower, late of Lincolnville; the Maine Central.
the
New
Haven system,
of
Margaret E. Hughes, late of Frank- president
to it will devote his entire attention.
fort; Henry F. Parsons, late of Thorn- and
dike; Ellen M. Kenney, late of Knox;
Bertha A. Davis, late of Belfast; Caro
FOR CUTS, BURNS AND BRUISES.
vertiser.
E. Carter, late of Belfast.
In every home there should be a box of
Petition granted to close relations of
RID YOUR CHILDREN OF WORMS
to apply in
partnership of L. T. Shales & Co., Bel- Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, ready
Vou can change fretful, ill-tempered chil- fast.
every case of burns, cuts, wounds or scalds.
dren into healthy, happy youngsters, by ridding
Petitions for assessment of collateral J. H. Polanco, Delvalle, Tex., R. No. 2, writes:
them of worms. Toesing, rolling, grinding oi inheritance tax allowed in estates of
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve saved my little girl’s
teeth, crying out while asleep,accompanied with Mary A. Wheelden, late of Winterport; cut foot. No one believed it could be cured."
intense thirst, pains in the stomach and bow- Susan M. Gilchrest, late of Knox; George The world’s best salve.
Only 26c. RecomE. Merrill, late of Searsport.
mended by all druggists.
els, feverishness and bad breath, are symptoms
for
Petitions
administration .were prethat indicate worms. Kickapoo Worm Killer, a
sented in estates of Joseph Bean, late
pleasant candy lozenge, expels the worms, of Stockton Springs; Minnie R. LarraThe Shoe Situation.
regulates the bowels, restores your children bee, la te of J ackson; Carrie 0. Merrill, late
to health and heppineaa. Mrs. J. A. Brisbin,
of Cunningham, Kansas; Ezra Hanson,
Locally, the situation is quiet, as most shoe
of Elgin. III., says: “I have used Kickapoo late of Monroe; Emma S. Bailey, late of factories are still closed down, but a revival of
activity is anticipated next week, when the
Worm Killer for years, and entirely rid my Monroe.
majority of these plants will resume work.
Petition
for
distribution
in
presented
children of worma. I would not be without
are espeestate of Tileston Wad!in,Jate of Belfast. La rge buyers of footwear, however,
indifferent to spring goods, efforts being
it." Guaranteed. AH druggists, or by mail!
Petition for license to sell real estate cially
to reduce present holdings, which failed
made
Price 26c. Kickapoo Indiao Medicine Co.,
in estate of Adelaide J. Stud to move readily because of the backward
Philadelphia and St. Louia.
season.—Dun’s Review July 12.
ey, late of Searsport.

Jiresented

t

sprma!seld•

State committee to see what the political
effect would be if he honored his oath of

|

Sears; ort, first; George Herrick,

Institute, 777 State St.

Did he send for the chairman of the

i have seen a suggestion in some papers
that there was some coercion or dictation
used at the meeting in Augusta, when I
curatives.”
the rural population now.
I think the
In closing, Mr. Pearl said; “And as was prevailed upon to accept and sign
coercion
Benjamin mentioned in the second letter we observed in the beginning of this dis- nomination papers. The onlybeen
conor dictation of which I have
or tradimust be my great grandfather Benjamin cussion, if the church is legend,
tion or mythology; if its comforting scious is a sense of duty and my own
Keed who married Pamela Crosby.
ritual and hymns and responses are noth- conscience, and I recognize no other.
ll i receive your nomination, however,
A. C K.
ing but the remnant of a savage superstitition, our heritage from the physical I am prepared to make an active and
dawn, then the church, with its message aggressive campaign from start to finish.
PROBATE COURT.
of hope and of cheer, can have no place If the men in the district, who believe as
I do, will stand wilh me, I shall have the
as a solvent for the present social disFollowing is the report of the July
tresses, and cannot be the energizing honor of representing you in Congress.
term of the V\ aide County Probate Court,
I am violently opposed to the present
But such is
force for social betterment.
Judge Ji.ines Libby of Unity presiding: not the case. Conceived in the dreams tariff policy of the Democrats, which is
Wills w ere allowed in estates of Mary and visions of the prophets; crystallized admittedly detrimental to the business
and founded by Jesus; nourished by the interests of this district. The last NoA. Bennett, late of Brooks; Annie Nichblood of thousands of martyrs; handed vember election shows that a large maols, late of Searsport; Amelia T. French, to us as sacred heritage and exemplified jority of the voters in what is now' this
late of Searsport.
by the spirit of Christian love that in district hold the same view.
Under these circumstances there is no
Petitions for administration were al- this 20th century has united two conlowed in estates of George N. Stevens, gregations into one in this splendid edi- good reason why a Democrat should be
late of Liberty; Orilla A. Carter, late of fice upon a hill—the church will not fail permitted to represent a minority; nly of
Belfast.
of its destiny; but will continue, not only j our voters. As only two primaries are
Warrants and inventories were return- the solvent of social distress, but the ! possible, the Republican and the Demoed in estates of Alonzo E. Davis, late of I refuge, hope, light and guiding star of | cratic, a man should be nominated who
Jackson; Livonia S. Abbott, late of Bel- the harassed heart of man, so long as j can best unite all anti-Democratic
strength.
fast; Sophronia B. Parker late of Bel- time shall move in space.”
One candidate only should finally be
fast; Franklin Chase, late of Monroa;
1
agreed upon to oppose the Democrats,
Abbie J. Downes, late of Frankfort; KNOX.
i If more than one candidate is nominated,
Charles H. Coombs, late of Belfast; DudMaster W. Prescott Kenney of Raynham
ley B. Gerald, late of Unity; Clementine Center, Mass., arrived July 8th to spend his | the one who can poll the most votes
N. Poor, late of Belfast.
I should be voted for. Our strength should
Aborn’s... Mrs. not be divided.
Accounts were allowed in estates of vacation at his uncle’s, B. L.
| I
Anbott
and
son visited Mrs. Jennie
Mattie
believe that the man to be voted for
Margaret A. Frost, iate of Belfast, first
Relatives
week...
Richardson
one
last
by the^ anti-Democratic strength should
and final; Susan M. Gilchrest, late of
day
Knox; Jane C. Perry, late of Belfast, and friends in town have received wedding I be the nominee at a primary election.
first and final; Anna B. Osgood, late of cards announcing the marriage of Miss Pau- I No man without the backing of a primPalermo, first and final; Warren C. Ber- ! line Leonard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- ary nomination by the people is going to
be elected.
Whoever you nominate. 1
ry, late of Troy, final; Daniel A. Elliott, ward Leonard, to
Joseph Taylor Hunt in Wash- shall be content, because it will be your
late of Thorndike, second and final; Chas.
June 28th.
D,
C.,
ington,
Congratulations
verdict. Let us regard a vote at the
N. Alien, late of Montville, first and
Mrs.
primaries as a pledge of active support
final; Almeda F. Fowler, late of Unity, from all... .C. A. Kenney and daughter,
Nancy Crosby, went to Howard, R. I., last later on when the real fight begins.
first and final.
It seems to me a time when all men
Notices were ordered on estates of week for an extended visit with relativesDorcas B. Connor, late of Troy, fourth Beryl Edwards of Jackson is working for W'il* who think alike should stand together,
and final; Dora F. Thayer, late of Swan- lis Richardson_H. W. Woods is moving his and we should not be divested of our
vilie, first and final; Crawford F. Treat, barn. Mr. Jewell and Mr. Huff of Brooks rights by any misunderstandings or differences less than fum.amental.
late of Stockton Springs, first and final;
have charge of the work.... B. M. Shibles and
John A. Peters.
George Hollis French, late of LincolnEdward Shibles’ Saturday
visited
at
family
ville, first and final; George E. Merrill,
A
week.
in
earnest
this
Haymaking began
late of
late of Belfast, first and final; Annie M.
Taylor, late of Belfast, first and final;
Ziipha J. Williams, late of Jslesbcro,
first and final.
Notices of appointment were presented in estates of Mary A. Bennett, late
of Brooks; George W. Stevens, late of

August 19,2i, i[

Addresa

The Adams

breath?”

—
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Mr. ai d Mrs. William Brown, Mr. anc
Mrs. John Brown and two sons, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Brown and son of this town,
fittit Dote of Hartland, Frank of
Mrs.
Burnham, Mr. ard Mrs. Daniel Tozer
and Miss Vera Conant ot this town returned Sunday from Lake Winnecook,
where they occupied the Stevens-Frost
cottage for several days.—Pittsfield Ad-

$

'PHONE 149.

j

for

V)r. E. A. Porltr recently became the
(1 of the Liiiti lungalcw on the shores
of Gieat Moose Lake, which is situated
just above theLaucty and Linn cottage,
and i rc p; aliens are being made to occupy the same at cr.ee by his family.

whimper

|

hum-

and swindled.

|

|

a

others who

ici^y
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INSTITUTE

PERMANENT RELIEF FROM ALL CRAVING
Appetite and desire for any kind of Alcoholic Drink is secured by the use nf a purely ♦
vegetable remedy, with no bad after effects, no hypodermics, no secret formula, in from J
♦
THREE TO FIVE DAYS
No sudden stopping of stimulants. Each patient has a
private room, with excellent $
menu, daintily served in private room.
No extra «
One price includes everything.
♦
charge. No publicity. Everything held in most • tcred confidence.
LOWEST RATES
Ladies treated in separate quarters. Automobile service
Open day and night. 1
*

|

fabulous per cent., rescues himself from
peril hv repeating
Belgian hare, Belgian hare, Belgian
nare,” three times to himself. As he
had experiences in the Belgian hare industry the remedy does not fail. There
certain to pay

cum

he stutter and

ADAMS

THE

<

FOR THE DRINK HABIT.

West Medford. Mass.
Fairfax 21 June 1819.
Dear parents:
We take this opportunity to inform
you that we are all well. At this time
the Lord only nows how long we shal be
for the small-pox is all around us even
to our next nabours. It furst brok out at
Belfast and now is all around us. Jonathan Fuller’s house is a hospitle and all
Freedom is now sick with it.
Capt.
THE CHURCH OR TODAY,
»Taylor is now sick with it and Jameses i. 'ra
was
have
to
it
for
James
family expect
Rev. Haraden S. Pearl of Providence,
from borne and everybody was in conand Mrs. Charles S.
fusion and was not inockiated with the R. I., son of Mr.
kine pox soon enough. They are all in- Pearl of Bangor, when on a visit to his
ockiated with the kine pox as fast as former home
preached in the lecture
they can get the matter. They have room of All Souls church and was greetit
for
to
stop
anybody
given up trying
Mr. Pearl
Dear par- ed by a large congregation.
that has it tries to spread it.
said that it was his desire in coming
ents you may well think that we are
about to see such a day as we never yet back to speak in the home church, to
experienced anti we shal be glad to see bring impressions of church life elseyou wonce more in this world but the
soDear where, and its relation to the vexing
Lord's will be dun and not ourn.
parents we think that your company cial problems of the day, rather than to
He raised
is much wanting in society and also attempt to preach a sermon.
amongst your children and friends, there- the question as to whether or not the
fore we recuest you to return as soon as church could creditably or successfully
Dear parents we de- combat the high pressure life of today
you possible can.
sire that you wed be mindful of us in bv high pressure methods, as evidenced
to inyour praers (prayers). We must con- in the attempt by some churches
clude. Your aitctionate children.
stall moving picture machines and institute vaudeville shows.
Daniel Hussey,
Fanney Hussey.
In defining wThat he meant by high
of the
pressure life he gave illustrations
intensity of the struggle in an industrial
no. II.
and social way in the larger centers; and.
7 mo 28 1S19.
in the prodigious output £f scientific reDear parents:
But the speaker laid special
search.
We reseved your U ter w ith great saton the social
high pressure,
1 can inform you that we are emphasis
isfaction.
its underlying racial cross currents
I have been un- with
all well except myself.
and its economic puzzles, which presentwell some days. The small-pox we think
ed the germs, at least, for dangerous
abates amonst us. J. Fuller died last 7
He regarded, also,
social conditions.
and
wone
of
his
a
children
(one)
days
the present trend of scientific thought
few days before.
Fuller was thot to be
with its entire emphasis on the material
the sickest n an that ever was none
well as
as
as being a distinct obstacle
(known). He lie several vveaks till his
to the church.
flesh allmost cleaved from his boans and challenge
Social science had done wonderful
several others died. James is gone down
in relieving the distress that high
east and Benjamin has got home.
Dear things
had caused, and had taken from
parents,we want to now whether you are pressure
the hands of the church work that the
ever a commen home or not for we think
should have done; but W’hen it
that you have forgot that you have any church
talked of demolishing the creeds of the
children and if you have not forgotten
church and writing over them creeds
us we want you to w-rite us wurd when
nurelv of social hvpiene and scientific
acommen.
We
want
to
set
you
you
charity, it assumed more than it could do;
some time when you will be to Agusty
understand that humanity defor we cannot wate much longer for nor did it
than that.
Something
John has got impacent and sheds tears manded more
than that was necessary, and the
j every time he hears his grandmother’s deeper suggested that
practical social
name menshened and he says that grand- speaker
linked with the enerfather has not yoused him well. You service methods,
force of old fashioned religious
must give our love to all our friends. We gizing
fervor, might be a good weapon for comremain your afect. children,
batting present conditions.
TVamtiti Hrccrv
“Please do not think,” said the speakFanney Hussey,
“that I am belittling the tremendous
John says that thee must fetch him er,
social service movements that are just
home a gun, a small one.
beginning. They are among the noblest
things of history. My point is simply
These letters show the family to be this: that in the
present restless state of
Quakers, and from the quaint phonetic society, both mental and physical, something more is needed—something more
; spelling one can get an idea of the Maine
than a program of scientific
vibrant,
dialect which is still characteristic of

r-arly days,

s

j

Did he say, “I am Governor and not a
detective to go around smelling people’s

AUG. C. KNIGnT.

of "Uncle Remus.
1 have

i

and crawl under the bed?

a

the country, and I had personal friends
and acquaintances among them in New
Orleans, Mobile, Savannah and Atlanta,

Good Look at Him.!

[From the New Republic. Wlterville, Ohio.-i
Crosby’s Annals as they are published William T. Haines is Governor of Maine.
from week to week in The Journal, and He is a GOVERNOR, not a sissy.
the chapter fcr the year 1819 especially
When it came to his attention that a
interested me on account of having in lot of criminals were using the Maine
my possession two old letters for that
law as a rag carpet to wipe

For ope square, one
Advertising Terms.
Inch length in column. 25 cents for one week
»ni 25 c. ms for each subsequent insertion.

Prior to that time my fad had been to
keep the run of the newspaper men of

a
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SEARSPORT, MAINE,
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nicely fitted office with mod'
veniences for rent at the foot of M u
A

^

s

ell

drop

nip'

s

post a raid and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. _Ol)MhS,
Corner Cross and Federal Sir is. Belfast,

Belfast Savings Bank

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
N. Y.
---I look No. 12,905, issued by this bank, has been
application has been made for a dupliDyspepsia is America's curse. To restore ^ wt and
book according to laws regulating issuing
digestion, normal weight, good health and 1c ate
ew books.
Burdock
Blood
use
the
Bitters
blood,
purify
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Sold at all drug stores. Price $1.00.
Belfast, July 6, 1918.—8w28

lnu

Office for Rent

for Sale

One*half mile from postoffice. Call at the
* ouse or address
MRS. MARY E. MITCHELL.
4w28

Agent Bangor

Apply
27tf

,l

to
THE CONSUMERS Flit1

WANTED- Dr. W. C. LIBBti
A

GIRL OR MIDDLE AGED WOMAN lot
general housework. Apply to
MRS. C. E. PEIRCE,
2 9tf
Franklin Street, opposite Postoffiee.

DENTIST,
•3 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST.

M*1*

THE APPLE PACKING

LAW.

!

PARISIAN SAGE |

As Interpreted by Attorney General Wilson,
Hon. John A. Roberts, owing to the
| fact
that many questions have been asked
as to the interpretation of the law
passed
by the last Legislature relative to the
packing, shipping and sale of apples,
asked of Attorney General Scott Wilson
his opinion on the questions, and submitted to him several of the points
upon

for the hair
Unsightly—matted—colorless—scraggy

which there was doubt.
Attorney General Wilson applied to
Commissioner Roberts, as follows:
In relation to the questions submitted to you concerning the act regulating
|
the

packing, shipping and sale of apples,
taking the questions up in the order
which you named them, I will say:
1. The branding of apples for interstate
or foreign shipment under the
United
States statute appears to be optional but,
if branded, must comply with provisions

Statistics of Maine.
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Year.
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DEATHS.

The lowest death rate was in Aroostook county, being only 11.73 per cent,
i he
counties of Franklin, Hancock,
mmb t of births in any i Piscataquis, Sagadahoc, Somerset and
\1 ashington had lower death-rates than
.! eg the
past Year was j
the whole State, while the counties of
; t:.e smallest was 1,153 in i
largest quarterly total ! Androscoggin, Cumberland, Kennebec,
he second quarter: the 1 Knox, l.incoln, Oxford, Penobscot, Walin the last quarter. The 1 do and York had death rates larger than
.a
months in which the ; that of tilt.- ctate. The highest county
of births occurred were i death rate was that of Lincoln, 18.88
pet’ cent. The death rate in the cities
June, a total of 4,152.
ast year 189 twin-births !
oi deaths occurred in March and the
:• stances twins were both
1
firit-le- on(i in 7Q
limsmallest number in June.
Of the 11,731 decedents, 6,119 were
eases
the parentage
n
Vi. foreign; and in 37 j males and 5,612 were females. Among
children dying before they were five
parentage was mixed,
occurred at Sanford and years of age, 1,131 were malts and 825
t.’i- 665
stiil-born children, were females; there were 606 more
deaths among hoys under five years of
at d 227 were females,
umber of sti 1-births, 115, age than among girls within the same
\roostOOk county, while the age-period; at the age periods from five
: .ber
nine, was reported to 80 years there was also a preponderance of deaths
among males, hut from
■ounty. The largest numrtbs, 66, was returned in i 80 to 100 years, more among females.
1
with
the
e
smallest number was 45 Compared
preceding year there
were during the past
year 75 more deaths
eptember, respectively.
from influenza, 52 more from nephritis
MAKlilAGBS.
and Bright’s disease, 47 more from dia•r of marriages registered
betes and two more from rheumatism.
luring the past year was
On the other hand there were 266 less
makes a marriage rate of deaths from diarrheal
diseases, 175 less
r of
persons married) to from pneumonia, 131 less from diseases
T population or at the rate of the
nervous system, 66 less from
Hid persons.
measles, 63 less from tuberculosis, 32
ige rate was higher in Oxless from diseases of the heart, 27 less
:an elsewhere in the State,
from whooping cough, 26 less from peri'nat cour.ty 8.84 per 1,000.
tonitis, 25 less from bronchitis, 25 less
marriage-rate, that of 6.15 from scarlet fever, 24 less from cancer,
per 1,000, was in Lincoln 22 less from
diphtheria and croup and 14
less from typhoid fever.
47 records of marriage in
was a statement of birthr cent tne grcom and bride
American: in nine per cent
FOR
foreign birth; in nine per
iOtn was American and the
:gn birth; while in 10 per
icn groom and an American
mited.
HbR 90TH BIRTHDAY.
number of marriages, 734,
milized in June, while the
Mrs. Martha Babbidge quietly celetier in any one month, 271, brated her 90th
birthday Sunday, July
March. The largest nura- 6th, at her home in Dark Harbor.
She
■f grooms and brides, wms had
many callers during the afternoon,
mi 25 years of
While children, grandchildren and
age.
great grandof age, 11 brides children, and other relatives and
.. ears
friends.
n the age period for 20 to
The room was filled with bouquets of
ie
were 279
grooms and beautiful flowers, among them many of
in the
period from 20 to 25 the dear old fashioned flowers which she
men and 2,077 women were
had always loved, while a large
birthday
25 to 30 years, 1,526 men cake was
brought to ner by Capt. and
n; from 30 to 35 years, 677
vj.
uauuiu^c,
\uayi. r>uuuiuge
omen; from 35 to 40 years,
being her oldest living son. She had
282 women; from 40 to 45 several other little
birthday gifts, and
n
ami 153 women; from 45
many pretty cards and other messages
MS men and 110 women; of remembrance from her
numerous
•7 years, 146 men and 63 friends.
Last fall Mrs. Babbidge jourj•'> to (if) vpflps 71 mpn anrl
neyed to Boston, accompanied by her
'ruin 60 to 70 years, 119 men son,
Capt. Lewis Babbidge, going up by
—n; from 70 to 80 years, 35 boat and was met
by her son-in-law,
from
80
to
90
women;
years, John Totman, with his automobile and
driven to ihe home of her daughter in
marriages the groom was Brockton, thus taking her first auto
the bride; while in 991 the ride.
She spent a very pleasant winter
the elder; 704 widowers and with her
daughter, returning to her own
were remarried; 312 men and
home last May. Altogether, she is a
w ere re-married after
having remarkably smart old lady, and her
"rc"d from a former marriage.
friends and neighbors all join in wishing
shows that 4,857 men and her
;'"rt
many more,happy birthdays.
"! -a
were married for the first
900 men and 861 women were
or the second
$150,000 FOR ROADS
time; that 107
92 women were united in the
r!age; that eight men and four State Highway from Portland to Brunswick
funtracted marriage for the
and Bath.
lrile; and one man and two
The Governor and Council has voted to
were married the fifth time. The
expend $100,000 to be joined with the sum
groom was 85 years of
age and of
^
"st bride
$50,000 from the National Government
was 76 years old.
The
groom was 16 years of age for the improvement of the road from
t.
Portland
to Bath by way of Brunswick,
youngest bride was 12 years of the
money to be spent on roads used by
reig!, non was only 1.24
3 in Belfast and 1.64 in
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Children Cry

FLETCHER’S
CASTO R I A

■

■

t.

rural free delivery carriers.

an agent or owner orders a
of men to grade, pack or brand, i
any or all would be liable who knowingly did any act that was in violation
of the provisions of this statute. Of
course, if one man has some especial
part of the wrork assigned to him,
which had nothing to do with the classifying or improperly branding! I think
there must be a commission knowingly
of some of the acts, which are in violation of this statute, in order to render
any person liable to its penalities. And
by knowingly, I do not mean the law,
because every man is presumed to know
the law; but that he intentionally does
some of the acts which constitute a violation of the law; that is. if you please,
without any knowledge of the provision
of this law, puts apples which, under the
statute are classified No. 2, into batrels
which are marked No. 1. or fails to mark
the barrels at all, or marks as No. 1 apples which really should be classed as un-

j

I am inclined to think that the com9.
missioner of agriculture must proceed
under Section 9 before lie commences
prosecution. That section, taken in connection with Section 14. would seem to
indicate that it was the intent of the
Legislature for the commissioner to give
a nearing Delore tie started a
prosecution.
10.
The action can undoubtedly he
brought in any county where offence is
committed. 1: the offence is in packing
it might be brought in the county where
the apples happened to he; that is. the
party p. eking might be proceeded against
in any county for adulteration or misbranding or transporting, wherever the
apples happened to be. if ’hey- were still
in his ownership. So many conditions
might arise under this head t ial probably each one, if at ail unusual, had better be taken up when it arises.
11.
Wi.at I have said in reply to seven
and eight would apply to tins section:
That any or all persons who knowingly
participate in any of the acts that are
prohibited in this section are Table to

prosecution.
THE

ADAMS

INSTITUTE.

The Adams Institute in Springfield,
Mass., for the short time treatment of
the liquor habit, whose advertisement
appears in another column, has talena
stand in the treatment of inebriates
which cannot fail to meet the requirements of the most exacting of those who
desire to send their drink afflicted frier ds
to an Institute which promises to give a
treatment which permanently relieves
them from all appetite and desire for
alcoholic drink in any form, i.i the short
space of from three to five days; at rates
for treatment which are moderate. No
expense has been spared in equipping
The Institute treats
this Institute.
both ladies and gentlemen. The ladies
in
is
charge of an experienc
department
ed matron on a separate floor and entire
freedom from publicity is maintained
The Adams Institute is not a branch of
any other Institute, nor has it any branch
Institutes. It is a Springfield Institution :
and its location makes it easily accessible
to patients from all parts of New E ig- |
It maintains an efficient autoland.
mobile service to all trains.
This institution is certainly worthy of
investigation, and solicits patre nage
from the New England States. Dr. E.
P. Adams, the proprietor and manager,
has been experienced for many years in
rtnnHnutinnr

cunifariiirra

five

all my family and I always keep a box at
home.” Get a box and get well. Price 26c.
Recommended by all druggists.
Eastern

Yacht

Club

Cruise Ends

Swan’s Island, Me., July 10. Asouthbroke up the Eastern Yacht club
cruise at this port today. At a meetthe
of
captains it was decided not to
ing
proceed to Bar Harbor and to call off the
wind-up dinner. The disbandment gun
was fired at 6 p. m.
Many of the yachts
will return to Marblehead while others
will proceed further east.

eastgale

For any
fain burn seals „r bruise, apply
Dr. Thomas Eclectic Oil-the household remTwo
eieee, 26c and 50c et ell
edy.
etoree.

drug

—

substance.
It destroys Worm ; and allavs Fev« 4—
relieves Constipation, AVind Colie, a!l
Troublesi and Diarrfitea.
It regulars tins
Stomach and Dowels, giving
and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—Thehealthy
Mother’s Friend.

^“n.Vs.s-

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

In Use For Over 30 Years.
|

OFFERS AN ELEGANT LINE OF

NEOKWEAR,
HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
SHIRTS,
HATS, CAPS,

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

C AS TOR | A
THE

4TH

WEST BROOhSVILLE.

IN

The fourth of July celebration in West
Brooksville, beginning with a ball game
in the forenoon and closing with a
fairy
festival in the evening, proved a
very
successful and a pleasant affair
throughout.
Those in charge of proceedings
feel grateful, especially for the civii attitude of the crowd in evidence
throughout the day and
evening. Dinner was
served in I, 0. O. F. Hall
a
by committee consisting of Mrs. H. S.
Tapley,
Mrs. M. B. Blodgett, Miss L. W. Jones,
Mrs. B. Nichols, Misses
Lucy Ii. and

In fact
All

Nellie Jones, and Mrs. Goodelh The
b ill game was won
by the Castines, 15-5.
Races occupied the afternoon. The
supwas
served
per
by a committee from
the C. E. society. A
very pleasant, entertainment was conducted by Mrs. At-

kins, and
evening.

was

anything you may wish.
new|goods and up-to-the-minute in'styie

MASONIC TEMPLE. TEFFASI MAINE.™

held in tne church in the

HUMPHREY k
Photos
SING

by American Tress Association.

SING

PRISON
J IHN

AND DEPOSED
8. KENNEDY.

WARDEN,

There is only one quarter of
the statutory air spare for men doubled in a **.!. It is also stated that the
walls of the prison are damp, and this
breeds disease.
Vermin abound, said
the report. There Is only one hospital
for all maladies.
Acting immediately on the grand
Jury’s report. Governor Sulzer named a
o
com-; is'i-m
Lind a suitable site for
the meat ion of a successor of the

together.

prison.
As a result of the investigation conducted by th* grand jury. Warden John
S. Kennedy was immediately removed
from olhi
by the superintendent of
prisons. His dismissal, however, was
ordered by Governor Sulzer.

These remedies are scientifically
carefully prepared prescriptions, used
many years by Dr. Humphreys in his private
practice, and for nearly sixty years by the
with satisfaction.

people

Medical Book mailed free.

No.
1
2

Foa
Prtcc
Fevem, Congestions, Inflammations..2."

Worms. Worm Fever...

....25

3 Colie, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
4
7
H
9
10
13
I f
£5
lf>
17
19
20
21
27
2§
30
34

Diarrhea, of Children and Adults
25
Cough*, Colds, Bronchitis.
2'
Toothache, Faceaebe, Ni uralgia
Headache, Sick lie :i lach Vertigo..2Dyspepsia, Iudigi stiou, Weak Stomach.25
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis. .25
Salt Hhcuin, Eruptions..... _25
....

Eiheumutisiii, Lumbago....25
Fever ami Ague, Malaria.

■*

Pile*, Blind or ?'deeding, F.vlernal, Internal
Catarrh, Influenza,Cold in Head...
Whooping Cough..
Asthma, Oppressed,DiiHcuItBreathing..
25
Kidney Disease.
Kervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed. 25
Sore Throat. Quinsy.25
17 l» Cripre—Grip
25
Hold by drujgist#Hor sent on receipt of price.
EUITVHBEYS’ HOMED. MEDICINE CO., Cornel
_

William and Ann St.reetis.Nev/ York.

LEWIS’ WHISKERS DOOMED?
Illinois Senator Contemplates Shaving
Off His Pink Beard.
United States Senator .1. Hamilton
Lewis of Illinois is tired of being called
the man with the pink whiskers.
He
wants the people of Washington and
the United States to see more in him
than a glowing beard. When asked if
it were true that he was on the eve of
parting with his pink whiskers Mr.
Le vis said:
“The boys have seen me lighting
along here for a good many years trying t > make good. I believe that I

Hardwood

Matched

Floorings,
MAPLE, BEECH and BIRCH.
MANUFACTURER

Clapboards, £-pruct,
20tf

Many people

cannot afford to
hare weak nerves. It would mean
loss of livelihood. Toeveryone the
loss of nervous enemy is a serious
matter.
Every action of mind or
bo lv calls for the expenditure of
nervous energy and it is the business of the blood to carry the
necessary elements to the nerves to
compensate for this expenditure.
As soon as the blood, for any
reason, loses this power to constantly rebuild the nerves the nervous decline begins which,
if unchecked, results inanervous breakThis is the history of such
down.
a

nervous

HEBRON,
For Girls and

SENATOR

4ave just

J.

HAMILTON LEWIS.

little something more In
me than some of—shall I say my eccentricities, which get all the attention? I'd like to be treated in a dignified manner once in awhile.”
But he didn’t answer the question.
Mr. Lewis is one of the real delights
He is pointed out as
of Washington.
lie “elegant whip of the senate,” the
“man with the pink whiskers” and the
“most affable man in congress” by the
guides who show strangers around the
a

United States capitol.
The rumor that he contemplated re(
i moving his whiskers caused a mild sengatlon not only in Washington, but also
throughout the state of Illinois, where
he is personally known to thousands of

people.

kept up their
strength.
until I was entirely well.”

; •.*.»

to 12 m.t It

m.

and bv

ru

appomtmer

t.

2QRNEH CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREET$
Telephone connection

■
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Ex-Veterinary Inspector ltureau
ludustry l'. S.

At 52 High Street.

ALL

j!

The original of the compound Rheumatic
The original formula has been purchased and the oil is being prepared by the

‘hones—Hospital

Company.

^Prices:

11

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

Just received

Light,
or

safe by

.•» t

59-13.

Resid*

rue

r.p-i.

1 'hone 156-3

CICKEY,

Belfast, Maine,

HAY
P pples and plums for sale on Levant Barlow
state. Waldo, Maine. Make me cash offer.
H. F. UPHAM.

2w28p

Dudley St.. Lpham's Corner.
Boston, Mass.

MAINE.

FOR SALE
A house on Northport avenue near the Bat»ry, commanding a fine view of the bay.
louse thas eight rooms and a spacious vernda, a never-failing well and city water,
'ruit and shade trees. Furnace and open flrelace. A desirable summer home or all-the3 ear residence. Apply on the premises to

Wagons;

of Weber Wagons,
general purpose wagons.

a new car

easy running

HI LtA'I

ORRIN J.

t‘23

Weber

M f

OI

FOR RENT.

15, 25 and 50 Cents.

\

'»>•

PASSENGER AUTO

WM. 0. POOR & SON, AGENTS.
BELFAST.

■

i s

TWELVE

734

Try it.

-z'-

Hospital >ever I'lo**-.

Oil.

Blended Rheumatic Oil

DISEASES

PKIMi ST15EET,

Tel. 216-13

Blended
Rheumatic
*5:01 L*

They are sold by all druggists, fifty cents per box, six boxes
for $2.50 or direct by mail. The
booklet, “Diseases of the Nervous
System,” will be sent free upon request.

Department of A

Hospital, Fliavinacy and

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

ves.

LIKE

a.

m..

VETEKINARI

and REPAIRING,

People

Oil ILUKCN

7 to 8 p.

r li EATS

are a tonic for the blood and their
tonic action strengthens weak ner-

THE

his

dn.ited

AND KLHMCTION.
Office hours—U

Ser.d for catalogue!

Beys.

has

of the

Eye, far. Nose and lrroaf

STEAMPRESSING

use

Dr. Williams Medicine Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.

j

H. C. HofFses

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
for Pale

to diseases

CLEANING.

prostration.

I

Announce1! that h

j

William Lincoln West

for r.o more than an hour.
After
four years of sickness I began using
Dr. Williams’ Rink Tills for Tale
People and found that they gave
me

Liberty,

Pine,
Me.

MAINE,

6w28

I wasn't able to do anytliing and
was confined to bed for a part of
I had headaches frethe time.
quently and a slight palpitation of
the heart. My appetite was poor
and my stomach was weak.
I
could not sleep well; some nights

Photo by American Press Association.

L. C. MOKSE.

FOUNDED 1804

case:

stricken with

OF

basswc cd,

HebronAcadem y

Mr. Calvin R. Lilian!, whose address is R. F. r>. No. 2, Ringgold,
Cia., says: “Ten years ago I was

ment of the drink habit and he if sure to
please and satisfy all who have any business dealings with the institution.
The Journal has had a personal acquaintance with Dr. Adams for many
years, and can vouch for honorable dealing with his Institute in Springfield,
Mass. —[Editor. ]

For constipation, headaches, indigestion and
dyspepsia, use Dr. King’s New Life Pills.
Paul Mathulka of Buffalo, N. V., says they are
‘•King of all laxatives. They are a blessing to

for Infants and Chiidren.
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Par
gone, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It is pleasant.
It contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other Ts;,rcotic

‘‘1, for one, am ready to act upon the
belief that no nation will attack the
United States or
infringe her rights so
long as she herself pursues a course
based on right and
justice.”

fli.,

THE KING OF ALL LAXATIVES.

:!

right makes might.

crew

*•

of births in which both

An incident at the Bull MooBe confer
Newport disclosed the fact tha
there is opposition among hia own fol
lowers to Colonel Roosevelt’s jingo police
of the “big stick.” Mr. Roosevelt’s de
nunciation of the advocates of sensible
r.nd general international arbitration
and his demand for a
big navy, were nol
permitted to pass uuchallenged, Hon
Joseph Walker, the former Republicar
candidate for Governor in Massachusetts
ence at

and the newest of the Bull
Moose, made
an earnest and
dignified protest againsl
these
and
warned the
jingo
doctrines,
*. A. HOWES i CO.
Progressive party “against the danger
of militarism which
today is raising its
SING SING TO BE ABOLISHED. horrid head so
;
high among the nations of
i the earth.”
Mr. Walker’s protest was
Grand Jury Finds That Prison It Not
so sound and so much to the
point that
it is worth quoting:
Sanitary—Warden Dismissed.
for
am
“I,
a
firm
believer
in the
York
state
one,
New
the
Sing Slug,
prissettlement of international disputes by
on, is doomed. A grand Jury that rePeaceful means and
cently investigated conditions there , alone. I am in favor by peaceful means
of general arbitradiscovered that it was "unfit for
! t\on treaties, under which all justiciable
beasts,” and the governor of the state disputes, even those
involving national
is making preparations to provide a
honor ar>d vital interests, shall be submitted to arbitration.
newr and up to date institution for the
I am in favor of
(etention of prisoners.
submitting to arbitration the question
In the presentment returned by the whether a particular dispute is justiciable or not. I stand
unflinchingly for
grand Jury which probed conditions it the
reign of law amontr nations.
was stated that the institution was
ine time has come to establish
treathorribly overcrowded. There are aliout ies limiting and
lessening military arma1,200 cells. Intended to house one pris- ments. The time has come for the
United States to show her moral couroner each, but at various times there
have been as many as 2.000prisoners in age by firmly refusing to be drawn into
the prisou. The grand jury also found the wasteful and wicked rivalry among
that diseased and healthy men bunk nations in building up their military
strength. The time has come for the
United States lo take her stand on the
principle enunciated by Lincoln, that

prosecution.
8.
Where

causes.

per cent
The wife was the libellant in 730 diparents, 88.64 per cent, vorces, and the husband in 253.
:
In the divorces granted for
per cent in which both paradultery,
r. !_rn born.
Lincoln county 1 the husband was the
libellant 74 times
"7.62 tier cent of native and the wife 55 times.
•.mi only 2.28 per cent in
On account of
cruelty, the wife was
•.rents were foreign-born.
the libellant in 29 cases, and the husin
87.41
tier
cent
of
band
-minty
in 10 cases.
-rents were native-born,
For desertion, the husband was the
:;t. foreign-born.
libellant 114 times and the wife 185
percentage of native- j times.
a>
79.59; in Sagadahoc, j
lor intoxication, the husband was the
iim 3 s. 93: in Washington, libellant in seven
cases, and the wife in
in
Piscata- ! 128 cases.
-•*. 66. u$; and
For cruel and abusive treatment the
high percentages of ; husband was the libellant in 43 instances
rents are found in Andro- ! and the w ile in 225
instances.
;4.6u; in Oxford, 31.04; !
For failure to support, the wife was
in Cumberland, 28.04, j tiie libellant in the 43
divorces decreed
m 24.191
for that cause.
Seven divorces were granted before
percentage of births
t'
of the State with the The marriage iite had lasted
six months;
it is. found that in the : 9c before one
year’s marriage; 214 after
cent of the nirths were ! from one to live
years’ marriage: 288
! arentage,
while in the 1 after from nve to 10
years’ marriage:
State the percentage 24.> after from In to 2n
years’ marriage;
children was 67.31.
99 after from 20 to 3d years’
marriage;
rcm:;ag-* of foreign-born ail'd ,»1 attt r more than 30 years of marLome fur p 59.30; and in 1 ried life.
o'?.

1

---o_

PROTEST AGAINST JINGOISM.

'iv.

births in the State, 59.74

ty had the

of law.
2.
I think all packages of
apples
must be branded to comply with the
Maine law, whether they are to be sold for
i iterstate or foreign shipment or for loc il sale.
3.
I think that the Maine Statute allows other sizes than the bushel or barrel
to be used, provided its contents are
measured by the standard fixed in the
■ .atute.
4.
Of course the meaning of the word

the age ol 16, five grooms were
at 1> years, lj; at 18 years
75‘
and at 19 years. 182.
At the age of 12
[ years, one bride was married; at 13
; years, one; at 14 years, nine; at 15 years,
56; at 16 years, 151; at 17 years, 320; at IKPil in (Hie onnnnotinn in tn U.. .1..*
18 years, 649 and ai 19 years, 497.
In one marriage the groom was 62 and mined by its common use, “Sound” orthe bride 14 years of age; and it was the dinarily means free from rot or other
but as this section seems to defirst marriage of each one.
In another defects,
line about all other defects, it seems
case m which the groom was 27
of
years
that the word “sound” in this connecage and the bride was 72, it was also the
tion would have reference more
first marriage of each.
particuTwo grooms,
to its freedom from
decomposition.
aged il and i0 years were married for larly
5.
Section three seems to require the
the first time.
At 17 years of age, three brides were class or grade of apples to be plainly demarried for a second time; five at 18 signated, which would, no doubt, include
the “unclassified.” In other words, in
years and live at 19 years.
One bride
was married for
the third time at 19 branding, there would be three classes:
two and unclassified.”
years of age, one for the fourth time at “One,
6.
I think that either method could
20 years and one for the fifth time at 36
be used and comply with Section 3.
The
years. Two women contracted marriage
language seems to imply a printed label,
at the ages of 72 and ,0
years for the but I
think, a stencilling, which met the
first time.
requirements, would he held to be a comDIVORCES.
pliance with the law.
7. “Any person” is anyone who knowNine hundred and eighty-five divorces
ingly does any act which is a violation
i.uLiux
hc15'l yt-ar.wmcn
of
the provisions of this
is
i4 more than during the
chapter It
preceding
year.
During the year one divorce was might be the agent of the purchaser, or
decreed for every six marriages solemn- any or all of the crew who did the grading and packing, or any other person
ized.
Some of the causes for which divorces who had to do with any of the acts that
are necessary to be done in order to comWere granted were the
following: Adultery. 139, or 13.1 per cent, of the whole ply with this statute. To take a specific
number; cruelty, 39, or four per cent; instance, if a purchaser orders his agent
desertion, 229, or 30.4 per cent; intoxica- to pack and grade apples, if the work is
tion, 135, or 13.7 per cent; cruel and done in the State of Maine and the agent
abusive treatment, 268, or 27.2 per cent; fails to grade and classify, or brand, as
failure to support, 43, or 4.4
required by statute, it seems to me that
per cent.’
he would he liable to
the other divorces were
for unquestionably

j

i

hair made—fluffy—soft—abundant and
radiant with life at once. Use Parisian
Sage. It comes in 50c. bottles.
The first application removes dandruff,
stops itching scalp, cleanses the hair, takes
away the dryness and brittleness, increases
the beauty of the hair, making it
wavy
and lustrous.
*
Everyone needs Parisian Sage.

A

J. A. MCKEEN

j

lw28p

MRS. CHARLES BRIER.
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Business

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
lengih in column, 25 cents for one week
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
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RiPTios
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advance. $2.00
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a

months; 50 cents for three

months.
Uiad the vital statistics of Maine
the :d page:

they

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Which purifies and enriches the blood
and builds up the whole system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsnt'tbtv

on

contain much of inter-

liquor

! knocks

an

dealers

everywhere

in

need

be

as

a

the

garconsider it as

Progressives
in Waterville, July 15th,

of the 3d district met

fundamental element in

points of view, the real
school gardening arises from

in convention

and nominated E. M. Lawrence of Lubec

for Congress.

Roy C. Haines, of Ellsworth is
getting a large amount of free advertising, hut whether he will profit thereby
Mr.

remains

be seen.

to

Knox seems to be the only county in
which the rumsellers do as they please.
That “small

Thing

pox”

Because of the
Wm. J. Bryan is
ment

case

was

lucky

a

for Sheriff Tolman.

his saiarv of

of State

by going

high cost of living,
compelled to supple$12,000 as Secretary
lecture tour.

on a

WANTED!
is

g
1

|

the fact

an

Apply

jjf

in contact with the soil and its manifestations or he is not fully educated. The
dren’s

garden

is

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

waves

returned Friday
Mrs. Harry E. Winslow
JaneW. Harris writes from Orono,
from a trip to Bangor and Camden.
Me:
“Some school garden work has [
TuesThe Auxiliary Society was entertained
been reported from Farmington, Exeter,
Miss Mabel F. Simmons,
afternoon
by
day
Parson sfield, North Livingston and sever Scaool street.
al other towns in Maine.
Friends of the
The Ladies' Aid Society will meet, socially

place.

garden
this, Thursday, afternoon, with Mrs. Everett
greatly extended.”
Staples, Church street.
Maine is represented in this association
Mrs. William Blanchard of Somerville, Mass.,
by five members: E. F. Hitchings and was the guest of Mrs. Maria F. Blanchard

work should be

SARDINE

TRADE.

at her

the

Washington, July 13. Rehabilitation
of the American sardine industry, admitted by the canners themselves to be in a
deplorable condition, has been underone.
taken by the department of agriculture.
Secretary Houston announced today that
“The greatest Democrat ip. Maine, if as a fresh step in this direction the department has established a special sarnot in New England, is Obadiah Garddine laboratory at Eastport, Me., with
ner,
says the Boston Traveler and Dr. C. F. Weber of ihe bureau of chemEvening Herald. Now will “Pat." go istry in charge.
: o the rear and sit down.
Dr. Weber will make a thorough study
of the fish caught in the Maine sardine
Fourteen veterans, survivors of the waters and of the methods employed
With few
Mexican War. opened their annual na- there in packing the fish.
American sardines of late
iona! encampment in London, O., July exctptions,
have been of inferior quality, often ini'lth. A majority of the 14 are blind and deed unfit for food,
according to the deleaf, or so feeble with age that they had partment's statement.
“Competing packers,” the statement
■o totter about, using the eyes and ears
“have cut the prices of their prod>f grandchildren and great grandchil- said,
ucts to a point where it is practically
dren
place of their own.
impossible to put up first class sardines.

violent attack of his old complaint, the
foot and mouth disease.
He simply has
to

uavei ami ne

simply

nas

to taiK.

Middle street home, lately opened for

summer.

which

they

well afford to do with the
treasuries of the brewers and
liquor
dea.ers associations to draw upon. Na-

tionally

4

would

locally the liquor interests
benefit by the election of an advo-

cate of license.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Charles

Griswold and

Congressional district, judgby the presidential vote last Novem-

ber, is strong for protection.
Wilson
bad 14,692 votes and Taft and Roosevelt
together 20,935. There are many things
in which it is interested that will be

af

two

One week from next Sunday. July 27th. the
Stockton band will render several appropriate
selections at the evening services at the
Jniversalist church, by request of the pastor,
Rev. A. A. Blair.

injuriously

by

affected

the new tariff,

•among them potatoes, wool, hay, wood
p, milk and cream; but unless those
who are opposed to the Underwood-Wil*oi: dill get together a Democrat will be
elected to

hailed
ur--

Congress, and this will be
another endorsement of a meas-

as

that

spells

Rev. D. L. Wilson substituted for Rev. D. B.
Phelan at the services at the Brainard schoolhouse, West Northport, last Sunday.

rum to

many Maine indus-

tries.

the hour of
The

by the children
Sunday morning
the regular preaching service.
a

concert

church next

services at

the First

Of the probable
Progressive candidate
Congress in the third district the Ma-

as
Republican says; “Where Mr.
Le wrence got the idea he could
carry a
big vote in this district is a constant puzzle to most of us who have tried to elect
him to office when he was a member of
the Republican party. If he has all at

un

become popular in this
heard of it.” The
■Huggests that Mr. Lawrence
to accept the proposition of
to contest the matter with
orce

district

nave not

Republican

we

afraid

was

shipbuilding

is

not

a

Mr. Peters

lost art in this

country, or in Maine. The census returns
•for the year 1909 show that the value of
jroiucts in this

industry

-115, and that 40,500 wage
to

whom

were

$73,360,-

earners

$25,267,686

were

was

The State of Maine,

paid

which

reported

59.9 per cent, of the total tonmage of sailing vessels in 1904, was still
in 1909the leading State, with 4S.9 per
cent, of the total tonnage of this type of
vessel launched. The gross tonnage for
Maine in 1909 was more thafi four times
that shown for the second

State,

Massa-

chusetts.
The Journal recently received a copy
of the second annual report of the School

Garden Association of America, whose
“chief propaganda is to lead the people
to realize that their little children must
be brought more directly and continuous-

hot-weather

surely

in which to drive

a

care

charming locality
away!

sale

Emery’s

with honors in the class of

at

Parish Church

of

aprons
store, Main

lives in Port

Clyde,

dll

week and his remains

day for

1

friends.

the death of his wife, w’hict
occurred several years ago, he sold his fartr
to his son Walter and
bought a home ir
Thomaston near his daughter, Mrs. Tillson

attended_The funeral

who tenderly cared for him
cousin, Mrs. Emily Spear_Mr i
He was a
^ leorge Spear is boarding with Mrs. Hulda months of suffering,
^ aod
father and kind neighbor.
^ lamsay... Mr. Libby of Waterville was in

Saturday buying

Doris

calves...

Methodist

church

will

be

as

the

1 ook

Gilpat-

follows:

this,

locket sailed with paper cargo for New York
ind sch. John Beecher railed,light,and Edward
R. Smith sailed with lumber for New York.
July 9th, sch. Carrie Haynes arrived, light, for
umber, and sch. Susie P. Oliver sailed with
The services at the Baptist church will be as lumber for New York.
July 10th, schs. Telufollows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even- mah and Edith
McIntyre sailed with lumber
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; ind laths, respectively, for New York. July
Sunday school at 12 o'clock. All who do not L2th, the Norwegian steamer Romsdal arrived,
attend Sundav school at anv other church are i
ight, to load spool bars for Scotland. July
cordially invited. Christian Endeavor and ! L3th, sch. Eva May arrived, light, for lumber.
evening service at 7.30 p. m.
July 14th, steamer Millinocket arrived with a
The services for the week at the North ! general cargo from New York,
follows: Prayer meeting. Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; morning worship Sunday at
10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. prayer meeting at 6.30 p. m.
Visitors in the city,
and all who do not worship elsewhere, will find
a cordial greeting at these services.

church

are as

Several children will he christened at the
morning service in the First Parish, Unitarian, church, next Sunday, among them Katherine Esmond Pineo, little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Pineo, of Maynguez, Porto Rico,
now the guest of her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. George A. Quimby, and the little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper.

$100 Reward $100

into contact with Mother Earth in

!
I

The “Lawn Party, Musicale and Whist"
given at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Flanders, East Main street, Friday evening,
July 11th, proved a grand success in all feaLures. The following program was carried
[)ut most

;

pleasingly:

an

auto

trip

Stockton Band
Mrs. J. F. Ryder
Mrs. Carl Cottrell
Mrs. Ryder

U

f

1<

■'

■

meeting,

which will

1

Young

j

at

his

Through

ilYPn

Sn

Thompson

ing that he had to
I he pole yoke slipped

kill him.
back

on

the

a

big purchase from

hi iod

kiucuc

big variety of light and fancy mixture
stripes and plaids. Most suitable for si.

a

thin dresses.
If you can’t come to Rockland send you or.:
and you will get a lot of garments to cho
from, sent express paid to your door. f
will be under no obligation to us( whatever,
thev do not please you return at our expense
mer wear over

through
good husbanc

hii

"

>

...

FULLER-COBB CO., Rockland, IVie
A shopping place of peculiar excellence.

cottage ...The farn
known as the Gilman farm.having been in tha
name for over 70 years, wras sold last
weekjtt
Mrs. Mary Cram
Dr. and Mrs W. L. Car
gill motored to Pittsfield la3t week to pas.
the day. Mrs. Perkins and daughter Mis:
Lena returned with them for a week’s stay...
Dr. and Mrs. Harding and two daughters o
Waterville were Sunday visitors at Mrs. Hard
summer

I,,

Sunday, called here by the death of Mrs
Failes’ father, Llewellyn Ludwick_Allei
Knowlton of Belfast spent Sunday at his horn

town

UNI I Y.
»

playing around a wagon loaded with hay tha
was being hauled to the barn
she fell an.
one wheel ran over her
body. Strange as i
may

Beem

no

bones

were

broken and

Capt. J.

onb

W.

Burgess is confined
by illness.

in East Belfast

automobile.... Messrs. Rand & Messer o
Salem, Mass., arrived last week accompanies |
by some sixty boys, who will spend the vaca
tion at their camp on Lake Winnecook
Th'
Misses Lampher of Troy, Emily Roseland am I
Mildred A. Rollins, went to Castine Monday

daughter

where

they

will attend the

summer

school_

fiance,pa.sseu

to

trie

mgner

of
me

his

to visit relatives in Belfast and vic:'

home

E. M JOHN*:
J. J. DEAR lb
F.

y.

President Perry of Westbrook Seminary has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Lamson at their bungalow in Congress street.

arrived

Reginald

WHITE MAM
AND IMPOKI

Bangor,

and children, Ben
West Virginia
visit at Mrs. B. P.

Hazeltine

yesterday

for

a

A. Leavitt has returned from a
her daughter, .Vrs. Perley Stanley,
Her grandson, Sherwin
in Cranberry Isle.
Mrs.

George

1

j

Two ixcellent tenements
Court street No. II App'v i
in Block for key and S. F Br

Springs

for rent

her home.

Go To Criel?

Jesse Hawkins of Brockton and Fred HawHopkinton, Mass., were in this city
Tuesday on their way to East Knox, called
there by the death of their father, Henry F.
Hawkins.
kins of

j

FOR SALE

UMBRELLA LOST

1

Do you want a restful v
haven, Maine, one of the is
of Penobscot Bay. Good fi->
ing. Good table In ml ami
Farm.
Artesian well supple
Other modern improvements
■

1

a

;

Maine.

FOR RENT

Wheeling,

visit with

:

Sec.

Live Agents. Men or Womr
high grade specialties in ew
sales: hig profits. Write at

Hazeltine’s, Court street.

<

STERLING,

V ANTED

Mr. and Mrs Wellington Fillmore of Arlingstreet, Cambridge, Mass., returned Tuesday from a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Warren E.

Mrs.

ai_i_

H.

Former

and Eleanor, of

a

•:

Board of s

Arm sta.
Notice is hereby given that
will be in session at tin
Belfast on Wednesday, the
9 o'clock A. M
A. D. 191b.
Waldo, to secure u formatic:
to make a just equalizati.
property in said county, at
charges of concealment of pr->;
tion, of undervaluation and o
property liable to taxation
B. G MclNTIR.

Gilbert W. Miller of Mansfield, Mass., and
his two daughters, Marian and Evelyn, are
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Miller, on Waldo avenue.

Augustus K
ai ner noni

to

of

sors

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie F. Harmon and little
of Brockton. Mass., arrived Tuesday

Stanley, accompanied
wife

Office

Marsh.

cut
WEST WINTERPORT.
Mrs. Sarah Nichols,

State of IVIa

ton

Frank Fairbanks has launched his motor ex
cursion boat, which has been thoroughly ren
ovated and painted and is in first class condi
tion.
Mr. Fairbanks will take out parties a

ring on
pole, letting

H. Fisher, although suffering somewhat from
fatigue of the journey and the excessive
heat, enjoyed their Gettysburg trip exceedingly_Mrs. Sarah C. Clarke, accompanied
by her niece, Miss Mansur, returned Ju y 9th
from a visit in and near Boston.

slight bruises resulted_George Grant of th.
Maplewood Lumber company recently bough

..

The

THE

PERSONAL.

an

mniv.

BANGOR
AUCU!
Business, Shorthand and Telegraphy Co arses of this School togethits Position Department has been the m ?ans >>f st:irt;ng thousands
Women on the road to a successful career i
the Business World.
\\ h
others it is reasonable to suppose it can tlo f*• r you
Write for Free Catalog
G. D. Harden, Treasur.
F. L. SHAW, President, Portland, Maine.

the

here.

The little daughter of Will Gerald, who live
on the Albion road, met with what
might hav<
been a serious accident a few days ago. Whih

{

v_

;he

j

ery repute
to make c •./

blue, green, yellow, blue and white tA!

after a lingering illness of manymonth:
machine on to his leg and cutting off the July7Lh
at the advanced age ol 77 years.The funeral set
Flora
Littlefield
and
ords-Mrs.
Annie
Parvuuacua,
jfainai,
vices were held at the residence, July 9th, Re>
ion were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. ;
Refreshments, fruit-punch and cake. Whist,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury will leave toA. J. Lockhart officiating. Two selections wer
Charles
Grant
of
Frankfort-All
the
farmers
Ad libitum,
day for Boothbay Harbor, where they have
sung by Mr. and Mrs. Lockhart. The floral of
in
earnest
last
>egan haying
good
Monday....
taken a furnished cottage lor several weeks.
Everyone rejoiced in the evening’s enterferingB.of which there were an abundance, wer ? They spent some time in Boothbay last sumfhe veterans report a grand time in Gettystainment, thanking Mr. and Mrs. Flanders for
beautiful and costly and mutely bore testi
nier with friends.
very
mrg... .Mr. Rushbrook Thayer went up river
the pleasures, which netted a goodly sum for
mony to the respect and love with which th
Richards, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
parish funds.
j ast week to look after the cutting of the hay deceased was held. Mrs. Clarke was a woma H. Harold
Richards of this city, who graduated from
►n a farm he owns.
of Maine last month with the
Bethany Chapter, 0. E. S., spent its annual
the
University
and
was
of sterling worth,
widely and favor
of Civil Engineer, has a position in
field day, July 8th, at the new cottages of the
IEARSMONT
ably known. Few women of her years hav 5 degree
He
made
good in college and is a
Chicago.
Bros. Clifford N. Fletcher and Albert M. Ames,
Miss Ethel Moore of Rockland is visiting her so
large a circle of friends. Mrs. Clarke i 3 young man of promise.
these twin cottages being beautifully situated \ grandmother, Mrs. Rhoda Moore_J. L. Bean survived
by her husband, who is himself o
on the Sandypoint shore.
A more delightful j >f East Corinth was in town last week.... Mr. advanced
age and in feeble health, and t
and
Miss Alice Sim- whom much
spot cannot be found than these buildings oc- ; ind Mrs. V. A. Simmons
sympathy is extended. She i
oons of Belfast called on friends in town last
cupy, nestled down behind birch and poplar
also survived by three sons, Bradford o
A first-class restaurant and dining-room.
trees overlooking the so-called Fort Point
j Sunday....Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Knight and son Hampden Highlands, Edward A. of Levan t
cove.
At an early hour the sisters of Bethany j tf North Vassal boro are guests of Mrs. Mary and Fred D. of this
Good location, good business. Price reaplace, and by one broth e
Chapter arrived by buckboard, boat and carri- j Sean.... Dr. C. R. Simmons, A. L. McCorrison, Charles Nichols of Brooksville. Among th< sonable. Apply to
ages, and the cottages, located within a stone’s ! Charles S. Adams and Charles Plaisted attendout-of-town people present at the f.nera I
J ELLISON & GREER.
throw of each other, soon resembled bee hives,
ed the Progressive Convention in Waterville besides the members of the immediate famil;
with the guests thronging the wide piazzas fuly 16th... .Mrs. Alonzo J. Knowlton and son were Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Fowler of
Unity
and passing in and out of front and side doors.
Vilson of North Conway, N, H., are apending Mrs. Clara Chapman and Mrs. Eunice F
Within, these cottages presented a gala-day ap- he summer with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thompson of Bangor, Mr. Chas. Nichols o
Lost about two weeks ago, a black silk umpearance with decorations of flags, ferns and Vi Ison Whitten. Mr. Knowlton is attending Brooksville, Mrs. Sarah Jordan of Stockton
with initials A. M. P
lovely wila-flowers, the latter gathered almost lie summer school at Dartmouth and will join Mrs. Lida Libby Whitney and Mrs. Sarah 1 brella with gold handle
reward. Please return to
Liberal
beneath the windows of **mine hosts’” new lis wife here later in the season....The Ep- Jones of Hampden Highlands.Mr. Charls »
MRS. MARTHA WHITE.
houses. Only a few feet from the cottages the vorth League will hold a lawn party Thursday E. Campbell, Mr. Augustus Clark and Mr. G
Marsano Block, High Street.

Mrs. Cottrell
Stockton Band

a e

able to offer $0 sport coats at this
ceptionally low price. The\ come in all t:
new shades of chinchilla, as, rose, red, pi

ing’s brother’s, B. B. Wentworth. They mad<
the trip in their new Overland car.. Mr. am I
Mrs. Herbert Failes of Thomaston were ii 1

come as

hnHlv lnsr U.’Pplr urhila

Values from $

we are

j

Ilf his

$25

manufacturer, who knows how

...

nfi

to

season.

SWANVILLE CENTER.
Albert Cunningham beat his own record by
j larvesting Miss Martha Nickerson’s hay in
any time-Haying is the order of the da>
xcellent condition in two days. Who next? : The crop is light, but of good quality
Don’t forget the ice era am social that the ! A large acreage has been planted to potat-.-endustrial club will have Saturday e/ening, and so far the prospects for a good crop ar
uly 19th, on Mrs. Grace Marr’s lawn_Mr. very good-The Turner Center Creamer
{ nd Mrs. H. P. White went to
Searsport Sun- company is shipping two carloads of crear
daily to Roston... .Joseph Libby and grand
lay to visit her brother, E. E. Clement, and
] amily.... Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
Cunningham Jaughter.who attended the reunion at Gettys
} nd Mr. and Mrs. Lauriston Nichols and chi 1burg, returned home the first of the week, re
Iren of Belfast were guests of Mr. and Mrs. porting having had a fine time.
Mr.

)iiOl[c-,

ioil-

...

about October 1st. For next year's
fork each member will take some magazine
« nd bring before the meeting what, in their
< pinion, is the best thing in that magazine for
1 he month. Serial stories will be given at the
< lose of the meeting and it is planned to have
< ne at each
meeting by the member who has
1 een especially interested in that story.

..

I5]|c

tor—.

YVe offer this weds one ol the most intei
ing values that we have been able to give

Mr. Hurd’s mother, Mrs. Mary J. Hurd
Katherine Walker has gone to Owl’;
Head for a few weeks' stay, the guest of Dr

sual

Littlefield Sunday

MARKET.

The Fuller Oobb C

-Miss

Gilpatrick of Waterville is
isiting her mother, Mrs. Temperance Turner
...Miss Lydia Phillips is attending summer
£ chool at Castine_Mrs. C. B. Newhall, wrho

nd for the first

—-

E. F. BRAMHALL & i

Values from $22

with

...Mrs. Oraville

*

lLiUVT

FISH

”“8"“

village cemetery, where the Masonit
burial service was held_Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Hurd of Pittsfield are in town for a visi

to Union

Vassalboro are visiting their mother, Mrs.
ohn F. Finley-Miss Keene of Massachuetts is visiting her aunt, Mrs. J. F. Finley....
j ’arker P. Leeman of Massachusetts is visiting
j is parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Leeman^ )tto Turner of Jefferson is haying for his
ncle, W. W. Turner.. .Deputy Sheriff S. E.
j towler was in Freedom on business Thursday.
(

3. H.

Selection,
Violin Solo, Selected,
Vocal Solo, The Rosary,
Violin Solo, Selected,
Song, Sometime,
Selection,

CITY

the

Sunday-Lloyd
^ ’inley of the U. S. Navy and Charlton Finley

her former home.

ping report was (telephoned Monday afterloon: July 7th, sch. Edward Stuart arrived,
ight, for lumber. July 8th, steamer Milli-

First.

rn

Mr. Ludwicl
member of Liberty Lodge, No. Ill, F
A. M. Interment was made beside his wife ir

...

week at

o

was a

>ALERMO.
Mrs. Mary M. Bowler and son, E. C. Bowler,

and

AICO

Li

Swordfish,
Bluefish,
Butterfish,
Haddock, Clams.

buri

eral of her

formerly
Joseph Segar place—Morse
Wells will sing a solo at the
ivenue.
Mr. Pinkham finds it necessary to be !
of Trinity Reformed church next Sunnaurar Kia
lortn
k,,I.TU^ A
f'
day afternoon. Miss Amy E. Stoddard is act- j
& Pinkham, proprietors.
Co.,*’
eery
Hupper
; j as been ill for the
ng as organist during July.
past two weeks, is much
The topic of general interest to our citizens j j
Alexander sturgess is naying ior
mprovea
The services at the cr.iversalist church for
seems to be the ultimate disposition of our
j ». E. Bowler.
the week will be as follows: K. O. E. A., Saturrailroad which is said to be in the market,
day night; preaching service Sunday mornine
^ REEDOM.
Many are enthusiastic over the report that j The
at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
Tuesday Club held their annual banquet
the Canadian Pacific is negotiating for its
'uesday afternoon, July 8th, with Mrs. Annie
The Christian Scientists hold services in purchase,
intending to create a great shipping J ^ose Bessey at her home in Knox. This
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
port at Cape Jellison for its transcontinental j J
leeting is usually held in June, but was post11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7 30
treight! Time alone will tell the plans of
poned this year for one month. The guests
o’clock, to which ail are welcome.
juch a corporation!
Business of vast magni( f the club were Miss Persis Andrews from
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills Lude is not promulgated in advance! When j ioxbury, Mass., and daughters of the club
definite action is taken, it is time to believe,
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
| members,
Misses Winifred Dodge, Blanche
<
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church Until then be not too credulous.
libley and Zylphia Bessey. The only cl«b
at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.
?ork taken up was plans for next year's work
From Cape Jellison piers the following shipthe

Tj]

years, but after

ick has the measles_Mr. Charles Littleeld is cutting Mrs.Calista Sprowl’s hay.

service

for

uj

if
I

Hill

Belfast Bay Tinkers,
Live and Boiled Lobsters.
Penobscot Bay Halibut.

here Satur

services

well

^ own

fancy articles in
street, Wednesday, July

brought

Mrs. Emily Spear were held at her late
1 esidence July 9th, Rev. David Brackett of
lalldale officiating_Mrs. Putnam of Searsort was in town last week to attend the fu^

|

were

.1. The service was held at the horat
of his son, Walter Ludwick, Sunday afternoon
Rev. H. M. Abbott officiating.
Mr. Ludwicfc
was a resident of tuis town for a number o:

rere

the

Miss Marian

;

tlAA/T

ii

IIUU1

* or

During
Her absence Mr. Pinkham will move his houseHold furnishings from the, so-called Crooker
House, Middle street, into the Dickey house—

tember.

services

;
r\

tons

Perley Jaquith is employed in a garage
1
Waterville... .Services and Sunday school
1 -Tere held in the schoolhouse last Sunday and

Mrs. Melvin Pinkham and two children,
Middle street, left last Saturday to visit rela-

(Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 10 45
a. m.
The Sunday school is closed until Sep-

The

[

1913, has accepte
a position to teach Latin and
‘Leek in VV tibra
ham academy, Wilbraham, Mass...
The Le
high Valley barge TOO has sailed fr. in th
Xlount Waldo dock with a
cargo of 1.20 )

Mr.

23rd, from 2 to 10 p. m. Hawes’ ice-cream and
Home-made candy will be on sale. Give these
ausy neighbors a liberal patronage!

at

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
order to be properly educated.” On the
t hat science has been able to cure in all its
opening pages are these pertinent quota- stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
tions:
C ure is the only positive cure now known to
No child who has ever loved a garden the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a conwill despise the farmer, for he has learn- stitutional
disease, requires a constitutional
ed by experience to respect manual
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is take interlabor, that brains and hands must work
together to bring good crops—M. Louise nally, acting directly upon tbe blood and muc ous surfaces of the system, thereby destroyGreene, Ph. D. (Yale.)
The principal value of a garden is not i rg tbe foundation of the disease, and giving
to give the possessor vegetables and tbe patient strength by building up the constifruit, but to teach him patience and phil- tution and assisting nature in doing ita work.
osophy— C. D. Warner.
The proprietors have ao much faith in its curaFlowers are the sweetest things that
God ever made and forgot to put a soul tive powers that they offer One Hundred Dollar! for any case that it fails to cure. Send
into—Henry Ward Beecher.
The president’s report is a plea for the for list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, Ohio
establishment of school gardens for chilSold by all Druggists, 75c.
dren, of which he says: "Nature study
Take Hall'a Family Pilla for conatipation.

ly

delightful

most

numerous

iual

Thursday, evening, tbs prayer meeting; Sunday at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
him in the at 12
m.; Epworth League prayer meeting
primaries, and that he is determined Sunday evening at 6,30 p. m.; evening service
tiow “not only to be defeated himself
at 7.30 p. m.
but to defeat the Republican candidate.”

in wages.

as teacher
of‘.languages ir. the John t
Coombs High school in Bowdoinham
Joh
C. Carr who graduated from
Bowdoin cohc-g

year

j

for

employed,

FRANKFORT.
Mrs. Jimes F. Hurley has returned
from
visit in Bath and Bowdoinham
and a tri
through the White Mountains. She was ac
companied by her daughter, Miss Aitce x:
Hurley, who recently completed a successfi

< ENTER MONTV1LLE

The Ladies’ Society of the Congregational
ihurch of Stockton Springs will hold its an-

Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
will be

proving

are

•esorts for their families and

lull

Baptist

PER POUND.
WTl?

County Correspondence.

:_

The Churches.

There

Only the pangs of hunger brought the
to land, where tables were temptingly

11

of

Stockton!”

which

t he

_

Quincy, Mass., are guests at the
Libby house, Sylvan street. They are much
pleased with the “scenery and invigorating air
children

The Seaside

The third
ing

30c« and 35c,

t

of paving blocks fur New
York citj
.H“n- Albert 1'c-irce has returne
from a business trip to New York
city
(
-Mrs. Georgia Sanborn of Fort
Collins, Coin
hough it seemed impossible to eat more, yet is visiting at her old home
fu.-e ....Mrs
1IUI Cl UIW1.VC
W cl ft
ICU
(
Sumner Hopkins and son am] Mrs. Hveret
vithin its shell! This proves that people may
j Kingsbury and daughter have left fo
>e “too full for utterance,” but a crowd of ! Hard
ick, Vt.. where they wii: ..in their bus
I,
eastern Star picnickers is never too full for a 1 Imnrlc
y
uicic
n#v wan
unch of succulent steamed clams!
At about
Peirce, 2d, who is a student at the Snetfiek
< p m., with a hearty “three cheers” for the
Scientific school at Yale, has arrived iioir.e foi
racious hosts and hostesses, the happy guests
the summer vacation_Miss
Jujja L. Can
< eparted, each
wearing a pine-cone tied with has returned after spending a few days witi
narrow1 ribbon as a souvenir of the banner
friends in Searsport.
1 eld day of Bethany Chapter, 0. E. S.
liberty.
Llewellyn Ludwick died at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. John Tillson, in Thomaston las'

Somerville, Mass,
Mr. Edward Overlook
arrived in town July Sth, for a brief visit in
his former home. He took Friday’s steamer
for Boston, en route for his present home.
of

can

and

1

yon,

The price for this week will remain at

i ^

..

W. Ames, Mrs. Medora Marden, Clifford N.
b’letcher, Mrs. Marietta D. Fletcher, Mrs. Edith
VI. Ginn.Ferd F.Harriman, Mrs.Rose R. Bianchird, Mrs. Alice T. Doe. At 5 p. m. steamed
■lams were served from the big table and al-

excursion train.

July is bringing fine weather, although
The whole aim is to pack quantity and
-ather cool in its westerly and northerly winds
give no thought to the quality of the
nuch of the time. Those with grass to cut
product. A few packers maintain quali- !
ty, but many pack ‘feedy’ fish, a condi- ire hoping for sunshine and brisk breezes for
he coming fortnight.
tion resulting from the decomposition of
certain food that the fish eat, or arc
Miss Emma Hichborn is spending a fortpacking soft fish or discards from other light’s vacation from Howes’ dry goods store
factories. These are unfit for food and
n Belfast with her sister, Miss Nellie Hichabsolutely ruin the reputation of the
>orn, in the family home, West Main street.
American sardine.
“For some years back every one in the She arrived in town July 5th. Welcome home!
I
j_i
/>
Messrs. Albert M. Ames and Clifford N.
IIIUUOUJ lino
‘iguuiig cvtij
one else.
These men announce now that j Fletcher have each erected a summer cottage
they welcome the representatives of the in the Sandypoint shore of Fort Point Cove,
department of agriculture.
■

crats will finance the Progressive campaign in the third Congressional district,

I

ordering

Sunday dinner.

|

evening, July 24ch, on tne church lawn Home
made candy ana ice -.ream will be
on sale.
I
stormy, it will be postponed until Friday even :
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Burgess and
mg..
son o
Rockland and Mr. Emery Cooper and
daughte
of Auburn called on friends in
town July 13t
-Mr. M. S. Tibbetts, who has bee:
sper.dir,
few days in town, returned to
Keene N H
14th.
July

Blanchard, Mrs Emma A. Mayville, Mrs. NelMr. and Mrs. William H. Kelley of Brewer \
lie M. Kneeland, Miss Marian W. Kneeland,
Laura
Mrs.
Kelley, j
dined with his mother,
~has. Kneeland, Albert M. Ames, Mrs. Florrie
Last Main street, July 4th, returning home by j

yccu

Current gossip has it that the Demo-

coming in and gently lapping the

guests
spread for dinner for thirty-three persons,
namely: Mrs. Hattie C. Hichborn, Mrs. Eliza
Trundy, Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg, Mrs. Maria F.
Blanchard, Mrs. Lettie F. Mixer, Mrs. Nettie
M. Moulton, Mrs. Lelia G. Thompson, Mrs.
Sarah P. Twiss, Mrs. Annie K Harriman, Mrs.
Clara M. Colcord, Miss Fannie L. Mudgett,
Miss Ethel Colcord, Mrs. Clara Etta Griffin,
Mrs. Eleanor
B.
Colcord, Mrs.
Myrtle
j Doyle, Mr. John Doyle, Capt. Horace M.
Griffin, Mrs. Martha Blanchard, Mrs. Mannie

feel that school

REVIVE

were

iipre,where two boats,the Polly and the Pollywog, (if you please,) were waiting to take the
guests out on the sea, to view the wharf in
process of construction and to 6kirt the shore
and around the points of this most charmirg

try.

movement here

is still in the market, when

I

opposite Belfast depot.
PIERCE, BILLINGS & CO.

at factory

i

|

provide for a chileducating only in part.”

The report is illustrated with views of
garden schools in all parts of the coun-

TO

a

|

school that does not

The city borrowing money to meet
current expenses; tax rate increased.
Wi fi, everybody expected it. A one-man
city government costs in more ways than

gone off on a six weeks’ lecture tour. As
The Boston Heraid states it he is “having

m

now

Among tl> companies which filed arti- Jane W. Harris. Orono; Mrs. Mabel S. Sylvan street, July Sth, leaving next day for
cles of corporation with the secretary of Kendrick, Portland; H. K. Randell, AuBangor.
State, a=t week was ‘‘The Maine Red burn and Payson Smith, Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Jones of Bangor
Apple Company,” capitalized at $50,"00.
were recent guests of Mrs. S. Frances Bridges
THE

William J. Bryan has turned his back
t.
Washington, on his duties as President Wilson's Secretarv of State, and

Remember=Th5!
\|
I SALN ON1
Please

in operation and we need the followOur factory
ing help at once: 25 girls and women stitchers to work
We also need, at once, women to
on men’s clothing.
work on hand finishing. Good wages and steady work
guaranteed from the start.

f

value of

integral part of the education of children. The child must come

that it is

I
§
|

he

other

The

j

says: “No matter how
much of value may be ascribed to the

Knox county.

I

GIRLS and WOM~N

m

accessory—an out door laboratorya
fundamental.”
And of school

getting gardening
Maine,except education

to

seem

surely

most

den, but they naturally
riot

The
tn

|

is

teachers

est.

bar

serious and especially so to
people that must keep up and doing or
get behindhand.
The be. 1 medicine to take for it is
the gieat constitutional remedy
It

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.
»

Appetite

ease.

EVERY THURSDAY BY

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

Loss of

I

i Is loss of vitality, vigor or tone, and is
| often a forerunner of prostrating dis-

BELFAST. THURSDAY, JULY 17, 1913.

j
{

dress

4w29p
|

MRS. FRED
Hillside Farm, Cr

CARD OF THANKS

|

We wish to extend to our fri< >■
bora our heartfelt thanks for 11
s
nesses during the illness and
wife, sister and mother, also to
flowers.
AUGUSTU
Charles n1

BRADFORD >
FRED D. FLAMED WARD A
WMnterport, Mr., July 14,1913
notice.

fu.-

Executrix
by gives notice that she has
executrix of the last will

pointed

>'

of

ANNIE NICHOLS, late of S
In the County of Waldo, deems. ■:
bonds as the law directs. All t
demands against the estate of
»■
are desired to present the same
and all Indebted thereto are requests
payment immediately.
HARRIET K. NH
Searsport, July 9, 1913.
M

k

b*

,v

«?<.'•

|Pv

The public bull which will be given to raise
funds to assist in maintaining the ball team
will be held during the first of August,and it is

The News of Belfast
Holmes has sold
'.ri' A*
the Tide to George

KB

THE

and blackberries were in the
juiy llth, but they were not natives.

ferries

q

f-J

j listures and Pearl
the local markets

p

in

^

his farm at the
A. Bray, formerly
Brook

farm

stranger
Aces and

ducing

Maine Regiheld in Belfast early
.nd I. A. Conant of this city is the
the committee on the program.
reunion of the 26th

ij

..lion will be

|
J

early last Thursday morning

rm

|
|

were
no

as

|

that afternoon were very
rain sufficient to wet the

m! fallen
the

•s

for several

hay

crop and

dry
materially

weeks.
has

A

Podge, Miss Lovisa Fuller, Mrs.
nton, and Warren Fahy, have
the new Fahy cottage on the shore,
ust been completed.
Mr. and Mrs.
.nd family of
five children have
the old Fahy cottage.
Mr. Keating
Teur at the Crosby estate.

I*

West Northport held

-'■-lies’ Aid of

for

had their annual

reflects credit

on

or new

Three

Only

hose Free.

S. StanlpK:

Three

Months

for

one

boaid

store in town that

who

Helen M. Brown, Lincolnville; Ellen G. Carr,
Anzeiia
Stockton
Frankfort;
Harriman,
Springs; Lillias G. Ford, Searspori; Marguerite
Me Kenney, Lincolnville and Marguerite N.
Wyman, Thorndike.

morning and the factory
full operation. Mrs. Leroy H. SotithNorthport, formerly a substitute
!y National Hank, is employed by the
as
bookkeeper. The company wants

Eight
I

•resting lecture
st church last

was

given

in

the

Thursday evening by

the

mmittee8

were

nsing

Miss Sue M. Partridge.
ndition of the Home finances makes
-ssary that this annual event should be a
ial

and

cards,

success.

rtWETT

Family*.

The

Reporter-Journal

r-iiner, Me., has a History Column, degeneaologies, etc., in which recently

following:
Gallatin, son

red the

of Daniel and Betsey
Jewett, was born in Pittston, Maine,
h, 1802. Was graduated from Colby
n class 1825.
Was a lawyer by proand w'as connected with some of the
portani cases in our State. Was may-

•rt

)

u

Peifast,

Maine in 1863-4 and 7.
Was a
of the Maine legislature, and in 1845
pointed Charge d'affaires at Peru, which
1 e held several years.
He married
ih, daughter of Hon. John Wilson, of
He died in Belfast in April 1885.
dren of Albert Gallatin and Hannah
on) Jewett:
t>ella, born in Bangor, Me., Sept. 24th,
Married Charles M. Harris.
er

The first regular
newly organized Tent of
i.iers of Veterans, known as the Emma
^ Barker Tent, was held last
Thursday
in Memorial hall, with a large attendwith Mrs. Fred N. Savery, the president,
chair. Two new’ members were taken
d several veterans of the Civil War and
s of Veterans were made
honorary memTwo handsome flags were presented to
1 ent by Mrs. William H.
Quimby, and the
much appreciated. The death of David
wara
Bird, a veteran of the 1st Maine
ry, was reported, his demise having oc<■>1 that morning from the effects of an
; ‘etic shod.
The next regular meeting
i>e held ot the second Thursday in August,
GHTERS

■

ng

of

of

Veterans.

the

r.

uncalled

office for the week

for

The
in

following letters

the

ending July

Belfast
15th.

post

Ladies:

be given,

*■

Wtj

[■"*

trustees

was

Ansel

injured

Wadsworth

P

Mission will hold

their annual bazaar in Memorial Hall, Thurs-

I

If

1st.

;

geon,

have

!

t

3rd.

;

\
4th.
\

!
I

!

j
<

that he

engaged

Mudgett did
rented it

to

Another

chapel.

Good

Mr.

John

Morse of

Dixmont, who was reported as having invested $250. in a thoroughbred, Holstein cow,
which is said to make 22\ lbs. of butter p< r
week, called out a correspondent from Blanket
Lane who says there are cows in the Lane that
make 8 and 10 pounds of butter per week.
This caused Mr. C. M. Brewster of Lincolnville
to bring along his cow, which makes 16A
pounds of butter every eight days, with
proofs to back up his statements. This has
Orought a response from Mr. R. A. Hall of
Brooks, Me., in which he informs the farmers
jf Waldo County that he has a cow worthy of

mention, although
fact of

no

thoroughbred,

or

in

particular breed, but just plain
T. is is her second season in milk.
cow.
She freshened May 26th and from June 4th to
July 11th, a period of 37 days, she has made 65
pounds of butter, for which he has figures to
any

show. Her average yield of milk is 35 pounds
(or 17£ qts ) per day. He has customers for
the butter and the milk, and the buttermilk
helps to feed four pigs and a calf. Mr. Hall
also has a heifer of which he feels justly proud,
whose mother was just plain cow, and the
father a Holstein. The heifer is 16 months
old, girts 4 feet and 11 inches and stands 4
feet and 2 inches high. He also has a calf 6
weeks old that has a chance to make a fine
creature. Brooks has many good cows, thoroughbreds and otherwise. Waldo county has
Tell us some more about your cows,
more.
we would like to know who has the best.—P.
S. Hall’s highly prized stock is not for sale.
A

Party

at

The Battery.

One of

the

most

one

12 Main

thousand

j\

the

resignation

of

elected

assistant, Miss Melvina V. Parker was promoted from second to first, and Miss Hazel Barnard
of Lewiston from third to second assistant
Miss Achorn is a graduate of the Belfast High
school and of Colby College and is especially
well qualified for the position to which she has
been elected, having studied English and
History, the branches she will teach, for four
years at Colby College and also in the Belfast

High

school.

She hai the

highest

recommend-

ations from Lubec, where she had been reelected to her position in the High school and
is a young lady of sterling wortn and highly
esteemed by all who know her.

cool head.

Street,

Belfast, Maine.
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pants to do at home.
Belfast depot.

Apply

26th Maine Regt,
R. hall, Belfast, Aug, 12,
L913. No postponement on account of weather.
The annual reunion of the

C. T. U. and L. T.* L. will have a picthe park Friday afternoon, July 25th.
rhey will start for the park about 1 o'clock
carrying a picnic supper.
at

Ladies’ Circle of the North church will
Mrs. Wm. H. Hall Wednesday,
July 23rd, at 2.30 p. m. A full attendance is
requested to a**t on important business.
The

j

or Miss Club had an outing at the
cottage at Little River last Friday,
when the*‘failing four” furnished the forfeit
feast. All of the arrangements, particularly

The Hit

meeting and

menu,

were

kept

of

the great

tra.

Is.

is
'%

We

Yachting Oxfords,

also selling Women’s Nubuck Oxfords and Pumps cheaper than
any one
else in the city. Call and get my
prices
before you buy.
are

Hi

1!

||
A
jg|

||

j||

DON'T WAIT

ffi

SHOE STORE

I

WE8BER, Proprietor.

^

THIS IS THE TIME TO BUY.
^^_

W. A.

SwTfT
L. A.

^Qjr^----ZZZ311c=D|^1|c=-^z=3Qi-=3^35'

3 DISCOUNT SALE

only

Q

things booked at the Old
Tonight Hazel Kirk. Friday, orchesThere will be vocal solos at
intermis-

pi

Friday and Saturday. Six Reels. Monday and Tuesday, "The Palace of Flames."

sion

Advt.

a

Men’s White National
$1.25 value for 75c.

H

House.

Llwell

of

I

feature photoplay, "Cleopatra."
at the Opera House
Monday and Tuesday of
this week, pleased
immensely, a great many
people attending both nights. This is
one

Four styles to choose from-Button and
Lace, Black and
Tan‘
These are al1 new floods purchased this
spring

ga

The six reel

neet with

place

factory opposite

Hose Company No. 1. which had its
annual
outing last year at the cottage of Horace
Chenery at Tilden's pond in August, is planning to go in July this year to the same
place.
Mr. Chenery is an honorary member
of the
lire department and has aided it in
many ways.

The W.

the

1

PIERCE. BILLINGS & CO.

will be held in G. A.

iic

rtfo

Women who would
like to take finishinp work on men’s

at our

^nn
OUU

MEN TO buy alden walker &
WILDE'S #3.50 OXFORDS FOR

1-$2.50---|
||

uoajeq;

4E
m—

WANTED!

4Bk

SuiuiofpE Suiprqoui

40]

'%***IS <n*\A dog zi

the

Through
Miss Caroline W. Field, first

enjoy the

|

Harriman, he appealed to the
September term of court, under bonds of $100

years in the Lubec High school, was
third assistant in the High school.

and

;

COMPANY.

oa>4 joj

Through his attor-

vicinity of the Union
schoolhouse the privilege of using that building for religious purposes on Sunday if they
would agree to keep it clean and repair any
damage that might be done. Miss Leona
Achorn, who hss been teaching for three

a

Phone 67-2

ney, James S.

in

now

"

5

0£uy

understand it that way and

and

residents

already purchased

one

«

dealer need only to read his contract and do business
accordingly, as his contract furnishes him ample guarantee
that such rumors are without foundation.
FORD MOTOR

Hat—buy

j

t
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open and ordered the tenant out, taking possession, and was before the court for breaking

allow

Cow.

for

Straw

!

RALPH D, SOUTHWORTH,

;

j
cars

price.

rest of the season with

S

We expect and want everyone connected with the Ford
organization to deny rumors of this character, resting assured that when any changes are made in Ford policy our
organization will be the first to know of it.

'^g

party who took the cottage in
June. Dr. Luce and his wife came from Boston June 22nd and the doctor broke the door

$20.

|

\
\

we

half

AWAY
get a NEW

To those who have not
a

0‘HIIIOXIH

lease of the

a

to about

one at

-IStypg ‘>[301 a ,SAAO|[aj PPO
HIlHXtlV
JO '[ajopj
jr>spai.\\ ‘gg iuoo>[

cottage last year and claims
it for this summer, hut Mrs.

rot

is THE TIME TO THROW
N°W
that soiled Straw Hat and

NOTICE

misunderstanding
regard
Mudgett cottage at Northport Campground.

Dr. Luce had the

y.At Half Price.■nt-

j;

connection whatever with any other

IA

Case. Dr. Prince E I.uce was
before Judge Knowiton of the Municipal Court
Monday afternoon on complaint of Mrs. A. L.
Mudgett for assault. The trouble grew out of
to a

j|
\

We will not market our product through mailorder houses or direct to the retail buyers, or
through any other channels except our regularly
licensed dealers.

who took three stitches in the wound.

in

as

STRAW HATS

<j

concern.

We will not sell three
dollars.

An Assaui.t

a

no

automobile

begin Sept.

new

no

share of our Company’s stock,
interest to sell.

2nd. We have

o

day, July 24th, from 3 to G p. m. Fancy arti- witn Miles c>. Jeinson ana A. o. iiilmore as
cles of all kinds, including useful and attract- bondsmen. City Solicitor Franklin A. Greer
ive bags by the hundred, aprons of all kinds, appeared for Mrs. Mudgett.
home-made candies, jellies, marmalade and
| The School Committee. At an adjourned
pickles, ice cream and cake, will be on sale. meeting of the school committee, July 9th, it
There will be a table for the children. The was voted that the fall term of the
city schools
proceeds will be applied to the building fund would
8th. It was also voted to
for their

single

i

j

The Standard Oil Company or any other company has not bought the Ford business or even
a

.ckard,

amounting

Episcopal

[

while at work

S. A.

Times for May, wherein an emphatic denial is made of
certain silly rumors concerning a change of ownership in
1he Ford Motor Company and a consequent reduction in the
pi-ice of Ford cars, we call to your attention to the follow*
ing plain statement of facts:

|

(

is

Phillips.

howl er, will not be the only attraction, ;
will be fancy work, aprons, candy,
were completed dijring the afternoon.
The
and fe cream for sale*. In the evening wide
porch, sheltered from the breeze, made
ininuiciivvni ue yiveu.
nirs.
an ideal out-door
sewing-room, whi h later
i; Wiley will have charge of the food
was deserted by many for the tennis court,
for the afternoon and evening, Mrs. R.
where some games in The Battery tournament
'J'lte of the aprons and rompers, Mrs. A,
were being played off.
The arrival of the
mall of the fancy table, and Mrs. W. L.
young mtn was an immediate forerunner of
o' the ice cream. Mrs. Charles A. the
supper hour. With appetites sharpened
-bur; is chairman of the committee on the by the out-door air, the delicious supper,
and
•by sl(rw,
Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker of the cleverly served “a la
cafeteria,” was done
'vrtfnment, "which will consist of a concert ample justice. Miss Pitcher was assisted in
i.
whip old-time songs will be sung.
serving by Misses Sleeper, Stone, Mabel and
I'ArfiES At The Park. There were two Margaret Craig, and Charlotte Hilton, all
partat the City Park
Wednesday evening, members of the Battery colony. After supJu!y Pth. Mrs. Robert P. Coombs gave a per dancing in the living-room and on the
ciarcjake in honor of MiBB Mildred Chase of broad veranda was enjoyed by participants
Borland, the school friend of her daughter, and spectators alike. The ride home in the
-I Gertrude
Coombs. The other guests brilliant moonlight was an enjoyable feature
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ludwick and their of the novel and delightful party.
Those
-ujts. Miss Beth Church and J. W. White of present were the hostess, Miss Sleeper and
i.
^on, Miss Katherine Brier, Mrs. Edward'R. Miss Margaret Stone of the Battery, Misses
■hbrooks, Mrs. Florence Muchler of Boston, Florence M. Hill, Avis, Evelyn and Cora Moriiibur Colby and Dana Southworth_Mias son, Katherine C.
Quimby, Helen and Abbie
■fude B.Steward and Miss Emeroy Ginn gave Doak, Margaret White, Katherine Brier, Mar•picnic in honor of Miss Helen F.
Dunn, with garet Van Voorhees. Marian Hazeltine, Mrs. C.
f* foll°wing guests: Mrs. Oscar B. Wilkins, C. Pineo, Mrs. John C. Pillsbury, Mrs. Elon B.
fra, John N. Davis, Miss Lou Thompson, Mrs. Gilehrest, Mrs. William F.
Schoppe, Prof.
Falter Varney, Miss Bertha A.
Wiley, Miss James Sleeper, Rev. Charles B. Ames, Messrs.
Feneva P. Heal, Miss Margaret L.
Keene, Miss Morris L. Slugg, Clyde B. Holmes, Elon B.
H*len L'unn, Miss
Amy E. Stoddard, Mrs. Lu- Gilehrest, Amos J. King, Herbert B. Foster,
J- Pottle, Mias Charlotte M. Tibbetts
and Willism H. Hall, Csrleton and Marthon Doak,
“ra. Leroy Webber.
Frank L. Kaene and Riehard B. Roche.
nere

of

entering. Mrs. Mudgett recently went to
the cottage, when the doctor forcibly ejected
her from her own property. After hearing
the evidence Judge Knowiton pronounced Dr.
Luce guilty and imposed a fine of $5 and costs,

enjoyable of the many affairs given in
interesting
honor of the approaching marriage of Miss
it North Church Fair.
The ladies of Florence M.
Hill and Morris L. Slugg took
North Church Circle
have announced place at the
hospitable Pitcher bungalow at
6, as tli* date of the annual mid-summer The
Battery, with Miss Gladys Pitt her as hosItwiPbeheld in Memorial hall, after-'
tess, last Monday afternoon. The young laand e/enirg. In the afternoon, a baby
dies, who arrived early in the afternoon, went
will b? given and this feature alone is
equipped with thimbles and needles, and the
-’h to /!! Lhe hall to its utmost capacity. hostess
had ready numerous useful articles for
program will

an

C-o...

Mrs. Lillian Bergh, Mrs. Wm. Bodges, Mrs.
Saddie Burgess, Mrs. Henry White, Mrs. A. C.
H
L. Bickford, David
Yeaton. Gentlemen:
Conners, R. A. Field. J. W. Nicoll, Phar., Earl
The ladies of the

the

♦

Searsport.

Advertised Letters.

made chairmen of

annual lawn party, to
ven
August 14th; Fancy work, Mrs,
Pierce; candy, Miss Juliet A. Wiggin;
ream, Mrs. R. F. Dunton; food, Mrs.
s Murch; entertainment, Messrs R. F.
and C. W. Wescott; decorating, Mr.
R. Coombs; finance. Dr. Elmer Small;
on

were

remained

and attention.

following

the

•n

and

Emma Hichborn of

Lawn Party. At a special meetdirectors of the Home for Aged

•'HNG

James H.
Stockton

to

substitute clerks in

regular
Howes’ dry goods store motored
Springs Monday night, where

of the

guests of Miss Emma Hichborn at a
picnic supper. Miss Hichborn was assisted in
serving by her sister Nellie and niece. Miss

Torsleff, the official representathe Maine Anti-Tuberculosis associaLr. Torsleff is pastor cf the Universalist
Oiono, and has three months’ leave
ce to lecture.
The lecture was free
r.eral invitation was extended to the
but the attendance was small. Mr.
believes that the disease is not heredicontagious and that it can be stamped
care

the

they

A. G.

proper

T

Trinity Reformed Church
fair has been changed to Aug. 1st, on account
days ago, but escaped injury beyond a bad
af the North Church fair Aug. Gth. There shaking up-Mansfield Clark, who works
will be a sale in the afternoon, supper at 6 for W. W.Blazo, was injured at the M. C. R. R.
o'clock and an entertainment at 8 o’clock, at depot last Friday afternoon.
He was assistTrinity Reformed Church, East Belfast.
ing in hoisting barrels when one slipped and
struck him on the forehead, cutting an
ugly
The Waldo county graduates from the Eastgash over his eye. He was taken to a surState Normal school at Castine were:
ern
The date of the

'foat that

-ip.

I-I

port, is steadily improving. Young Packard
slipped and fell and was suspended by a rope
until help reached him.
No bones were
broken and a physician was summoned at once
and he has since had the best of care_Elizabeth, little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
H. Folwell, of Philadelphia,
aged two years,
fell from the second story window of the
Folwel.’s summer home on lsola Bella a few

its

rce-Billings Co. was unable to start
:actory m Lius city with a fuii crew
•ving to the non-arrival of a portion
hinery. The machinery arrived on
■

RplfaAt

paint mg the
roof at the summer home of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas E. Shea on the North Shore, North-

of

;

WpsI

Accidents.

non-

-ship.
1

>

composed of Chas. F.
Swift, chairman, Charles R, Coombs and
Charles B. Eaton.

mending Holeproof hose
for sale, and that is

the Maine Press visit in
rite-up
i!
important omission was made. On
f.g of the 4th there was a fine display
-s
directly in front of the Mountain
c, and seated in rocking cftairs on
is veranda the spectacle was thor•yed by the visitors. YVe also failed
Mr. E. Y\'. Morrell of the Reporterlrdiner, among the members pres-

I

Belfast, Nelson Wight; East Belfast, E. 0.
Pendleton. The Citypoint cemetery was ext nded this year, giving 12 additional lots. The

and

Men

has these wonderful

the Harriman Bungalow,
River on the shore.
A
picnic dinner was served and the
.ed to recreation and rest. This club
he oldest women’s club in the State
that

meeting of the trustees of cemeteries
July 11th, superintendents were elected as
follows: Grove cemetery, James F. Fernald;
Head of the Tide, George Davis; Citypoint, B.

\

June 3, 1913.
TO DEALERS, SUB-DEALERS,
LIMITED DEALERS AND BRANCH MANAGERS:
For fear that you have not noticed Page 353 of the Ford

to take the

a

1

;

self-explanatory:

FORD MOTOR COMPANY,
Automobile Manufacturers, Detroit, U.

place of the rubber tire
devote his entire time to it as soon as
dispose of his ice business.
tire

can

At

Women, cost S2.00 for Men and
$3.00 for Women.

y 9th at
w
Little

record

he

pairs Silk “Holeproof' Guaranteed

Mason.

History Class

spring

6 prs. Boys' and Girls' Hose. 2 00
All Guaranteed Six Months without holes,

is

and will

6 prs. Men's Hose,
$1.50—$2.00
6 prs. Women’s Hose, 2 00— 3.00

eessful food and apron sale at the
e, Northport Campground, last Friarly $15 was realized by the voting
charge, Miss Clara R. Steward and
Hills. The request of patrons for a
of the sale may be granted later in
.ast

Thomas S. Thompson of East Belfast, ice
dealer, who invented a new automobile
spring tire, has had several sets made and
they have been tried out and were found to
work
to
perfection. Mr. Thompson has
patents pending on his invention, which is a

CARLE & JONES
received the following circular letter which

i

up-to-date methods. Superintendent
W. B. Woodbury requests all teachers to attend.
Board can be had for $1 00 or $1 50 per day.
Those who will let rooms for this occasion will
please notify Mr. Woodbury.

and look elsewhere.

a

r

j
j

to learn

Square Deal

a

If possible it
team is here,

Waldo County School of Instruction will
Belfast Sept. 2nd to 5th. This will
take the place of the customary county convention and afford an opportunity for teachers

a

hose, ask for

event.

visiting

Thf

tloleproof

yield of strawberries.

"ie

some

be held in

gun to lend force
to his argument.
“That
ain’t the hand I dealt ye!”
So when they lay down a
substitute for the original

Unity.

of

rs

four
in the

“This game ain’t on the
level.” protested sage brush
Sam, at the same time pro-

ished list of petitions for a referpublic utilities bill we find but
tldo county, that of J. A Adams

big

a

Shipping Items. Sch. Georgetta Lawr »nce.
Capt. Perkins, arrived Monday from New
York with a cargo of Old Company Lehigh
coal for the Consumer’s Fuel Co....Sch. Ella
M. Storer, Capt. Fred Harford, has chartered
to load lumber at Stockton Springs for New
York.

pot.

e
v

down

scooped

are

with the best of

in the way of fresh vege-

season

laid

hoped to make it
! will be given when

j

SEMIANNUAL
0UR
Ay
mences today,
continue

DISCOUNT SALE COM-

Thursday, July

until August 9th.

10th, and will

I

'o

A discount of 20 °lo will be
last moment. Auction was
en on WOOI
North Belfast. George and Frank Tucko
New Advertisements.
The Dinsmore I played after the late dinner. This
DRESS GOODS and
outing er and a party of young men from Malden, n
and
10 % on
Store announces a sale to begin this morning
closed the club’s season.
Mass., spent two weeks camping at the
all other
the
sale.
and continue for ten days, when 3,246 first
Last week the lower bridge was closed to “Ledge” on the shore of Holmes’ pond. That
class shoes of all kinds for men, women and
travel to undergo repairs, or rather to lay new they had a delightful time goes without sayh
will
be
sold
for
one dollar a pair. The
children,
planking over those in the traveled way that ing. They earned the good will of the comsale includes women’s comfortable unlined
j had become worn. It is the time of
their
munity
by
gentlemanly conduct and we
year
house shoes, with rubber heels, m n’a elk
when there is the most travel and closing the look forward with pleasure for their return
outing shoes, men’s and women’s beautiful
bridge was a great inconvenience. Monday another year. They broke camp last Saturday
moccasin slippers, etc, These shoeB will be
teams were passing over the bridge and it and all returned home except Frank Tucker,
sent by parcel post if desired for 6 to S cents
who remains another week....
was said that the planks furnished were not
Miss Clara FurBill
&
additional-Pierce,
ngs
Co, want 25
bish of Howard, R. I., arrived last
what was required.
week to
:
women
stitcher
and
to
work on men’s
girls
her
spend
vacation. Harry A. Furbish, who is
Mrs. John C. Pillsbury gave a very pretty
clothing at their factory opposite the Belfast
superintendent of the blacksmithing departdepot. Good wages and steady work guaran- "at home” to a number of her friends last ment at
Howard, R. I, will arrive home today,
teed from the start. Also, wanted women to Saturday afternoon in honor of Miss Sara
Thursday, tc spend two weeks’ vacation....
take finishing work on men’s pants to do at Edith West of Boston, who is
spending her va- Dr. and Mrs. F. C. Gay of Brooklyn, N. Y., artake a sulstitute. Get the cation at home. Punch was served in the den
: home-Don’t
rived last week to
spend their vacation at the
?*'iorantP«H
Hilenr.vif
TL.
by Misses Florence M. Hill and Evelyn P. Brier homestead... Mr. and Mrs.
Wilburt N.
Store....
Fo*
Dinsmore
a re.-tful vacation
Morison, and in the dining room Mrs. C. Chip- Brier oi Detroit, Mich., arrived
go
Saturday and
to Criehaven, where "ou wil
have good fish- man Pineo and Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest poured are at the Brier
home....Mrs. Laura Wig^in
iced tea. Misses Katherine C. Quimby, Mar- of Lowell Msrr -ir-rLrzxzl Incf
Mrs. F:ec S.
ing, boating and bathing.
Rhodes will entertain you at Hillside Farm... ian Heal and Clara B. Keating also assisted She was called
here on account of the critical
Augustus M. Clarke and family of Winter- the hostess.
illness of Mr. E. C. Merriam... The Ladies’
i
a
card
of
thanks..
port publish
.Lost, a string
The Corn Factory.
Under the caption Aid have set July 30th as the date for their
of pearl beads.
Don’t forget that Belfast’s
annual
fair....
Mr.
and
Mrs. Frank Carpenter
“Our Corn Packers in a Class by Themselves” I
big fair will he neld on the grounds of the
of Foxboro, Mass., are
v-uimumiCS
dll
visiting Mr, and Mrs.
vaiumijj
aucj
|
Waldo County Agricultural Association AuHenry B. Ladd.
article to Maine Rural Life, edited
gust 19th, 20th and 21st. Special attractions interesting
by Edward H. Kelley, with illustrations of the
Girls' Home Lawn Party. The midsumCompletely equipped, including S d.l'and good music by the Belfast Band every
afternoon... See notice of desirable property company’s plants in Belfast and Harmony. Of mer fete to be given for the benefit of the
S
I AR I hR.
these plants it is said:
Girls’ Home, Tuesday next, July 22,
Slightly used. Same guaranon Bay view street to be sold at a sacrifice..
promises
This company’s plant at Belfast, erected in an
Now is the time to get a new Etraw hat at
afternoon
for young and old.
enjoyable
tee given as if it were a new car.
and ttie plant at Harmony, erected in
1911,
Can be
halt price at "The Home of Good ValuJs” 12
Between the hours of 2.30 and 5.30 p. m. a sale I
1912, are not surpassed by any similar facMain street-Salmon are still in the market
tories in the country. The installation of the of fancy articles, food, candy and ice cream
seen at Read Garage.
the
for
this week at the Bramhall
and
price
most modern machinery has practically elimi- will be in
progress, and there will be some
market is 30 and 35 cents per pound. They nated the
handling of the corn by hands of the
HORACE CHEXERY.
also have Belfast bay tinkers, PenobBcot
bay employes, and the efficiency of the machinery novelties to interest the little ones A fine I
halibut, haddock, clams, etc_Read the and the methods and
of the person- program, consisting of musical and literary
experience
| circular letter from the Ford Motor Co. to nel of the company have enabled the corpora- numbers will be
given. Automobiles will carry I
& Jones, Waldo
I Carle
County agents for tion to put on the market a product unsurpass- those
who wish to and from the Home free !'
the popular Ford cars. It
disposes ef- ed in quality.
i factually of various unfounded reports....
All the arrangements are in
charge of the fol- To the Public:
| For theisnext ten days H M. Black, 107 Main Joined The Navy. The United States navy lowing general committee, who will appoint
white
street,
offering
dresses, moslin shirt recruiting office, which was opened at the
Having sold my restaurant, I am preProperty on the west shores of Goose
subordinates for each department: Rev. Wm.
waists and underwear at 20 per cent discount,
customs house July 7th and continued for one
A full line of new fancy work just received.
pared to give special attention to my Pond, Swanville, owned by the late H. P.
Vaughan, Mrs. E. L. B. Brackett, Mrs. M. W.
I ....The Fulier-Cobb Co., of Rockland adver- week, did but little buBinesa in Belfast, Rich, Mrs. R. F.
real estate and insurance business. ! Thompson, and familiarly known as Cliff
Dunton, Mr*. F. H. Mayo,
tisea sport coats at low prices....See advL of
although several young men took the examina- Mr*. A. M. Ferguson, Mrs. C. A.
have several very attractive bargains in Cottage.
the Shaw Business Colleges in
Hubbard,
Bangor, Augusta and Portland... .Two tenements for rent in tions, and one went to Newport Friday to re- Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Misses Caroline E.
Consists of an acre of land, cottage,
city and farm property that must be sold
White,
the
Frye block... Umbrella lost.First- port. This it Norman Littlefield, son of Mr. Abby MacDowell, Maude E. Mathews
and
to settle estates. Let me show you.
stable, boathouse and boat, together with
class restaurant and dining-room for sale.
and Mrs. Edward F. Littlefield of Cedar street. Maude E. Barker. It iB a
delightful place to
Apply to
furnishings. Is in excellent repair.
Mr. Littlefield is a bright young man who
spend an hour or two on a pleasant afternoon
M. R. KNOWLTON,
This beautiful spot, which takes in shore
from
this
the
graduated
Belfast High and will give the friend* an
year
to
aid
opportunity
3w28
City Building.
of lake and maple grove about cottage, will
Lchool and is sure to make good. He has en- this most excellent work. All articles
for the
be sold, as the present owner can no longer
listed for four years and will enter the Hospi- fancy table
may be left with the secretary,
tal Corps. Tom Randall, only son of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. B.
use same.
No reasonable offer will be reBrackett, any time before MonMrs. William M. Randall, Church atreet, also day p. m. Contributions of food must be
fused. For terms and keys to cottage, which
sent
passed the examinations and has the matter direct to the Home. Orders for the automoJuly 4th, a string of Peaal Beads. The is subject to inspection, apply to
under consideration and will probably enlist in bile may be given to Walter J. Clifford or
to finder will please return the same to
JOHN R. DUNTON,
electrical
in
the
September
engineering corpe. I the matron of the Home.
lm28
THE JOURNAL
Masonic

gi
TRIMMINGS

secret until the

[U

goods during

rj=r

CORSETS not included in sale.

0

|

..

J. W. Ferguson & Co.

Kitchen
Girl
Wanted

___•

WU.

[

j

FORSALE

TOURING CAR

|

NOTICE

FOR SALE

j

LOST

OFFICE.

Temple.

Annals

Belfast tor Half

of

Chase & Sibley, who occupied the store
next beyond it. The first occupants of
the fire-proof block were Mr. Williamson,
its owner,'Judge Johnson, R. B. Allyn,
O. Alden, Esq., the Clerk of
sels lying at the wharves were immedi- Esq., H.
the
Courts,
Register of Deeds, Register
assisther
ately manned and started to
The
The Castine Packet, Captain of Probate, and the Post Office.
ance.
of
the store on Main
first
occupants
well
remembered
who
is
by
Skinner,
were P. R. Hazeltine on the first
many still living, was within a short dis- street,
and went floor, and William G. Crosby in the room
tance of her when she
about a mile from the Monument, with
all sails set, she was struck by a flaw of
wind and upset. Many on shore were
w etching her at the time and three ves-

a

Century.
BY AN OLD SETTLER

(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby.)
(1829.)

CHAPTER XXIII.

capsized
relief; fortunately

This year opened with extremely cold
weather; the mercury standing at 13 degrees below zero at 8 o'clock in the

morning,

at zero

at noon, and 12

Belfast in

she

as

was

degrees

“to leave
it would

days positively;”
her, if there is
length of days, had her ten
ten

have been better for

profit in
days notice
On

the

been ten years.
£lst of January

Democrat, after

a

Waldo

the

lingering

Always Ready

sickness of

rtiiu

LUC

x

Scribe

democrat and
such

republican,

to

sailing

flag!

a

in

newspapers;
they were held in the "Outer,” at other
times in the “Inner Temple.” The Club

under

On the morning of February 29th two
wooden buildings on Main street, on the

continued

its

until

members

seven

ceipt

became

exhausted by the pertinacity of those

where

ard,

There

only Fourth

The

easterly

line of the town;
the fire occurred in the morning of Dethe

cember 30th.
which occurred

son,

March,

was

on

the fourth

of

by the firing
bell, patronizing

celebrated here

ringing the
Eagle Hotel, and other
testimonials of
Although
rejoicing.
there were but seventy-nine who voted
for him in November previous, when the
of cannon,

the bar of the

dark cloud oi' “coffin handbills” lowered

here in 1849; the latter at sea, in 1833.
The firm of Chase & Sibley—Nathan W.
Chase and Reuben

was

of

public

no

July

in this

celebration

the

organized hy
Ebenezer Everett, Esq.,

Main

the election

of

slreet.

firm Mr. Chase removed to
he died many years ago.
At the annual spring

meeting,

place

1

and

The contest was

a

hard and

bitter

very
That part of the roadway where the wagplurality for Smith in this place ons travel is called the traveled way. To
Peter Rowe, Esq., was chosen
prevent water from standing on the travRepresentative lo the Legislature. An- eled way the road should be raised in the

one; the
was 139.

The

me

uuier

called the Bluehili Beacon and Hancock
Cour ty Journal, which lived nearly two
yearn. He then removed to Boston and

died many years ago. Mr. Palmer continued to publish the Farmer until October :.S30 when its

publication

sus-

brother of our fellow
Esq. After

pended.

He is

citizen

Charles

retiring

from the business of

a

was

Palmer,

had

ever

visited us.

Several buildings
vessels

buildings

built

this

were
vear.

erected and

Among

the traveled part of the road that the
rain water does not drain into them.

CASTOR IA

the

the county jail and jailer’s house, the brick school house on the
common, the brick block at the corner
of Main and Church streets, built by
were

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

Bears the

center and should

slope gently

shallow ditches.

It is then said tohave

into broad
a

crown.
If it is 10 feet from the center
of the road to the side ditch, the surface
at the side ditch should be at least 10

inches lower

than it is

the center

at

The road then
The rain that falls

where the horses travel.
has

a

10-inch

crown.

a
road properly crowned will run
nnicklv to the side and not sunk inio the
on

The side ditches
or form pools.
for surface water should run parallel to
the right of way, and should be open at

surlace

heart

He

is

now

residing

in

New

York.

narauen

rrencn,
snipyaru
schooner President Jackson in a

anu

me

shipyard

is $13 an acre, but the gross re; expense
turns are as much as $24; thus they yield

at the Head of the Tide.
* U

rlnll

fVtof

a

net return of $11

an

acre

each year.

MuinO

The corner stone of the jail was laid on
Farmer appeared, David and Asa East- the 26th of June by the contractors for
erection, Messrs. Jeremiah and i
man, sons of Hon. Thomas Eastman of its
Palermo, announced to the public that Joseph Berry. Under it were deposited !
they had taken the Eagle Hotel, succeed- copies of the local papers, the Journal
ing Tlomas Pick a d, its late landlord. and Farmer, and a bottle of "Old JaUnder their administration the hotel was maica,” prepared for the purpose, would
kept to the satisfaction of the public, have been, but from some hitch in the
but as an almost necessary consequence machinery the laying of the corner-stone
without any great profit to themselves; was delayed so long that the contents of
It was shrewdly'!
the custom of the place at that time the bottle evaporated.
a
was not sufficiently large to create
suspected that some young attorneys at
demand for the rooms of “circumambi- law, who were inspecting the premises
ent construction” tram which their at the time with a view simply of ascer,.

On the best German forests the annual

The schooner Samuel was built at the ;
oi

cata-

predecessor anticipated, but failed, pro- taining what accommodations were to!
be provided for the unfortunate crimi- |
bably, to realize a handsome revenue.
The market price at this time of some nals who might be sent there, knew
of our products was as follows: butter 12 more about that bottle and its contents,
to 14 cents per pound; cheese, new- than they were disposed to tell. The
milk, 6 to 8; beef 4 to 5; veal 5 and 6; building was of stone, thirty by twenty
and a half feet in dimensions, and two
eggs 10 and 12 cents per dozen; potatoes
stories
good-seed,
33
wheat,
bushel
cents;
high; the walU of the lower
per
1.75; rye 1.00; corn 75 cents; oats 25; story were two feet thick, of the upper
barley 67: boards, merchantable, per M. eighteen inches. At the November
feet 7.50 and 8.00; shingles, No. 1., pine Term of the Court of Sessions the building was accepted and notice given that
and cedar, 2.50 per M. The ears of
potato raisers were cheered by the on and after tne 23d day of the same
announcement that potatoes were selling month it would by used and occupied aa
in Boston for fifty cents and that freight the common jail in and for the County of
six cents per Waldo. Nathan
on them from this port was
Heywood was the first
jailer. It continued to be used as the
bushel.
On the 5th of May the good people of county jail until 1851, when it was dea scare. The molished and a new one erected.
our village experienced quite
a
The first occupants of the brick block
schooner Lucerne, launched about
month previously from the shipyard of at the corner of Main and Church streets,
Bishop and Wright, made an excursion were James W. Webster, who occupied
town s the store on the
in the Bay with about sixty of our
corner, Dr. Moody, who
When occupied the room over it, and Messrs.
on board.
and
old
young,
people,

Four launches

are

used in

patrol

and

transportation work on national forests
Alaska, which include many small

in

islands and inlets.

xuviiuii

piviuic

voiujiunn.o

me

inunuig

films of all of the activities of the feder-

open,
water would be

Sometimes

stopped.
road

a

runs

across

low

or through a swamp where the
road can not be drained by side ditches
If the road were built higher like
alone.

ground

a

railroad embankment

across

such low

crown, it would be
Sometimes a road passes

land and made with

dry and hard.
through what is
place where the
so

that the road

_i.

a

called

a

cut.

This is

earth has been
can

go over

i_:_4__

m_

a

a

dug out

hill with—

...L:

including planting, cutalways flows quietly under the ground on
ting timber, patrol and lookout work.
hill sides is known as ground water. In
Already at least two fire-fighting
road cuts such water sometimes makes
“movies” are being exhibited.
the road very muddy, and the road then
PROPAGATION.

needs what road builders call underdrainA good kind of underdrainage is a
age.
trench to go along under the side drain

The year just closed established a record for the United States bureau of

and about 3 feet

fisheries in the number of fish eggs taken

half wide.

deep

and

a

foot and

a

In this trench a pipe is laid
the bottom and covered with loose

planted. It ran to the enor- near
3,640,000,000. which broke stones no bigger than an egg. When
the record made in the previous year by the trench is completely filled with loose
173,000,000. The largest number of any stones the ground water, instead of soakone kind was in flatfish,of which 800,000,ing into the roadway, will stop among
000 eggs were planted.
the stones and flow down the hill through
During the year there was an in- the pipe.
creased capture of black spotted trout,
To keep a road smooth and crowned
Chinook salmon, haddock, Btriped bass
and whitefish eggs and a decrease in the best method is to drag it with a road
those of the lake herring, pike, perch, drag. A road drag is made easily with
shad, yellow perch and lobster.
two halves of a log which has been split.
To increase the supply of lobsters
The log should be about 6 or 8 inches in
the
New
along
England coast the bureau
8 feet long.
is considering the establishment in thickness and about 6 or
Rhode Island of a plant for lobster The two halves of the log are set 3 feet
breeding. It is proposed to keep the apart with the smooth faces forward and
young lobsters in captivity until they can
They are then fastened todefend themselves against attack or upright.
until they have passed what the experts gether withj braces set in holes bored
call the fourth stage of their existence. through the log. A pair of 'horses may
The bureau now has two lobster be used to drag the road and are hitched
hatcheries, one in Maine, the other in to a chain fastened to the front half of
Massachusetts, but at neither are there
The toad drag should mov
the log.
facilities for breeding work.

and

later

mous

total of

I

It 1

i ■

^

if

Miss

Elizabeth

Webber, who

teaches

in

Plainfield, N. J., is spending her vacation in
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Webber.... Mr.Ellis Cooper spent July 4th with

Monroe with her

his parents m Monroe, where his family art
spending the summer. He is from Jersey
City-Mr. Everett Grant was in town recently for a short stay f: nm Massachusetts_Dr,
Fred Pringle, who has been practicing in .a
hospital for two years, is located at the home
of A. I.. Ricker and ready for practice. He
comes here highly recommended_Mr. Will
Colson and
family are stopping with his
father, who is in very poor health_Mrs. A.
T. Durham was quite sick last week, but is
around again at the present writing.... Mrs.
Minnie iSpeu. li.g of Rar.gor .'s visiting hex

track anil smeared

The road is always dragged after it has rained and not when it is
dry. A good, strong pair of horses with
sun comes out.

drag

a

,»ta..i.m

that lie, Clifford J. Pattee of He hast, in said
ways attended church here and he was very County, be appointed administrator of the esmuch interested in the school at the Academy, tate of said deceased.
at which his daughter was a student ...Mr.
Ordered. That the said petitioner gives notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Leon Wiggin and family and Dana Banton
order to be published three weeks
successively in
took an auto ride to Lewiston and Auburn re- ; The Republican .Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
cently_Mr. George Worth and family have Court,
to be held at Belfast, within and lor said
moved to their farm in Unity to stay through j Countv. on the 12th dayot August, A.I). 1913,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
the summer... .Miss Pearl Oxton was the
| if any they have, why the prayer of said petiguest of Miss Addie Reynolds the past week, j tioner should not be granted.
JAIMES LIBBY. Judge.
_Miss Katherine Sampson is the gueBt of I A true
copy. Attest:
her aunt, Mrs. Charles Sampson... .Miss Effie
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
Flye visited Mr6. Carl Woods at her father’s, j
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
William Sibley, July 13th.... Miss Addie Reyj
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesnolds has gone to Old Orchard for the sumday of July. A. 1). 1913.
mer.Mrs. W. R. Sparrow will entertain
certain instrument, purporting to In- the last
will and testament of Bertha a. Davis, late
the Ladies Circle this, Thursday, afternoon.
of Belfast, in said County of Waido. deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice begivmi to all persons inSWANVILLE.
terested by causing a copy of tins older to he
Mrs. Oliver Wyeth and daughter of Chel- j
published three weeks successively in The Resea, Mass., are spending the summer at Mrs. j publican Journal, published at Beltast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
T. D. Nickerson's_Miss Lizzie McTaggart of
Brooks is the guest of her sister, Mrs. G. T. ; Tuesday, of August next., at ten ot the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
Nickerson_Mrs. Choate and little daughter ! why t he same should not be proved,
approved
of Belfast visited her son, Clarence Curtis, and allowed.
JAMES LiliHY, Judge.
been
makwho
has
A true copy.
recently_Mrs. Sherman,
Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
ing her borne with Mrs. Luella Nickerson, has
gone to Augusta to live with her granddaugh\T7ALDO ss.— in Court ot Probate, held at Belter_The L. A. S. will meet with Mrs. A. T.
YY last, on the 8th day ot Inly, 1013. John
Nickerson Thursday p. m., July 24th-The R. Dunton executor of the will
of ZilphaJ.
Williams, late of Isiesboro, in said County, demany friends of Mr. H. M. Chase will be ceased
having presented his first and final acpleased to learn that he is able to ride out, and count of administration of said estate for allowlast Saturday he walked to the post office ance.
Ordered, tlint notice thereot be given three
with his daughter Julia_Mr. and Mrs. A. E. weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a
Nickerson returned home last week from
newspaper published in Belfast, in said ouuty,
all persons interested may attend at a Prothat
on
the
Gettysburg, Pa., stopping in Portland
bate Court, to be held at Be Hast, on the 13th
show cause, if any
way.... Mrs. Strickland and Miss Carrie Cun- day of August next, and
they have, why the said accouut should not be
ningham of Bangor are guests of Mr. and allowed.
Mrs. A. E. '.Cunningham.
Mias Carrie will
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

Hen
on th»

j
>

NOTICE. The subscriber here-

by gives notice that she has beeu duly appointed executrix of the last will and testament
of

CARRIE O. MERRILL, late of
Kansas, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. A11 persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, to
B, F. Foster, Thorndike, Me., my authorized
agent, and all Indebted thereto are requested to

Cunningham,

make payment immediately.
CABKIE E. ELLISON,
CuunlDghun, Kansai, July 8,1918,

\

j

Pelf

neat at

Waluo,

on

’.

>

t>

..

...hi

a Probate Court,
tortile Countv of
a D. mi;;.

at la-

he,.;

Wauio.

i,

July,

M. DO I Hi Ii. adm; :. :*t
estate of C.eoi’ue K. M». is ...
W'alMo dr,*.
port, in '.aid County
pr< sent *: a petit i«*n ; tying t it
market va .i<- of said pi<«prrtv.
►'
."■••*"
tt* rested 1!
I lie
til*
amount of tin- r \ there n. u a\ I-.*
by the Judge of Trobaie.

HKTBKKT

s

<h'dered. Thai the said | et'tloner giv-ail per- oiis !Uiei ->ie.i h\ r.•.using
I till .*.• We.
Older to 1- 1 id -I
in
Die K
lislieil at T.eltast, li at lia-y n ay app-'..
ht in at I.* Hast, w
iiale Coint. I*said Couutv. oil tin* lt.Mii dav or iua
1 tit 3. at tell ol tin* e oeU In-lore n oi
cause, it any They have, why the pray,
j etitior.ei siiou u not In* l; aired.
Jamrs libi \
A true copy. Attest:
Alil'Hl l; W !.i «..N \ >;i», |
SS.-ln o,.rt of Trobaie. In
fast, on trie 8th dav oi July, IPi
I'l'eat. administrator on [I: esf.ileot
stockb u Springs, m
l* l r* at. late
ty, deceased, having pi -cut* o Ins th st
account of adnuuistr.iito!! of saulest;*.o
lowance.

\IrAl,DO
>T

(

<

Ordered, That notice thereof he cix.
weeks suceessiveiy m Th* Itepuuiirai
newspaper published m Belfast, in >a
that all person-intei* s|t*d max atiemi
bat** Court, to be held at liellast, .»n in*
Of August next, and show eiuse.if any tl
xvhy the said account should not t»e ai:
JAMBS LlitbY,
A true copy.
Attest:
A m m u ny. Lr.oy.vKi*,
a

I
;

!

>

\Ir AI.DO SS.- In Court ot Cohate. he!,I
m
fast, ou the 8th day of J :y Uil3. I
M. Dodge, administrator on th* estate ot
E. Merrill. iate of Searsporr m said
deceased, having presented htv first .me
administration oi said estate to alloxvau*
Ordered, that notice thereof be given
weekssuccessiveiy.ni The Kepihlieau .1
a newspaper published in Bellas in -sal «
that all persons interested may intend a.
bate Court, to he held at Belfast.on the !_
of August next, and show am*, if u
have, xv hy the said account shorn! not he
ed.
JAMES 1. BBY
A true copy. Attest
NV l.KoN Xfi), lvVg
A
I
K
lt
K
p
1IT A 1,1)0 SS. -In Court ot ITobat, held
??
fast, on the 8th day of July, '*13
Herrick, administrator on tlu* estae ot »
Herrick, late of Belfast, in said Conn >, d*
having presented Ins first and final a, r.
administration of said estate for allovan
Ordered, that notice thereof be even

A

Leonard, Register.

Tii-ii

At

1

EXECUTRIX’S

I

■

Probate Court Held at Belfast, within and

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur Wr.

!

■.

loi the County of Waldo, on the nth
feeling of sadness that the
day of
July, A. I). 1913,
many friends in the village learned of the
death of Mr. John Sylvester, which occurred p LIFFORD J. PATTKK, public administrator.
representing the estate of Joseph Kean, late
at his home in Knox June 30th. Although not • ii Stockton
Springs, in said County "f Waldo,
a resident of this village he and his family aldeceased, having presented a petition praying

spend the remainder of the month. Mrs.
Strickland will return this week, accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cunningham, who will
visit their daughter, Mrs. Samuel Strickland.
....Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Paine of Philadelphia,
Pa.v are spending a few weeks at “The Lakeside”.... Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Paine, son
and daughter of Brooklyn, N. Y., are stopping
at the Rockwood. Master Frederick is ill with
scarlet fever. He is eared for by Mrs. H. F.
M. Phillips, who returned from Unity Satur-

\
j

i•

PROBATE NOTICES.
a

\

all persons mteiest.-d by
i._
mib !•' tie published t111< e wi•
The lit publiean ,Iotirn t!. a new,
:-i
ella.sf, that they max appear
be held at i.cit.'isf, v, it It,
t'ouri.
lit d v
An.:".
County, ou the
at ten "I the eloeK heion- noon,
an
if any they have, why tie-p.a\<-i *! v
ei sl.oiilu not be aranb d.
.1 A.MI s i 11;ItY
A true copy
At lest.
t:rii
h \\
I.i
\ \i:ii. 1;,

DR, L H. BOYiftOrOfc

At

i
I

MAT1A

j

a

\

A. WADI IN. e.Xeeut
Tileston W adhn. 1 ht,- of |
*
W a loo, deceased, ha v
of
unity
petition pray mg that tfa- a.-pm m
said property. The pn*oiis mici>
cession thereto, and th- iiiniii;:;
on. may be deteimiiied by tie- dm:

j

day.

\
\

>

and Mrs. L. F. Simpson.... Rev. Constantine
about 3 or 4
Eliaponleus preached at the village church
i
and
it
is
the
best
day,
last Sunday-Mr. Herbert Cooper lost a valIn every 1 uable ow last week. It was hitched and
way to maintain good roads.
got
county some farmer along each 4 n iles nung up in u.o rope-farmers are beginof road should own a drag and drag the ninghaying in this vicinity... The \\. C. T.
road when it rains, and he would always U. met with Mrs. M fc Haley li st week. The
j
find the road in good condition when he next meeting will U wi-h Mrs. Annie I'miant.
-Mr. Sanford Ritchie and
to
market.
famiiy from
goes
Dover have been in town in their new auto
Owing to the fact that many rural
relatives.
schools were closed at the time when the visiting
can

«

a license to >«
described in said petition.

oiirt
At a Probate
for the 1 oiititv of
July. A. i». 15*13

mother, Mrs. Ifowen. Mr. He land from
Massachusetts, who taught trie High school
here last year, was in town last week..
Miss
Inez Boyd frim Massachusetts is in town for
her summer vacation..
Mrs. Herbert Cooper
has been visiting her parents in Belfast, Mr.

and it tends to make the surface of the
road smooth and water-tight after the

FREEDOM.
It was with

\
on

E municipal officers of Monroe.
iiibabiiants of Monroe a*
Ezra Hanson, late of Monroe, in
Wabto, deceased, having present-,
praying that Frederick I.. Palmei
appointed administrator < f the
deceased.
Ordered, That the said petm, nei
all pe; sons interested by earning
older to he published three week*
in I lie Kepul>lican Journal, a new*:
lished at Bellas!, that they may apj
bate Court. to be held at Hellast. w
>aid County, on tin- 12th day or a
15)13, at ten of the clock before
cause, if anv they liave, way the
petitioner should not be granted
.1 \MES 1.1 iA true Copy. Attest:
Am 111 It W I. K, N A 1: 11. 1

MONROE.

log smoothly
over the road.
The smearing of the
earth by the drag is called “puddling”

drag

5

1)11 the

if

prize maintenance essay was announced
by Director Logan Waller Page of the
Office of Public Roads, it has been decid- i
ed to extend the limit for receiving the
lect the water from the road surface and
EYE SPECIALIST
essays to October 15, 1913. In addition !
it can not run away, large pools will he to the
gold medal given as first prize,
formed along the roadside, which will two silver medals will be
given as second j Twenty-five years experience ami skill id
gradually soak into the soil beneath the and third prizes. If a child who has sub- fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
road and make it so soft that the wheels mitted one
essay previous to the issue of glasses will help. Consultation Free.
of wagons will cut through the road sur- this notice should care to
try again, he ( 44 South Main
St., WINTERPORT, MAINE
face and soon destroy it.
is at liberty to do so, but he must be a
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.
Sometimes water runs from land along pupil of a rural school. There is some
the road into the road and forms a little misunderstanding in regard to the sub- J
stream down the wheel tracks or in the ject of the essay. The idea is to set tht
children thinking how to better their
middle where the horses travel. When
earth roads with the material they have ,
driveways into farm yards are built at hand.
across the side ditches they frequently

al forest service,

FISH

II

round side of the

road in

1

Ordered. That the “aid petition,-!
all persons interested by causing
order to be published three week*,
in The Kepublican Journal, a m-w>t
ed at Hellast, that they may appe
Court, to be held at Helfast. with
County, on the 12rhdayof Angii-t. .\
at ten of the chick before noon,
| cause, if any they have, why tm pi
petitioner should not be grained
JA.V1ES II HI A
A true copy. Attest:
A KTHl'H W
LkUNA IIP.

every low point so that the water can
run out of them into neighboring brooks
If the ditches merely color streams.

Hon. Joseph Williamson, now occupied
t-GcJc/Ufr.
publishing, by A. D. Chase, Augustus Perry and Signature of
he was for awhile a clergyman; since others, the
fire-proof brick block on
then he has devoted most of his time to High street, also built by Mr. WilliamFOREST NOTES.
form channels for water from the farm
movements and son, now
various reformatory
occupied by H. L. Lord, the
yard to run into the road. The pipes unthe Eastern
of
Canada’s
forest
area
is
about
several
treating
800,000,essays
published
Express Company, Geo. R.
der driveways become tilled with leaves
same and kindred subjects, which nave
Sleeper, and others, the brick store on 000 acres.
or rubbish and the water can no longer
been widely circulated. The views ad- Main street now occupied by E. & L.
If the driveways that stop
Mills in British Columbia are shipping run away.
vanced in them have not always been in Robbins, built by Hon. William Crosby,
were rebuilt so that no
water
ditch
the
unison with popular sentiment; but the cn the site of one of the wooden build- considerable paper pulp in Japan.
pipes were necessary and the ditch could
lucid argument and earnest sincerity ings burned in February of this year.
much trouble from surface
be left
with which he has endeavored tr enforce
them reflect credit alike on his head and

tate

forming the crown. The edges of
logs will smooth out the ruts. The
best way to drag is to begin at the side
ditch and go up one side of the road, and
then down the other.
In the next trip
the drag should be started a little nearer the center and the last trip over the
road the drag may work close to the center itself.
Small ridges of earth will be

ut

|

STUD! EY of Seat

thus

well-built

>

praying

the

miles

j

j!

sport.
Adelaide J. stmlley.having pie*,
IjtKANK
tion
for

earth will slide past the smooth face of
the log toward the center of the road,

a

IT'bate Court held at Be';,
the Counts of Waldo, on

At a Probate Court, held
for the County of Waldo,
July. a. ]). 15)13.

forward so that it slants across the road
in such a way that a small amount of

the

M

...

---

by

W. I.Ei.N

KTHVIt

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo
July, A. D. 15-13

thrown in the horse

!

W aldo. »te< a-as.-,.
praying that S ;
Palermo be appointed admino!,
tate ot saul deceased,
Ordered, that the said petitionall persons Intelesied by causing
order to be published three w
I in The Kepublican Journal, a
lished at 1 eitast. that they nay a;
bate Court, to be held at ■ eitast,
said County, on the 12th day >,i \
1U13, at ten of the dock behu,
cause.il any they liave, why tin n
petitioner should not be granted
J A vi Kh I-' Id
A true copy. Attest:
ART 11 it W. 1.1
i:;

Bradbury,

than G. Hunton and Samuel E. Smith.

1

in said County of
sen ted a petition

of New York

Treasurer.

!

LL W. TUKN Eli of 1
\lTEM'A of
Emma
Hai ry, hu<Vf (ttan

to

Clerk; Thomas Marshall,
The following sums were
raised: for support of school $1200,
viile, where an Oration was delivered by of paupers $400, for fencing burying- The
Repair and Maintenance
William Stevens, Esq., then a resident ground $100, ringing the bell $50, inof Earth Roads.
In lieu of “the Fourth” we had a cidental
here.
expenses $550, to be expended
"Theatrical Company,” the first which on roads $300 in money and $3000 in laWashington, D. C., July 14, 1913. If
ever came so far
east; the Company bor. A third trial for election of Repyou look at the ordinary country road afand
and
loafed
in
about
this
lingered
resentative to Congress took place; the
will see small puddles
a
locality for some two months. Their whole number of votes thrown was 323; ter shower you
the wheel ruts ar.d sometimes
performances were in Academy Hall, the candidates were Joshua W. Hatha- along
larger pools. This water stays on the
where Shakespeare and other more
way, Leonard Jarvis, Samuel Upton, road
surface because it cannot drain
modern
dramatists were mercilessly
Philip Morrill, Jere. O’Brien and John
away into the side ditches. If you look
slaughtered. Richard 3d, George Barn- G. Deane—no choice was effected.
closely you will see side ditches which
well, Pizarro, the Stranger, were among
At the annua) fall meeting the number
have grown up with hushes and weeds in
the victims, and “to the great and enof votes thrown on the gubernatorial
many cases, and which are so far from
thusiastic admiration of large auditicket was 519; the candidates were Jona-

ford Hall.

a
lor

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Bohan

U'l'J

1

July, a. D. UH3.

Bangor,where

P. Field, James McCrillis and Samuel W
Miller were chosen Selectmen; N. H.

of

At

your kitchen.

descriptive

;

,.

.■’I

n

A

On the dissolution of the

professional education
of Montville as of the principal tragedian consisted in
President, and the late James White, | playing the “Ghost’’ in Hamlet; the
mai, ufing
luurui, iu elect a
Esq., of this place as Secretary. Hon. leading comedian was the son of a Bos- Representative to Congress resulted in
one of the
the
ton
with
is
whose
C.
Johnson
only
policeman
acquaintance
Ralph
no choice; an equally unsuccessful trial
theatricals was limited to turning the
corporators who is now living.
took place on the 30th of November.
On the Sth of April a newspaper called foot-lights up and down and aiding the The candidates were Joseph
Williamson,
the Maine Farmer and Political Register scene-shifters occasionally.
Esq., of this place, Jarvis, Upton and
The “Hew York Caravan” followed,
made its appearance. In dimensions
Deane; Messrs. Hathaway, Morrill and
execution it was comprising the African Lion with “full O’Brien having left the field. At the
and typographical
about the same as the Journal then was. flowing mane and superior carriage," sixth trial, in the
spring of the next
Berjamin F. Bond and Edward Palmer the Royal Tiger “imported in the ship year, Leonard Jarvis, Esq., of EllsMr. Bond was a Columbia” the Polar Bear “inhabiting worth was elected.
were its publishers.
of Hallowed and by trade a printer. the frozen regions of the North,” the
There were forty deaths in town during
He came here from Castine, where he Hyena “one of the most blood-thirsty the
year; eight were drowned and three
hat: been the publisher of the Eastern. animals that inhabits the forest,” Dandy burned to death.
Three had lived more
American, which died on his hands. He Jack and pony, the Dog-faced Baboon and than four score years.
Among the deFarm- a collection of monkies; admittance 12 ceased were
the
in
his
sold
interest
Capt. Robert Emery, Dr.
The generai impression in the
Palmer August 12th and 1-2 cents.
er
to
Mr.
William Poor and John Angier, Esq.;
comhe
went,
to
community was that it was the cheapest brief biographical sketches of them will
B’uehiii, where
menced the publication of a newspaper concern of the kind, in every sense, that be found in the
succeeding chapter.
27th

logue

commenced business in store No. 9

and

east, there were nosts or devotees
to ‘“hail the rising sun.”
|
as tne local journal oi rne nay
The corporators named in the Act in- enees,
corporating the “'Waldo Agricultural So- said. Such theatrical performances in
ciety” met at the Court House March these days would be hissed out of Hayin

write for

formed

Sibley—was

HUl

New

_

of President Jack-

inauguration

Thp

reside; his office was in the room
occupied by Cox & Field. The firm
of Whittier (David) & Patterson (Edward) was dissolved; the former died
now

this year,
but a large number of the townsmen
participated in a Celebration at Mont-

building

near

overheating

1

A

Perfection is
made with 1,2,3 and 4
burners. Indicator shows
how much oil is in the
tank. Ask your dealer or

here to

the Club.

in town burned this year
the house of Shepherd B. Blanch-

other
was

originated.

it

out

The

of twenty reviews and other perAdditions were made to it as

valuable and popular works issued from
the press. Dr. Richard Moody came

now

the time; had it not been the fire would
have been confined, probauly, to the
store

cooking anything, with-

j
I

certain instrument, purporting
will and testameni ot Caro h ,"
of Bel last, in said County of \va ,,
having been presented for probate
Ordered, That notice be given to a;
I
terested by causing a copy or tin| published three weeks successive
i publican Journal, published at 1t
1 may appear at a 1 rebate Conn.
Belfast, within and for said County
! ond Tuesday of August next, .u
ciock before noon, and show an-.
have, why the same should m-i 1...
1 proved and allowed.
JA.VEh l.lp)

No coal or wood.
No dirt or ashes.

iodicals.

occupied by who were diligently, seeking to ascertain
E. and L. Robbins and Robert F. Clark, its object and the character of its prowere burned; they were occupied on the
ceedings and then died. One old lady
first floor as stores, on the second as asserted unhesitatingly that "no good
lawyers’ offices. A small building just would come of it,” another that “all the
southerly of them, occupied as a shoe- young men who belong to it ought to be
maker’s shop, was torn down to stop oystersized by all the girls,” and the
the progress of the fire in that direction. editor of the Farmer perpetrated the
A brick store occupied by Peter Osgood conundrum, “Why is a certain Club in
and Company standing on the site of the this village like a highwayman?” and
store occupied by Albert C. Burgess, answered it by adding, "Because it is
was
the barrier in the other direction. Round Robin.” The compiler of these
The “town pump” was out of order at Annals is the only surviving member of
site of the brick stores

for

LkONaju,.

At a Probate Court held at p,
for the C ounty or t* aido, on
day of July, A. D. 1913.

Just strike a match,
touch it to the wick, and
you have the right heat

It contained between six and
hundred volumes, and was in re-

sitifUjr,tU

JaMEft LiitiH

A true copy.
Attest:
ARTHUR W.

G

Oil Cook-stove

ary value.

"

allowed.

...

urn

in

..

"*

New Iner/ecticm

of them have been already mentioned; a
forty-five numbers, died and “gave no his usual gruff but good natured manner,
more extended notice of Mr. Wilson will
at
anchor
who’s
the
the
On
sixth
of
god’s, sir,
day
February “By
sign.”
hereafter appear. Noyes P. Hawes came,
the llepublican Journal, White and now!’’
bought out the old book store of W. R.
llowe, Publishers, rose from its ashes.
About this time a Club was formed unand offered for sale at No. 17
Simpson,
The publishers announced in their pros- ilap
the Round Robin Club.
Main street, the store now occupied by
of
the
character
the
that
political
pectus
Its object was a mystery to the uninitiWoods, Matthews & Baker, a large aspaper was to be decidedly democratic ated for a long time; in fact as long as
sortment of books and stationary; the
and that it would never hesitate to pro- it existed. The
gossips and Paul Prys of supply was entirely beyond the demand.
What the
pagate republican sentiment.
day were sorely puzzled. Its meet- He also established a
“circulating liwouid the llepublican Journal of this day
ings, or “convocations” as they were brary,” far beyond anything that has
oc*j,
lD^iL-oaivc
styled, were regularly notified by the since existed here in pecuniary and literof the modern definitions of the terms
sometimes
the

nl.l,

Ordered. That notice thereof h*
weeks successively, in The
K'vv,i
a newspaper published in
B,-|fast .'
that all persons interested may Vu
■.,?
bare Court 10 be held at pen's
day of Aiigmt next, and show'
they have, why the said account
u

You don’t have to coax
the fire when you get home
late or when you get up
early if you have a

over

no

and Anal account of
for allowance.

For Use

it.
promptly to her
Several important business changes
A short time before the
lives were lost.
John S. Kimball
Lucerne went over she swept along like occurred this year.
and H. G. K. Calef, formed a co-partnera bird past the Packet jogging leisurely
name of Kimball & Calef,
along under main sail and jib, and some ship under the
and commenced business on the wharf
wag on board of her calling to the bluff
disold captain inquired if he was at anchor. now known as Lewis’—the firm was
has
1831.
Mention
solved
in
November,
What the reply was is not recorded;
heretofore been made of Mr. Kimball;
he
laid
his
When
a
growl.
probably
and has been for many
sloop along side the capsized Lucerne a Mr. Calef is now
firm
few minutes later, and discovered that years residing in Boston. The law
all on board were safe, he exclaimed in of Wilson & Stevens was dissolved; both

below at nine in the evening. Mrs.
Phtebe Sager issued her “Last Call” to
her customers,

tVAl.DO SK-Int

**
last, on 111.- 8th (lay 0( Jnfv' l"l'l tr
gufttuie F H aim. artmliiistrainr,i*1'
George Hollis French, late ,,, i
said county, deceased. n„\io.
... l?

wt*ek-successive'.v.

ill

Tlu*

Iveo'ililie

i.

.1.

newspaper published in Belfast, in s nl'
that ail persons interested nia> air* i,< at
hate Court. t*> he held at Belfast, oi tli
iu>, it
day of August next, and sh. u
they have, why the said account shoul
allowed
JAMES 1.1 BBY J
A true copy. Attest:
ARTHUR W. LEONARD, R<t*is;
p
a

<

!
I
!

|

i

T ALDO S8— 1 it Court ot iTonate, hen at
fast, on the 8th day of .Inly, 1913. K
L. Pierce, administratrix C. f. a. on th
i. t
of Annie M. Taylor, late of Belfast, in
ty,deceased, having presented her first ail
account of adimnistiatu-n of said estate
lowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given,
weeks successively, in The Republican Jo:
a newspaper published hi Belfast, in said Cm
that all nelsons interested may attend at a
bate Court, to tie held at Belfast, on the
day of August next, and show cause, if any
have, why the said account should not be a.
ed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judfr
A true copy, Attest:
Arthur \V. Leonard. Registe

V

DM IN 1ST RATOK’S

NOTICE.

The

m

scnber hereby gives notice that he has he
duly appointed administrator of tire estate of
DAVID W. PATTERSON, late of Belfast,
in the Couuty of Waldo, deceased, and give

All persons bavin
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said decease*
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to niakt*

payment immediately.
ERNEST O, PATTERSON
Belfast, Me., June 10,1913.

tolpitation of the heart

Digests

wbatyooeafc

bounty

BORDER STATE BALLADS.

Correspondence.
[ Deferred.]

and Mrs. Ida Cross visitCamden last week ...Mr. Ira
New Haven, Conn.,called upon
last week... Mrs. Lottie
r. town
.ghter Flora returned last Satur,-;t with relatives in Somerville,
--es Grace and Joanna Simmons,
n

^

4

*

A Chance To

tie fie Id

t

:

v

Many people

j

giver”

the “unknown

gave

j

I

t

also my

a

^nyilLE

H.

E.

M rs.

j

Mrs. O. E. W hitney,
Berry Mills, Me.
Large bottles 35 cents at all dealers.
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

Nickerson, daughter
Portland, have arriv-

nton, of

Farm for the

rrace

j

in town for the

s

splendid

Nicker-

summer....

Austin Cole from Massachusetts
her sister, Mrs. Willis N. Briggs

I

|

George, in
.Mr. and Mrs. Cole, camped at
Searsport, several days last
and

Briggs,

rs.

son

Nickerson

Augusta

spending

t-

few

a

of

with

meeting

here attended the

and Mrs. Gertrude Swett
t

Boston last week for

to

Mr.

Elmer

Munson

ord to visit his mother

days-A.

v

of

and

an

ex-

went

to

and sis-

Shibles has taker

M.

ier—a

boy.... Frederick Conners
o from
Burlington, Yt„ July 1st.
i'-ed Webb called on Mrs. Annie
rs. Jennie Richardson Sunday....
Belfast visited Mr. and Mrs.
.ast week... Miss Addie Palmer
and the week-end at her home
..Mr.

and

Wilbur Abbott

Mrs.

July 4th to attend the celeBrooks_Mrs. Lucretia Rowe
\bbie Penny a few days recently.
Dunphy spent the week-end
u Brooks_Mrs. Ralph Sanborn
.ion

the sick
is

uccia

list

last

week-Mrs.

entertaining

her mother

from Boston.... Miss Mary
guest of her friend Ernest
-w
days last week....Mr. and Mrs.
t-y enjoyed an autc ride to Liberty
.friend
the

Sunday.

i-

Files of Lewiston, Mrs. Everett

B.

nneapolis,

made

an

auto

trip

anucicu

to

3

home of

at

the

Mr

Center

Files

and

it

was

also

a

brother, W. L. Hopkins-Mrs.
and daughter are visiting Mrs.
in Lewiston... A little daughter
was

born

July

up

in

es-

lnieni-

ci

w v

im,

iiuij

uami,

one

section.
In Damascus and Beyrout she excited
the envy and was the innocent cause of
some strife among the wretched pariah
dogs. At Smyrna she dodged the health
inspectors, who afterwards accorded her
a free landing permit.
In Athens she
ate the grass growing around the ancient
Acropolis, and at Corinth lapped the
water of the canal.
She
attended
the
Oberammergau
Passion Play in 1910, and the Exposition
of Turin in 1911.
She has been all over beauteous Havana, and Germany and Austria she has
cause to remember, for there
they made
her wear an odious muzzle, to which indignity she most violently objected, considering it, no doubt, a calumny on her

r.g relatives and friends in Troy.
;> Thurston of Belfast was a recent

ma)

uietKes

noble

From Constantinople last May she
wrote a letter to the New York Herald,
signed by herself, enclosing twenty
francs, to save two poor dogs from vivi-

are

Hawes

nuwever,

otherwise

of Orient lands.

was

Mrs.

great
entertain them in their pleasant,
Tome.... John Gilkey, of Oregon,
iate William Gilkey formerly of
Mrs.

an

a pleasant corner in Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Nazareth, and Tiberias.
She has bathed in the Sea of Galilee, and
has felt also the witchery and fascination

left of the family
:ren of the late R. W. Files, so well
in Waldo county. The visitors
yed viewing every room in the
and all the surrouding scenery, so
h precious memories of childhood.
all that

are

2nd to Mr. and

gent... .0. B. Rhoades is quite ill
-F.. H. Garcelon returned Satu
Gettysburg_Mr. and Mrs. T. P.
Sunday at Windermere.... Rev.
e held an interesting service at
r school-house last Sunday aftor:rge audience was present.
He will
->»ain in two weeks, and every alterN’ext Sunday the meeting will
i.urch.

irreproachable character.

“f.iMONT

j

Good old England, alas! she will never
see, on account of the excessively long
quarantine imposed upon dogs. She has
been to Gibralter, however, but had to
remain on board ship during our visit to
Malta.
Fo-fo is spending the winter in this enchanted isle of Corsica amid the semitropical bloom, but is meditating a trip
to Belgium and
Holland this coming

M rs. Eben Cobb and Harold Cobb
Augusta last wTeek, Harold going summer.
>n on a business trip_Mrs. Helen
She knows to perfection the art of
f Detroit, Michigan, called on old
travelling; is as quiet as a mouse always:
town last week
She will visitin' never cross or out of sorts; contented
Washington and return to Seare- with odd hours for sleeping and eating;
interested wherever she goes and in all
more extended visit later in the
she sees.
Mrs. Helen Derry, daughter Helen
She writes her own postcards, her
ward, of Bryn Mawr, Penn., were mistress
holding the pen in her little paw.
of Mrs. W. U. Marriner_Mr.
She is more like a child than a dog.
Vardan is at home from Providence Her doting master and mistress would
make nearly any sacrifice for her com'Timer-The Ladies Aid is having
ful sales of ice cream at the vestry fort, and never begrudge her the cost.
Dear little “Heart’s Delight’’ as we
nights_Rev. D. B. Phelan of often
call her! Sweetest Fo-fo!
Rev. H. E. Dunnack of Augusta
She is almost human in her intelligence.
wn July
2nd.A very pleasant She travels
always with her beloved rag
••njoyed at Lake Quantabacook July doll in her master’s valise, and it is the
moving pictures drew a full house first thing she ask3 for when we arrive
Her devotion to this
Mrs. George Davis has returned at a strange hotel.
small toy is really pathetic.
She takes
n Belgrade-Mr. and Mrs. Elon
it to bed with her, and out to walk, and
of Belfast were in. town July 6th.
even offers it a share of her food.
Mrs. B. O. Norton and Miss Sue
A book miirht pasilv hp writtpn of
: Belfast were in town
these nearly nine years of dear Fo-fo’s
Sunday.
ibhetts and daughter ana Miss happy, well-filled, joyous little life.
Our
own “Heart’s Delight!”
h of Keene, N. H., arrived in town
E. S. Wing received a telegram
Grace C. D. Favre.
>uncing the death of his aunt, Mrs.
gham Beale of Brooklyn, N. Y.
UNSIGHTLY FALL SPOTS.
■■

..

■

will be

hrouo’ht

to

Autrusta.

her

burial. Only three weekB
ife of her only son, Charles, was
Augusta for burial. Mrs. Beale was
ter of the late Hiram and Pamelia
this place and had many friends here.
nit,

Pinklets

f«.r

Will

Really
Correct Constipation

Hipl,

are a mogt valuable laxative in the
ment of obstinate
conetipatidn. They
L CI ’*“• unnatural and dangerous condition
* assisting the sluggish bowels and
ilv<,r to regain their normal
activity.
ac
'8 gentle, but effective and thor*%h
they do not cause a single gripe.
Btro"g purgatives, they do not
>p«Pt "“e
,u. ns stomach nor irritate and over-stimubowels. Because

ter,

h,,?:
Ik,'
j10n
Onljt;
th8*1,

they have none of
effects, they can be taken with enuntil the constipation is corrected.
Tu ,.!ety

li*.,,

Ri, ,,’mP|y regulate the bowele

or

to

treat ob-

ifcai i-'a8eB °f eonstipation, Pinklets are the
Ur 0f‘,x.ative- They are safe for every memfamily to use. Get a bottle today
ha
trying them. Any druggist in BelIht
can supply you at 26 cents
pet
kotn„ v!c'mty
Insist upon getting Pinklete.

uvu

|>

j

cences. Sermons and Correspondence.”
She clearly shows in her recent work

that she regards herself as the perto whom Mrs. Eddy intended the
real authority of the church should descend—not as the head of the church
in the sense that Mrs. Eddy was and
is but in the sense that her interpretsson

Are cured by Dr. Hobson's Eczema Ointment, which heals all skin eruptions. No matter how long you have been troubled by itch-

ing, burning,

scaly skin humors, just put a
soothing antiseptic, Dr. Hobson's
or

little of that
Eczema Ointment, on the sores and the suffering stops instantly. Healing begins that very
minute. Doctors use it in their practice and
recommend it. Mr. Alleman, of Littletown,
Pa.. says: “Had eczema on forehead; Dr. Hobson’a Eczema Ointment cured it in two weeks.”
Guaranteed to relieve or money refunded. All
druggists, or by mail. Price 60c. Pfeiffer
Chemical Co., Philadelphia and St. Louis.

Among

speakers

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

...

of Pittsfield

[

days

and star-lit

nights

he counts sub-

lime,
Whether the leaf is green, or winter white.
Flocks in the pasture feed, or birds take flight;
The fields, the herds, the woods, the birds, the
lea,

The mount, the river wending

to the sea.
All claim the heart wreary of alien skies
Where first he saw the light of Paradise.

Beside the river there and in the dale
The soldier sleeps, who heard the rattling
hail
Of War’s wild storms, but faltered not to go
And save his land and kin from blight and woe;
The child w ith golden tress, the mother young.
Who left the world, the cradle song unsung;
The youth, the old, the good, the reverend
head
Are treasure-trove—we count them not as
dead:
Hearts of our kind within this zone of fear.
Seeing of life the shadowy marge appear.
They took in trust the compass and the chart.
To find of being here the counterpart.

school, the spring, where at
bubbling
brink
True aspirations rise, but never sink
To drown the thoughts of childhood’s radiant
the

The

days,

As in the pool we dip the fading bays;
Twin founts are they of virtue and of light,
Before wnose rising floods departs the night.

strength.

And

on

broad

shoulders

bear

the world at

length;
And drinking, some shall stay and others go.
But on the lips of all the draught shall show
What is the gift that ma%es for highest good.
The gift of God and human brotherhood.
bearing your shields, or on them dead,
The battle fought, the Spartan mothers said.
Such valor, sons of light, Knew ancient Greece.
Stern was her age, but yours flutes sweet in
Return

peace.
Heed ye the stern command never the less;
Ye must be :ried in fires of righteousness.
Ours is the age that burns as ovens burn,
And proud and wicked hearts to ashes turn
As stubble: so the Hebrew prophec told:
The dross shall disappear, leaving the gold.
If for that heatec fray one takes the field,
True pride shah hail him bact; bearing his

Two Women Tell How

than

MRS.

AUGUSTA E. STETSON.

Swarthmore. Penn.

tion of Christian Science should be accepted rather than the views of Mother Chur-li directors.
This is further
substantiated by assertions of friends
cf Mrs. Stetson.
Mrs. Stetson's book, containing 1.200
pages, has many tilings that are taken
by the followers to prove that she has
the correct understanding of Mrs. Eddy's doctrines ns opposed to the directors of the Hostou church, and therefore she should he at the helm of the
Mother Church. They believe that she
should i'e directing its affairs and interpreting to the scentists the meaning of Mrs. Eddy's textbook.
Whether Mrs. Stetson's stand will
result in a split in the Christian Science church or simply he regarded as
the pretension of an outsider remains
to be seen.

SUCCESSFUL WATERPLANE.
Oscar S. Straus Makes Flight With LA. Vilas. Wealthy Enthusiast.
L. A. Vilas, a wealthy aero enthusiast. who lias taken up aeronautics
as a sport, recently made several successful flights over Pelham bay. near
New York city.
Fils waterplane was
built by Glenn FF. Curtis and is somewhat similar in type to those which
have been used in the United States
The craft is
navy in the past year.
forty feet wide and twenty-six feet
long and is equipped with a hundred
horsepower motor, which is capable of
driving the machine at a rate of tiftyflve miles an hour in the water and
sixty-flve miles in the air.
The machine differs in many respects
from aeroplanes, hydroplanes and hydroaeroplanes. As far as furnishings

a

were

Nine of her little friends were invited to take
trip to Bangor on stmr. Castine. The sail
up the river was new to many of them and
was full of interest as well as the time spent

Itching, bleeding, protruding or blind piles
hay# yielded to Doan’s Ointment, 60c at all

atorea.

cannot praise your Vegetable Compound
too highly.
Every woman should take
I recommend it to
it at that time.
both old and young for female troubles.”
Mrs. Emily Summersgill,
Swarthmore, Pa.
—

Baltimore, Md. “My troubles began
with the loss of a child, and 1 had hemorrhages for four months. The doctors
said an operation was necessary, but I
dreaded it and decided to try Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. The
medicine has made me a well woman and
1 feel strong and do my own work.”—
Mrs. J. R. Picking, 1260 Sargent St.,
—

Baltimore,

The above prices are
subject to a discount ot 25c. per ton for cash in 30
days.

|

Appreciating past

Md.

continuance of the

Since we guarantee that all testimonials which we publish are genuine, is it
not fair to suppose that if Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has the vir-

favors we hope for
in the future

!

a

same

j

BELFAST FUEL t If Cli.

tue to help these women it will help any
other woman who is suffering in a like
manner ?

BELFAST

fTss-

iS&iSi. AM)

BURNHAM

>

On and after June 23, 1913, trains connect
ing at Burnham and Waterville with throug:
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Porr
land and Boston will run as follows:
P. M.

fJTHE

A.M.

you to

use

COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

2(
2f
’J*®^"*I***,*,****'***,B,<***»"* H

3f
4'.
5v
Of.
IS
20
20
2i
3(
ft?

\

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped
Factory in the Country a- Belfast. Maine.
JACksON & HALL BELFAST AtitMS.

£

P.M

3
<3
»3
3
t3
4
4
+4
4
5
5
6
5
8
12

iH

let your crops decide
They will tell

5

)
(

j

**>vam W.JG4AMB■-waa?

PRESTON’S

Livery, Boarding
Is
situated

& Transient Stable

Washington

street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboaids, etc. Careful drivers if desired.
Your patronage issclicited. Telephones- stable 235-2, bouse 61-1.3.
Iv28

3£
20
10

on

W. C. PRESTON.

i

\

Proprietor.

A.M

10 00

7 30
7 00

1 20

9 £3

4 1C
1 bC
4 17
4 27
4 45
t4 5E
6 04
5 12
t5 20
E 35

-t—

9 59
10 08
10 25
tlO 3E
10 50
11 00
til 10
11 30
til 40
til 50
11 55

THE STICKNEY STOVE STORE
CARRIES A FULL LINE OF

Kitchen

t5 45
t5 55

Photo

by American Press Association.

SSCAR S. STRAUS (LEM) AM' L.
LS WATEKI'LANE.

A.

VILLAS

JOHN B.

Limited ticket? for Boston are now sold at
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent
GEORGE H. HOBBS,
General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

EASTERN

If your hair is too dry—brittle—color-

less—thin—stringy—or falling out—use
Parisian Sage—now—at once.
It stops itching scalp, cleanses the hair

of dust and excessive oils, removes dandruff with one application, and makes the
hair doubly beautiful —soft —fluffy—
abundant Try a 50c. bottle to-day.
It will not only save your ha^r and make
it grow, but give it the beauty you desire.
SOLO BY A. A. HOWES < CO.

STICKNEY,

Opp. Memorial Building.

Church Street.
Open

at all times.

j

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.

LOOK FOR OPENING

Bangor Line—Spring Schedule.
Belfast and Boston, $3.25 One Way : $6.00
Round Trip.
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
and CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p.

m.

days only.

For Bangor at 7.30

a.

m.,

daily, except Mon-

Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m., week days only.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival
of steamer from Boston) daily, except Mon-

day.

i
OF THE

for Boston, week

j day.

PARISIAN SAGE
FOR THE HAIR

Furnishings, Stoves, Ranges

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

6 0C

AM

of

a

all over the

am

Svlvio

Lynn, Mass., are guests of relatives in town-A delightful birthday party
was given by Miss Leola Coombs, July
12th.

daughter

Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound and am in
good health now. I

jFlag station.

are concerned, the Hying boat is. quite
luxurious. It is solidly built, and rich
leather cushions have been provided
Hinging, Esther Murphy; Queer Things, Helen
The profor passenger aud driver.
in
the
The
Pennies
Box,
Peavey ;
Gladys Smith;
and steering gear are of polishpeller
Mabel
are
Smith; tinging, Leon
High,
Eggs
ed mahogany, and the fittings are nickHussey; closing address, Mary Murphy; Gosel plated. Ail effort has been made to
eipers, the teacher; presentation of gifts by make it as comfortable as a Pullman
the teacher. The teacher was presented with
tar, Mr. Vilas explained.
pretty gifts from her pupils: Glenys Myrick,
Oscar S. Straus, millionaire philanNickerson,
and
Helen
Mary Murphy
Sylvia
thropist, who was a candidate for govThe
not
absent
pupils
Peavey.
during the i eruor of New York state on the Proterm, were Helen Wilton, Roy Littlefield and
gressive ticket at the last election, was
Mary Murphy. The school closed with a picnic. the first passenger to accompany Mr.
Villas on one of his flights. The trip
NORTH ISLtSBORO.
was about ten minutes in duration,
Parker
of
Castine
Mias Nina
spent the weekand in consideration of his passenger
end with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Vilas did not rise more than fifty
George Warren... .Mrs. Henry Mansfield and
feet above the water.

Rylanr**

operation,
began taking

but I

are now

PM

the close:

l.nst

have to un-

A.M.
Waterville. 7 10
Bangor. 6 4-:
7 25
Benton.
7 24
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 25
Winnecook. t8 35
Unity. 8 44
Thorndike. 8 52
Knox. tf 00
Brooks. 9 15
Waldo. t9 25
City Point. t9 35
Belfast, arrive. 9 40

present at the
veteran’s meeting in Morrill June 28th. Following is the program gi>. ?n by the Station
school, taught by Miss Sadie Cummings, at

nrirvio'a

furnishing coa! at the following prices, delivered within the city
limits, put in on a level:

an

Portland. 11 00

thickened up the
schools in town closed June 29th.

Singing by school; an introduction
by Helen Wilton; Little 'chatterbox, Mary
Murphy; Betsy and I are Out, Gladys Smith;
How Betsy and I made u i, Mabel Smith; Good
Company, Jessie Harvey; A Good Name,
Sylvia Nickerson; A Little Boy’s Wants, Roy
Littlefield; A Smart Boy, Haro d Smith; I Love
My Flag, Mary Murphy; For a Little Boy,
Arthur Harvey; Vacation Days. Jame^ Peavey;

would

dergo

P.M.

much and also

the schools

We

orrhages and the
doctors told me I

Boston.....

STATION

of

Coal Prices

period of nearly

two years I hadhem-

55
12 15
00
tl2 20
10
*12 30
22
12 12
34
112 54
40
1 00
7 48
1 08
Unity
Winnecook. >7 58
tl 18
1 30
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Clinton. 8 23
8 38
I1 Benton.
3 05
Bangor. 11 35
2 02
Waterville. 8 44
4 50
Portland. 11 50
Boston. 3 30 pm 8 00
TO UKLFAST

flourishing Sunday school is in progress
at the Station, L. R. Hussey superintendent.
_People are busy about their haying. The
recent rains have changed the looks of the

Some

one

k
><

SPECIAL

For fifteen

—

Your grocer keeps William
Insist on it next time

Tell.

FOR SUK BYY OUR GROCER.

years I suffered untold agony, and for

A.M.

A

very

and

They

Belfast, depart.. 6
City Point. t7
Waldo
$7
Brooks. 7
Knox. *7
7
Thorndike....

Doan’s Regulets art recommended by many
who say they operatt easily, without griping
and without bad after effects. 25c at all drug
stores.

grass_The

flaky

you order flour.

FROM KKLFAST.

Fran klin Folsom Phillips.

crops

gestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
And the most economical flour
milled
gives you most

\

by Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound.

host.
Valor like that gladuens the century past;
Honor thus brigh awaits the goal at last.
He who shall sing the next centennial song
Will own this truth i fain would waft along.

WALDO

and

:

^

loaves to the sack.

Escaped the Surgeon’s Knife

And they who knew him say in undertone:
“How is the strong sL.iT broken, and the rod
Of beauty!” as they turn reluctant sod.
’Tis better thus to go than wistful stay,
And guard the paltry hoard for life's ill day.
Heaven keeps the priceless treasure time has
more

light
perfectly di-

\

will

SAVED FROM
OPERATIONS

shield.
Or on it dead, since for the right: he fought,
And none shall speak his life as come to naught,
But all about him shall his loss bemoan,

lost.
Counts him who fights for right

and

—

blest,

Brief

Pis
—makes it tender

the week at the home

cheery presence all will gladly welcome,
come in August.

Some tell us gold and gems are in the West,
Beneath the Southern Cross life’s fruits are

clime,

passing

parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Smith....
Mrs Emma Mitchell Stevens and son Van of
Syracuse, N. Y., have arrived for their annual
visit at her old home in froy. “Bert,” whose

taught
utility;
And he who fells the oak has prophet gift,
And destiny divines in grain and rift.

Perpetual sunshine adds to length of days,
And the dream islands lie in tropic bays;
But when the wranderer returns at last.
And counts its treasure lost and sorrow past.
Joy crowns the hills that wall our tempered

are

T

famous pie-crust flour

of her

Witness, 0 throng, this anniversary!
’Tis not their wooded slopes, nor orchards fair,
Nor fields that sickles wait, nor garners there.
Nor lakes, nor streams, nor marts, nor busy
mills,
Nor rose-embowered home, that plenty fills;
’Tis men both tall and strong in heart and hope,
And women true and tried with them to coj e
For civic weal; this do your mountains proud,
With heads erect, boast to the sea and cloud.

at the 100th annithe city. An abundance of good things to
versary celebration of the town of Le- in
which
will
be
held
vant,
Aug. 14th, will i eat were enjoyed both going and coming.
be Dr. Merritt C. Fernald, the first pres- Those in the party were: Muriel Yeaton,
ident of the University of Maine; Gov- Marian Yeaton, Doris Coombs, Emily Farrow,
ernor William T. Haines and Sewall Ford,
Zama Yeaton, Kittie Yeaton, Lourania Yeaton,
the well-known author, all natives of LeAda Ladd and Helen Decker. They were
vant.
chaperoned by Mrs. Leighton Coombs and Miss
Lena Rose.
the

1ROY.
Aftur a long and painful illness, Mr. Warren
J. Ames passed away July 7th at the home of
his daughter. Mrs. Caro Glover of West Troy,
i His age was about 83 years. The remains
were taken to Lincolnville for interment
The funeral services of Mrs. Flora Maloon
| Walker, whose sudden death has shocked and
saddered the entire community, were held at
her late home July 12th, Rev. L. W. Coons of
Augusta officiating. Among the relatives from
j out of town who were present were; Mrs.
Walker’s son by a former marriage, A. H.
Maloon of Taunton, Mass.; two daughters.
Misses Edna and Bessie Maloon of Pittsfield,
and Mr. Walker’s two daughters from Island
Falls; Mrs. Martha Maloon, two sons and one
daughter from Pittsfield; Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Patterson from Dixmont; Mrs. Effie Knight of
i Etna, and Mr. Walker’s sister from Monroe.
Mrs. Walker leaves a host of friends in Troy,
her native town.Mr. and Mrs. Allie Bradford of Auburn are guestsat Mrs. B.’s father’s,
Mr. E H. Garcelon, at her old home in Troy
-Miss Addie Stone of Lewiston was called
home by the serious illness of her mother, Mrs.
P. B. Stone.. .Mrs. Walter Taylor and daughter

OOOU l-

the

knows many

Thursday, visiting Mr. and Mrs. T.
and calling on old neighbors and
were delighted to meet them,
of Mr. Hawes

puiouiw,

a

weighs just ten pounds, and is covered
with beautiful long silky hair of an unusual reddish colour, shading off to purWe call her a "Titian blonde.”
est gold.
A stranger in the street once said:" What
an extraordinary colour for a dog!”
She is impartial in her favours. This
is rather in the nature of a blessing for
her globe-trotting master and mistress.
For Fo-fo wins hearts everywhere, and
is served willingly on account of her exceedingly friendly manners and enticing
amicable relations
overtures towards
with everyone with whom she comes in
contact.
We believe she has artistic perception.
For it is a fact that she sat with great
dignity on her hind-legs on the back of
one of the stone lions in the famous inner
court of the Alhambra in Grenada, to be
photographed. She gazed so fixedly at
the statue of Moses, by Michael Angelo,
in the Church of San Pietro in Vinculo,
in Rome, that she attracted the attention
of ail the other tourists there.
She dearly loves Alpine climbing and
the glaciers of Switzerland, and has often
raced with the half-naked Arab boys over
the shining sands of the Desert of Sahara.
She has sat close beside the ear
of the silent Sphinx, but she has never
told us yet what she heard there, in the
sunrise.
Fo-fo has ridden miles and miles on
camel and donkey back, in Upper Egypt,
safely ensconced on the comfortable lap
of her mistress.
In Morocco the Moorish lads begged
for the privilege of holding her, if only
for a few minutes.
"Living ball of fire”
they poetically named her in the sonorous
tongue of Islam. Her tireless feet have

McGray

aterville.... Mrs. Pearl

A

Dec. r”, 1852, and lived at South Montville from 1856 to 1871, when he removed
to Lewiston, where he graduated from
the Nichols Latin School in 1873, and
from Bates College, with high honors, in
For several terms during his col1877.
lege course and six years subsequently,
he was engaged in teaching, five years
as principal of the Rockland High school.
Since then he has been engaged in a line
of scientific pursuit. For some time he
lived in a residence built for himself at
Somerville, Mass., but is now a resident
of Cambridge. He was commissioned
State Assayer of Maine in 1880, and
served three years. Though the foundation of his fortune has been laid in

aristocratic. We have even detected in The man that strides afield is more than swam;
Law’s, marts and ethics aggrandize t.is brain;
her, not only delicacy of sentiment, but j Of signs in earth and tokens
in the sky
Fo-fo Science has
a keen sense of humour as well.
him her

Grange in Freedom, July 1strson spent the week-end with

-r•

was

1903, in

being French.
She is quite the daintiest creature imaginable. Her tastes are thoroughly

Reno,
Gettys-

?

a

She

gence what she lacks in breeding. She
has, for a dog, the phenomenal vocabulary of eighty words, all but two of them

town Sunday from
visiting his sister, Mrs. Cathat J. W. Nickerson’s.... Mrs.
Mrs, L. B. Nickerson and son
few days in Hampden last week,
B.’s brother S. D. Greeley.

ed in

French dog.

Easter

mansion on

ro-io,

visited

weeks

Black

Andrew

on

bar sinister to
cutcheon.

ape Jellison last week-Mrs.
and daughter Helen of Gale6.-k...

a

Delight.

[We remember the rammer hours and Claim* Har Views Should Be Adopted
pleasant autumn evenings spent before
1
by Christian Science Church.
the open fire in the bungalow of Peter
Portraying herself as the true teachMacQueen, at Murray Hill, head of Linekin’s Bay, and in that of franklin Fol- er of Christian Science, the spiritual
som Phillips’, one of the
singers of head of the church as opposed to the
Maine, who was his neighbor in those
Mrs.
days. Mr. Phillips has recently come | directors of the Mother Church,
before the public with a volume of verse, | Augusta E. Stetson, who was excom(‘ Idylls Beside the Strand,” Sherman municated from the Mother Church of
French & Co., Boston, 1912), from which
Christ, Scientist, in Boston in 1910, has
the poem here given is taken. Mr.
written
a new book entitled “Beininis!
was
born
in
Phil! "S
Searsmont, Me.,

Day,
ing itself in his leisure. He is the authChamps Elysees. or of a former volume, entitled, “The
Her father was a pure-blooded Chinese White Isles.”]
MONTVILLE.
dog, but her mother, though eminently
respectable, and much beloved in the My Montvilie, visions of a hundred years
boulangerie where she lived, did not be- Hallow my smiles and consecrate my tears;
long to canine royalty, and so brought the The pride your mountains 6peak unto the sea,

summer_

valescing-Miss Vinie

I

Little Fo-fo is
born in Paris

who has been ill with the

i.gham,

>

distance from

grandparents.”

Heart’s
!

a

and Liver troubles. Write your name and adon a postal card and mail it to us today
You will receive a liberal sample, withont
charge or obligation of any kind. This remedy
has been successfully used by thousands of
people for over sixty years. Read this letter:
“I can very truly recommend “L. F. Atwood’s Medicine, as it has been a family medicine from my childhood. My parents used it,

•<-

!

at

are

dress

of thanks for the generous
-.dies Aid spent a very pleasant
Mrs. Gertie Paul last Thursday
iy and cake were served.
rgan will occupy the pulpit

!

where medicines

kept, will be glad
to try, free, “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine, a
standard remedy for Dyspepsia, Constipation
stores

iu.-d in teaching in Massachusetts,
ineir vacation with their mother,
mm on s-Mr. and Mrs. Lord
,e
spent last week with her
d Mrs. J. G. Harding-An
recently sent fifty good sized
jnd and large type, for use in
day school and church. The

j
|

Try It Free

who live

MRS. STETSON WRITES BOOK

FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chirjrody, Manlcurand Shampooing. Alto Facltl Work.

Oil Lid Dm Hr
Formerly the Moody Drug Store
<

ESTABLISHED 1850.

ng

Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
over Shlro’t Store, Phasnlx Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
tl23

parlort

LOST
July 4th, a string of Pearl beads. The
finder will please return the same to
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

Watch the Dates of the Belfast Fair.

Miss Jessie Nickerson gave

SEARSPORT

an

informal and

| very delightful shore party last Saturday night

Mrs. Andrew Allen, Mrs. Robert P.
Nichols, Miss Rebecca Ross, Miss Harriet
Roulestone, Miss Louise Leib and Miss Maude

with

on

M. A. Cook of Dexter
business.

Capt. Joseph
York last week.
this

onday

in town

Nichols returned to New

F.

The rain Thursday

gardens in

was

Colcord

vicinity.

Amos Nichols of Lyr.n, Mass., is spending
his vacation in town.
Sun-

Marian Hughes of Belfast spent
relatives.

Mrs.

day

The alarm of fire at 10 p. m., July 10th, was
caused by the burning of the saw-mill of Horace E. Robbins & Son on the Gould stream,
four miles north of the village. A hand engine was sent up with a crew, but the rail! was
totally destroyed before they arrived. A large
part of the lumber in the mill-yard was saved

in town with

friends

in

Miss Julia B. Sullivan visited
Belfast and Islesboro last week.
Richard P. Smith has been confined to his
home by illness the past week.
where
James Carr has gone to Seal Harbor,
he has employment for the summer.

About $l,00i wras
laid out on the mill last spring, when a new
steam boiler and other machinery was put in.
There is no insurance on the property and the

by keeping

Miss Lewene A. Nichols, who spent the past
week at home, left Friday for Boston.

Kane of Swanville is the guest
W. B. Sawyer on Noms street.
Mr. and Mrs. Milbourn Ward of Peabody,
Mass., are guests of Mrs. A. V. Nickels.
Mr. ami Mrs. John Ward of Belfast attended
dm fnn.ril nf Mr Peter Ward last week.
Miss Alice G.

of Mrs.

Mrs. Deborah G.

and

Horne

Malina

Miss

Gilkey left Monday for Watertown. Mass.
Robert Dyer of Portlard is visiting his mother, Mrs. Emma Dyer, on Steamboat avenue.
Frank Dexter of South Boston is visitparents, Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Carter.

Mrs.

ing her

I. Pendleton and family of Lewiston
guests of Capt. F. I. Pendleton at Park.
Sch. Charles Wyman, Capt. Morgan, finished
Dr. F.

are

discharging Tuesday and sailed

for

Cape

Jelli-

eon.

Miss Joanna C. Colcord of New York is visiton Main
ing her mother, Mrs. L. A. Colcord,
street.

Barge Boylston finished discharging at the
C. plant and sailed July 14th for Wey-

A. A.

mouth.
and family of Philadelphia arSuraay and went to their cottage at
Swan '.ake.
L.

G. Pain

rived

D. I

Amos

July 10th,

of New York was in town
on
guest of Mrs. J. C. Nickels

arver

the

Main street.

Cunningham has gone to Holden,
hay on three farms for Mrs.

Charles

where he will cut
J. K. Aiken.

R. Walker of Island Falls is the
Mrs. B
Edwards, on
guest of her sister, Miss L.
Water street.

Jackson & Coffin began work Monday on the
house of Capt. James B. Parse on Meamboat avenue.
new

Mrs. J. P. Thomas of Portland and Miss Mary
E. Field of Brookline, Mass., are visiting relatives in town.
Mrs. G. A. Carver of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived last week and is at Moose Point cottage on
the Belfast road.
from
Barge Greenwood arrived July 12th
Perth Amboy with 1500 tons of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.

M. Dutch and son, Dana Erskine,
of Waban, Mass., are guests of Mrs. J. T. Erskine, Main street.
Mrs. 1-ana

Jot

n

called

Ward of Belfast

by

here

was

in town last

week,

and death of his

illness

the

brother, Peter Ward.

He became one of the most skillful shipcarpenters \>f Searsport, and on a great many
of the vessels which were built in Searsport

ship.

t’eter ward.

carpenters engaged to put on
the finishing touches until they left the harbor.
He worked for many years for the late
Master John Carver, also in the shipyards of
Capt. William McGilvery, Capt. D. S. Goodell

was one

Navy street.

Pendleton;
also on the ship Henrietta at that place for
the late Capt. J. C. Nickels in 1875. During
a lull in shipbuilding in Searsport in 1878, he
Sailed with the late Capt. George C. Small as
carpenter in the new ship, State of Maine

Pwoxbury, Mass.,
was in town iast week to attend the funeral of
her brother, Peter Ward.

Bucksport

guest of her parents, Mr. and
Sweetser.

on

schooner Abaco for

of

Mrs. C. B. Richards

Mrs.

is
J.

the
3.

Warren street.

Charles Shuie of Bangor

day and Tuesday,
Shepard Shute, on

was

in

Pike

built at

Mon-

town

guest of his

the

thence

nephew,

Capt.

Phineas

Newcastle, Me., to St. Johns, N. B.
Adelaide, South Australia, to

to

Antwerp, returning home from the
latter port by steamer and again resuming his
work in the shipyard. He alto had worked in
for

is

Brookline, Mass.,
George T. Day
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Wentworth, on Mu Ephraim road.
Mrs. Kennedy and daughters Elizabeth and

Belfast and Camden, ami at Waldoboro on the
schooner Gov. Ames and at NewHarriet of Boston are guests
castle on the ship Elizabeth for the late Capt.
C. C. Atwood, on Steamboat avenue.
His last work was on the
B. F. Pendleton.
John Eyre, who has been spending his vaca- steamer Amadis, built in the A. J. Nickerson
L on with his
mother, Airs. Clara Eyre, on shipyard by the late Master J. C. Dutch, when
Union street, returned to Orange, N. J. Sunday. he retired from the shipyard with the excepj tion of occasional jobs on the large schooners
Sch. Northland, Capt. Saunders, arrived
carrying coal to Mack’s Point, in making
Jjly 10th from Newport News with 3,400 tons
and minor repairs for those vessels
of COa. to the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack's spars
j while in port. Mr. Ward was very quiet in
Point.
! his manner and one of the most agreeable men
Mrs. \V. B. Palmer and daughters, Evelyn
in his professional calling and was greatly re|
and Katherine, of Manchester, Conn., are !
by his fellow workmen; also by the
spccted
L. Ford on Bay View
guests of Miss Georgia
master shipbuilders in whose employ he had
of

five masted

Mr. and Airs.

Piace.

In the early '50s
so many years.
he married Miss Anne Melody of Belfast, who
worked for

read.

Mr, Thomas Flaherty, insurance adjuster, of
Portland, was in town last week and adjusted
the insurance on the property of Arthur E.
Colson.

his grandmother,

spend

airs. L.

the

with
Water

summer

L. Nichols,

on

Btreet.

William T. Wheaton left Friday for his old
home in Patten for a week’s vacation. George
P. Carter has charge of his market during his
absence.
McDonald of Belfast, acDavid W. Dyer, passed the
letter’s 92nd anniversary with Mr. and Mrs. C.

]

rertuus

H. Stevens.

j

home here, after

Mrs. Horatio H.

companied by

Mrs.

li

ving
a

vjrani

nas

reiurneu

lu

herd.

visiting Capt. and Mrs. A. S. Pendle;
ton at Park, returned to their home in Malden,
Maes., Saturday,
Miss Lillian G. Runnells, teacher at Melrose
her vacation
Highlands, Mass., is spending
Hon. and Mrs. W. T. C. Runwith her

parents,

|

j

weeks... Wilmont Fayle and Lawrence Perkins have employment at Greenville_The
summer visitors have arrived.
Every cottage
is occupied. Hersey Retreat has the first
party and several have boarders for the summer vacation. .Mrs. N. C. Partridge has return-

nells, Mt. Ephraim road.
Peter Ward, Jr., of Everett, Mass., who has
illness
been in town some weeks during the
and death of his father, returned to his home
Saturday, accompanied by his wife.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Mosman and daughter
MiBS Clarabel, of North Reading, Mass., arrived
at Mosman
Wednesday and are at their cottage
Park for a stay of several weeks.

Albert G. Norris arrived Tuesday from Camhomebridge, Maas., and opened the Norris
stead on Norris street. He will be joind latei
of Grand
by his h-other. Charles B. Norris,
Island. Neb. and Mr and Mrs. A. T. Quimby oi

Laconia, N. H.

_

N

days for

CLARION success.
G
CLARIONSare reliable. E
Ask for pictures of the S
latest styles.

THE COLONIAL CLARION

WEAKNESS
bat b promptly relieved
by the medical aoerithment in
Scott’s Emulsion winch
b not a nerve-qnieter, bat nature’*
greatest nerve-bailder, withaat
alcohol or opiate.
Scott

Bownc, Bloomfield, 1*. J.

IMS

Dollar

One

A PAIR

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me. EBTA,B8V9SMED

Oakmont, Pa....The body of Mr. Alfred
Stubbs was brought here for interment Saturd ay, from Bar Harbor. The daughter, Miss
Vesta Stubbs, and Mr. Pineo of Bar Harbor,
were ,met at Hampden by Mr. Frank Haley,
who had charge of the services.... Mrs. Coots

in

and little daughter of Boston, are visiting Mrs.
Graves and daughter, Miss Nettie.

RETAIL PRICE.

HE DINSMORE SIC RE'S ECLLAR SHOE S/IES is an event that
watched tor by hundreds of thrifty buyers eacli year. The snoe values we can
do give for the small sum of a Dollar is one of the surprises of modern merchant i
But its no secret—just our ability to use quantities. The time is sure to come with
manufacturer, when on account of cancelled orders and other reasons, you can
their product for very much less than it costs to manufacture. On account of the rt

...

served

sherbet, cookies

by Mrs. Gcdsoe.

A

and

cakes

prophecy

were

was

read

by Miss Glenice Littlefield, which was greatly
enjoyed. All voted it a very pleasant occaClarke gave a
reception to about sixty friends at their pleasant home at Maple Lawn Saturday evening.
Social conversation and dancing made a very
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice

sion...

en

iovahle evening.

Ice

cream

and cake were

CottonSeed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,

Littlefield... A motor party
consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Sears Littlefield
and daughter lion f ine, Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Clement, Frank Clement, Barbara Clement,
Barbara Conant, Mr. and Mrs L. A. White
and daughter Erma, Mrs. Julia White and
and Mrs

Sears

;

|

2218 MEN’S OUTING BAL. $1.00.

7
14
1.15

5.^a6

"4C

AMERICAN
Nam

Vn»lr

.Tiilv

0

PORTS.

S1H

srh firflpp

Davie

Port Reading for Bangor; 10, ar, schs PendleSistera, Savannah; William Booth, RobHarbor; Abbie Bowker, Long Cove; Samuel Hart,St George; Damietta& Joanna, Hantsport, N S; Daylight, Beaufort, S C; aid, schs
Annie P Chase, Port Reading for Seal Harbor,
Me; Luthei T Garretson, Port Liberty for
Calais; 11, ar, schs Fred A Davenport, Charleston, S C; Brigadier, Misquodobet, N S; City of
Augusta, Vinalhaven; 12, ar, sch Susan N
Pickering, Bridgewater, N S; sld, schs John B
Carrington, Bangor; Annie B Mitchell, eastern port; 13, ar, schs Wm H Sumner, Cambelle; Lizzie Lane, Ingrahamport, N S; sld,
sch Elsie A Bayles, Port Reading for Bangor;
15, ar, Bchs Warren Moore, Stockton; Ida B
Gibson, Bangor.
Boston, July 11. Sld, sch Sadie A Kimball,
Bangor; 12, sld, schs Mary E Palmer, Newport News; Charles A Campbell, Philadelphia;
Forest City, Bangor and New York; Eliza
Levensaler, Thom as ton; Mary Weaver, Bangor; Mineola, do; 14, ar, schs Mary E Lynch,
ton
erts

Every

vantage of this opportunity

Eaton. In Deer Isle, July 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
T. Eaton, a daughter,
Fernald. In Franklin, June 27, to Mr. and
Mrs. H. Leroy Fernald, a daughter.
Fernald. In Rockland, June 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford G. Fernald, a son, Everett Mer-

Stonington, Me; Massasoit, Jacksonville; sld,
sch Northern Light, Bangor; 16, ai, sch Annie
4b Reuben, Stonington; Ida, Bangor.
Philadelphia, July 8. Cld, sch Melbourn P
Smith, Ponce, P R; 9, sld, sch Adelaide Barbour, San Juan, R P.

Dollar.

natural colored Elk with
design stamped
Order by stock number, giving size
the vamp.
an

usually

of shoe

Mrs.

No. 408.

Mr.

No. 409.

worn.

Men’s Moccasin House Slipper
(worth ($l.o0), this sale only
Women’s Moccasin House Slipper (worth

and

A-i

/-vri

I Iff?
i) I Mil
Uu
$1.50,1,thissale only T1
v

Boots
at

DOLLAR
PAIR.

A

pretty hard dose to swa low, this selling
$2.30 to $$4.00 boots for One Dollar a pair, but
one of our most rigid rules that odd pairs must
It’s

a

cleaned up at any price,

so

high grade boot for
hardly any two pairs alike
But come
are irregular.
get

a

here is your ohanc.
One Dollar. There
and of
in and

the

course

pick

e

s

them

a

you are very apt to find yours, and when you do i.
W
reward is well worth your time and trouble.
do nor advise ordering this lot by mail as there
cam
so many different kinds and styles that we
describe tnem.
By Parcel Posi e. extra.

_

Mr

daughter,

I
J

Here

one

are

LJ-. _1__

Colley, Esq., formerly of Belfast, aged 47
years, 5 months and 13 days.
Cooper. In Newport, July 13, Alexander
Cooper.
Grant. In Sandy point, June 80, Zenas B.
Grant, aged 80 years.
Greely. In Ellsworth 26, June, Arthur W.
Greely, aged 70 years, 2 months, 17 days.
Hawkins. In East Knox, July 14, Mr. Henry
Francis Hawkins, aged 81 years and 6 months.
Perkins. In Castine, July 8, Allen Perkins,
aged 3 months, 15 days.
Roberts. In Brooksville, July 2, Mrs. Lydia
Maria Roberts, aged 84 years, 2 months, 26
days.
Penobscot, July 2, Mrs
Snowman. In
Abbie L. Snowman, aged 76 years, 8 months,
16 days.
Walker. In Troy, July 9, Mrs. Flora Maloon Walaer aged 65 years and 3 months.
Ward. In Searsport, July 7, Peter Ward,
aged 86 years.
Wardwell. In Pembina, N. D., July 1,
Rev. Lorenzo D. Wardwell, aged 88 years, 6
months, 26 days.
Young. In Stonington, July 4, Mrs. Arthur |
Young.

Dependable
of Women’s low shoes

are

strongly urge you to order any of
put
these styles by Parcel Post with the distinct understanding
if they are not as good as you expect, will not only refund
out.

ever

We

besides. L»ryour purchase price but all carry ing charges
der by stock numbers, giving size of shoe usually worn.
Women's Gun Metal Oxford, medium
No. 0736.
toe and heel, regular $1.50 value for.

No. 440. Women’s Brown Vici Blu. Oxford, medium toe and heel, heavy sole, blu.style,$2 val.

*pX.UU
^-w-.

Ipl.UU

No. 0739. Women’s Unlined House Shoe, with
rubber heels, one of the great values, all sizes,

%pi.UU

Women’s Gun Metal Button, a very
stylish shoe and a most remarkable offer, only
No. 6370. Women’s Black and Russet Vici Oxford
with low heels, a comfortable shoe. All sizes,

<t-|
•p.L.UU

No. 0738.

1

|

Shoes for ONE DOLLAR
No. 706.

Women

s

\\ hite (

Pair.

a

pump with F>>w
For
$1 50 value.

anvas

Medium high heels, a good
this sale.
No. 504. Boys' Gun Metal Blucher Oxfords., One
Size 1, 5A.
of the.best values in the sale.
No. 556. Little Men s Vici and Velour Blucher Bals.
A splendid shoe for the little shavers. Size 9, 13$
No. 0705. Old Ladies' Comfort Lace with broad,
roomy toes without caps. A standard $1.50 value.
b\t this sale.
Every pair of our Misses’ and Children’s Low Shoes
and Pumps that sold for $1.25 to $1.50. This sale
No. 774. Women's House Juliets with rubber heels
Extra wide widths, for
and easy bending soles.
One small lot Men’s High and Low Shoes, values
from $1 50 to $2. Odd sizes to be sold at this sale.
of Men’s Black and Russet House Slippers with elastic sides—always $1.50 This sale,
No. 511. Boys’ Vici Kid Blucher Lace. Any store
would be proud to sell these shoes for $1 50. For
this sale.
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Add 6c.
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pair when you order by Parcel Post.

LET UNCLE SAM DO IT.
Order

months and 16 days.
Bird. In Belfast, July 10, David E. Bird
veteran of the Civil war, Co. D., 1st Maine
cavalry, aged 76 years, 10 months and 17 days.
Buck. In Orland, July 9, Ann C., widow of
the late Francis Buck, aged 87 years.
Buzzell. In Waltham, Mass.,
July —,
Charles Buzzell, aged 28 years. Burial in
Camden.

Good

hundred pairs
represented. The regular values are
$2.00. They are all this season’s goods and at
pair they are one of the greatest values we

about five

all sizes

$1.50 to
dollar a

have

Ames. In Vinalhaven, June 5, Minnie (Robinson) wife of Aubrey Ames, aged 25 years.
Ames. In Troy, July 7, Mr., Warren J. Ames,
aged about 83 years.
Bagley. In Belfast, July 12, Hattie E.,
wife of George E. Bagley, aged 59 years, 10

Itl

Think of
in which

j

lilAKRIED

ITvnnl.

Indian

on

from

U

ot these
the small sum of

on

Mr.

Wardwell
In Penobscot, July 7, to Mr.
ar.d Mrs. Frank S. Wardweli, a son.
WOODRRIDGE. In Orland, July 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph W'oodbridge, a son.

Inlv

to

Slippers for

take ad-

Nothing could lie more desirable to "slip
and off” these hot summer days, and they are
perfectly splendid for the sick room. Made of
a

|

vin.

Dno»nn

certainly
get a pair

and woman should

man

comfortable Moccasin

Harry

a

ONE

ONE DOLLAR A PAIR.

May.

In

;

of

(Values from $2.50 to $'r(M>>
sizes, go on sale this morning

Odd

6

Burgess. In Belfast, July 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram O. Burgess, a daughter, Eunice

Pairs

Ladies’

BeautiftilMoccasinSlippers

3A
1 30

44

Ingalls. In South Penobscot, July 5, to
ami Mrs. Roscoe C. Ir galls, a son.
Lane, in Castine, Jul> 2, to Mr. and
Ralph Lane, a daughter.
McAlister. In Bucksport, July 1, to
and Mrs. Ambrose McAlister, a son.
Rackliff. In Rockland, July 8, to Mr.
Mrs. Fred A. Rackliff, a son.
Weymouth. In Rockland. June 29. tn

200

Men’s and Women’s

12al3

__

SHIP NEWS.

j

BY PARCEL POST 8 CENTS PER PAIR EXTRA

1 10
5
4

BP> KX

Weymouth,

j

■

Mrs.

L. S. Southard of Northport, contractor for
the Patten & Gilley Land Co. of Boston, with
a crew of carpenters,on Monday began demolishi ng the old bam on the “Burrington lot,”
so-called, in Northport and the land will be
placed in order to be surveyed for cottage lots.

In the foui-years that we have run these Dollar sales we have given the puhi
surprise in the amount of shoe value we could crowd in for a Dollar Bill
It is really
never anything like these Men’s Outing Shoes for One Dollar a pair.
buying opportunity of a lifetime. Every man that does out door work should certai
ly have a pair of these Outing Shoes. They are made* of very soft elk stock wi
soles of the same material. Cut on the seamless pattern they make one of the mocomfortable working shoes that a man can put on his foot. Almost as light weight a.tennis shoe, yet will give the service of a brogan. These shoes are sold everywiu
for $1.50 to $1.75. and well worth these prices, but when we tell you that you can b
them for ten days at One Dollar a pair you can readily see the values v e are givim
IVe start in with seven hundred pairs which would seem a plenty and more, but v.
doubt if there will be a pair left by Saturday night so act quickly. If you can’t c< i
to our store personally order by parcel post with the understanding if they are not
we will cheerfully refund your purchase p.
Vou expected you can return them and
and all carrying charges.
some

MARKET.

14.Wheat Meal,

F.

lj

Men’s Elk Outing Shoes for One Dollar

5.0o

1.80 Plaster,
10 Rye Meal,
GO Shorts,
i5a27 Sugar,
6 00a7 25 Salt, T. I.,
2 60a2 75 Sweet Potatoes,

They received many pretty presents,
mostly silver, linen, fancy china and cut glass.
Their friends wish them a long and happy
life. .Miss Margaret Clement of Francistown,
and Mrs. Millard
N. H
arrived Tuesday for a visit with Mrt Ellen Marion.
served.

RETAIL

j

i\
i;

in the middle West, and the general dull business all over the country, the year ha> k
particularly hard. Consequently we were able to secure even greater values than
before. For instance—think of buying a pair of those women’s comfortable unlir..,,
house shoes with rubber heels, for the small sum ot One Dollar. And who ever hard
of those men’s Elk sole outing shoes being sold at anywhere near this figure? These .ire
in boll !jr
are only two of the many samples of the wonderful values that we shall sell
;
Belfast and Rockland stores for the next ten da vs for a Dollar Bill.

3.50

17 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22,Oat Meal,
81 Onions,
Corn,
Cracked Corn,
76'0il, kerosene,
Corn Meal.
76! Pollock,
24 Fork,
Cheese,

WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.)
Clover Seed,
Flour.
Miss Marian Tracy of Winter Harbor is
E.
Conant...
Viula
Miss
j H. G. Seed,
visiting her friend
Lard.
N. Bartlett. C. F.. Bartlett and Albert Wellman spent the week-end in Etna.... Miss Ella
Cowan of Waterville, who has been visiting
her aunt, Mrs. S. J. Fish, returned home TuesMrs. S. J. Fish entertained the Ladies
day
Club Thursday afternoon. Delicious refresh-

Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,

18
18

Geese,

ms

visit with his relatives in

j Searsmont... .Miss Effie Curtis ot Belfast
Harry Nason, quartermaster of the steam- I spent several days here recently with friends.
of the American-Hawaiian
Minnesotan
ship
-Mrs. Lowena Rice of Penobscot visited
line, arrived Saturday from New York for a Mrs.
Josephine Stowers, last week.... Mr. and
i
short stay.
! Mrs. Sewall Williams of Portland spent July
W. F. Runnells of Newburyport, Mass., was j 4th with G. A. Crocker and family_Miss
in town last week, the guest of his parents, Jennie Black arrived home last Friday from
Hon. and Mrs. W. T. C. Runnells, on Mt. Boston, where she has been employed... .Mrs.
| Martha Partridge of New York, and grandson,
Ephraim road.
Albert Magrath of Boston, are hvre for a few
H. Pendleton and son Ferdinand, who
have been

to

Emma Larrabee, enjoyed a delightful
Conary-Gray.
At Orland, June 29, Thurston Conary of Orland, to Miss Ada M. Gray, of
survives him; also two sons, Michael Ward of day’s outing at Penobscot Park SundayPenobscot.
to
who
has
been
ill
and
confined
Searsport, w ith whom he resided, and Peter David Hart,
Hamilton-Newcomb. In Belfast, July 13,
better at
Ward of Everett, Mass.
He also leaves one his bed with the grip, is somewhat
by Rev. D. B. Phelan, Mr. Everett Hamilton
this writing.... Mrs. G. H. York is gaining
Miss Harriet Newcomb, both of Belfast.
and
Ward
of
and
three
sisJohn
Belfast,
brother,
Lottie Pendleton of MonKing-Chase. In Monroe, July 3d, by Rev.
ters, Mrs. Mary Hanley of San Francisco, Mrs. slowly.Miss
F.
H.
Dolliff, George E. King of Bangor and
is doing housework at G. H. York’sSarah Fogherty of Roxbury, Mass., and Mrs. roe
Miss Linda Agnes Chase of Monroe.
C. H. Libby visited relatives in SwanMrs.
Payson-Burkett. In Union, July 5, Robert
Thomas Leary of East Belfast. Funeral serville Sunday. Her daughter Louise remained Earle Payson of South Hope and Bernice Adevices were held at his late home on Leach
with relatives.... Mr. and
laide, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Burkett
week’s
visit
fora
street Wednesday, July 9th, Rev. Fr. D. A.
Mrs.
Leonard Clarke visited at S. J. Fish’s of Union.
McCabe of North Whitefield officiating.
InRoberts-Hurd. In Belfast, July 12, by
MiE6 Ella Cowan and Miss Janet Rev. D. B.
Phelan, Wellington J. Roberts and
terment was in the family lot in the village Sunday.
Learned returned home with them for a brief Miss Addie May Hurd, both of Belfast.
cemetery. The bearers were Nicholas Parse,
In Belfast, July 9, at
Titcomb-Hogan.
visit....Mrs. Mary A. Hayes and Mrs. Emma
Chesley Mathews, Manley Foote and John W.
the Methodist Parsonage by Rev D. B. Phelan,
who have been visiting Mrs. Julia.
Larrabee,
Mr. Elwood Titcomb and Mrs. Velma Hogan,
Sweetser, old associates of Mr. Ward in the
White and family have returned home- both of Belfast.
shipyards of Searsport for many years.
Wadleigh-Carvell. In Rockland July 8,
Chester Durgin of Roxbury, Mass,, arrived on
Asa D. Wadleigh and Fern S. Ca rvell, both of
Sunday’s boat and will spend the summer at Old Town.
SANDYPOINT.
his aunt’s, Mrs. C. W. Nealey, and with relaMr. John Perkins and
grandson, Murray
tives and friends in Dixmont.
of
U1M)
Kittredge
Milo, recently visited at F. F.

Albert N. Blanchard and children of
Brooalyn, N. Y., arrived Wednesday, and are
guests of Mrs. M. A. Smith on Mt. Ephraim
Mrs.

ed last week and will

super- N
you the
thoroughness of construction which underA
lies good service.
This is the secret of N

l

ments of

avenue.

of

Vlrs.

of the

and Capt. Jeremiah Merithew. He also worked at Bucksville, S.
C., in rebuilding the

meals.

Fogherty

Sarah

Careful, personal
vision insures

....

E. C. Pike opened his boarding house on
Merithew lane Monday,where his crew of

Mrs,

|
q

...

Emily Hodsdon and son of Allston,
Mass., are visiting her sister, Mrs. Frank

coopers take their

down.

First-Class Shoes of all
Sorts for Men, Women
and Children, to be Sold
during the next ten

U

Mrs.

on

wet

are ranges of quality,
ranges of character

"
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SOLD IN BELFAST BY W. A. HALL.
Allen at the Court of
“Samantha
Fame.” Under .the auspices of the Ladies’ I _—-—--Lid. sch Horace A
Baltimore, July 10.
Guild of the First Congregational church, and ed from Northport, where she had been for
Stone, Tampa; sld, bark Kremlin, Norfolk.
directed by Miss Harriette Harris, thiss pectac- several days with her niece, Mrs. Ira M. Cobe.
Tampa, July 8. Ar, sch R P Pendleton, 1
ular and amusing play will be presented at Mrs. Cobe and party make one or more trips
Maurer, N I; 9, sld. sch Frontenac, Boston.
her
each
week
to
native
Fla, July 9. Ar, sch Brina P
placeSandypoint.
and
Jacksonville,
evenings
Union hall Thursday
Friday
Pendleton, New York.
Mr. Zenas B. Grant passed away June 3Cth,
July 17th and 18th, with the following cast of
Wiggins, S C, July 14. Ar, sch Elizabeth
after a few hours’ illness, aged 80 years. He
characters:
Gilbert, Ponce.
is survived by his widow, Mrs. Althea SanBrunswick, Ga, July 11. Ar, sch Lizzie B
born Grant, and five children: Frank and Willey, Boston for Owens* Ferry.
Greek Dance,
New London. July 12.
Ar, sch Annie B
and
Mieses Lena Nye
Evelyn Young Ellwood of Dover; Clinton, Arthur, and Mrs.
Mitchell, New York.
Miss Rebecca M Ross
Goddess of Fame,
funerThe
Massachusetts.
sch
Rilla
Greenleaf
of
9.
Sld,
Bangor. July
Eagle, Boston; 10,
Catherine McElhiney
Goddess Maid,
al was held the Thursday following at the ar, sch James W Paul, Jr, Newport News; sld,
Heralds,
schs Wesley Abbott, Scituate; R L Tay, BosMisses Lilia Shute, Grace Wentworth,
4th
Trust
church,Rev. Harry
officiating... July
ton; 13, ar, ar, schs Catherine, Boston; Fred A
Eleanor Closson.
here.Mr. George Emerson, Lincolnville; sld, schs James W
Miss Bernice McCaslan passed very quietly
Hypatia,
Paul, Jr, Newport News; C B Clark, New
Miss Gladys Butnan. Crocker who dislocated his shoulder twTo weeks
Queen Elizabeth,
York; 14, ar, schs Grace Davis, New York;
Miss Louise D. Leib ago by a fall, w’ent to Bangor last Saturday to
Samantha Allen,
Forest City, Boston; Sadie A Kimball, do;
Wilson
Renfew
Mrs.
the hospital for treatment.
j Ruth,
Mary Weaver, do; N E Ayer, Rockland; Irene
Miss Iona Nichols
! Sister of Mercy,
E
Meservey, Camden; 15, sld, schs Izetta,
Miss Margaret Butnam
Martha Washington,
Providence; Morris & Cliff, Boston.
Miss Lucy Ross W INTERPORT.
Topsy,
Searsport, July 10. Ar, sch Northland, NorThe members of the Epworth League servWho?
| Nydia,
folk; 11. ar. stm Mohawk, Boston (and sailed
Miss Maude Smith ed one of their delicious suppers in the M. E
Xantippe,
for McKinley; 14, ar, barge Greenwood, ElizaMrs. S. M. Webber
Joan of Arc,
vestry last Thursday ever ing-The friends bethpcrt.
TART TWO.
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Osborne are exStockton, July 9. Sld, sch Susie P Oliver,
! Grecian Poetess,
Miss Annie Whittier
New York; 11, ar, sch Telumah, -; 12, ar,
much sympathy for them over the
Miss Lillias Nichols pressing
stm Romsdal (Nor,) New York, to load for
Pocahontas,
Miss Dorothy McGown loss of their buildings by fire, which recently United Kingdom; 13, ar, schs Eva May,-;
j Grace Darling,
Mrs. F. A. Nye occurred in North Newport, Mr. Osborne was Harriet C Whitehead,-; 14, ar, stm MilliMrs. Partington,
Archer Gilkey
; Ike Partington,
superintendent of the Winter port Creamery nocket. New York; 15, ar, sch Frank Brainard,
Philadelphia.
Mary Queen of Scots, Miss Harriette Erskine until
early in the spring, when he moved to
Griffin
Mabel
Miss
FOREIGN TORTS.
!
j Lady Mary Seaton,
North Newport.Miss Myrtle Colson and
Mrs. James li. Duncan
Priscilla,
Puerto Mexico, July 10, 9 pm. Ar, stm
Miss Viola Kneeland Miss Daisy Young are visiting Carroll Young
j Gypsy Queen,
Kentuckian, Dow, New York.
Miss Gertrude Bowen
Queen Isabella,
for two weeks.... Frank Downes and Wilson
Yarmouth, N S, July 9. Ar. sch Mary L
Mrs. John Frame
Bridget O’Flanigan,
Crashv. Nt>nr Ynrk
f’/.lenn
Ttni>Lr UarKnr MnrwIoV
Mrs. H. C. Holmes
I Barbara Freitchie,
Salina Cruz, July 12, 1pm. Ar, stm VirMiss Elizabeth Havener they have employment with the E. S. S. Co....
| Miriam,
ginian, Greene, Honolulu; 13, sld, 7 am, Btm
Miriam’s Maids,
Earl Lougee came from New York this week Arizonan, Patterson, San
Diego.
Edith Parse and Elizabeth Havener
with his parents, Mr.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
I Columbia,
Mrs. F. K. Sawyer to spend his vacation
and Mrs. C. R. Lougee.... Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Columbia’s Attendants^—
New London, July 14—Schooner Nat Meader
Cuba, Porto Rico, Hawaii, Fogg of New York visited friends in town re- from Bath, Me., is on the rocks of Race Point, 1
Goddess.
the
Fisher's Island. She is loaded with laths.
Crowning by
cently. Mrs. Fogg was formerly Miss Harriet
The wrecking steamer Tasco went to the scene,
Obituary, Mr. Peter Ward, one of the old- Kelley....A delightful open air concert was but was unable to move the craft. Her crew
est and most respected citizens of Searsport, given by the Winterport band last Friday is aboard and she is in no immediate danger.
evening, and the music was much appreciated
away at his home on Leach street at
passed
!
7 p. m., July 7th, after an illness of about ten
by the people gathered on the lawns
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
days. He was the son of John and Bridget Mrs. Elizabeth Nash of Rockland, spent the
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Treat.
Mrs.
Annie
in
her
born
week-end
with
and
was
mother,
Athenry,
Ward,
(Kane)
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
Mrs. Carrie Chase and
daughter, Miss Apples, per nbl, 75al.OO
County Galway, Ireland, June 22, 1828, where
10 00al4 00
Hay,
the
South
learned
for
Wednesday,
and
leave
Portland,
his
he passed
dried, per lb.,
Sophia,
boyhood days
7, Hides,
10
2
Chase’s
85a3
Mrs.
Beans,
00
in
weeks
with
pea,
to spend a few
daughLamb,
trade of a wheelwright, and was an expert
15
\ E., 2 50a2 75 Lamb
Beans.
of
Skins,
30a35
that line of business. He came to the United ter, Mrs. C. L. Bang hart.,.. Miss Hathaway
25a30 Mutton,
Butter,
8
States in 1850, where his uncle, the late Pat- Springfield, Conn., is the guest of Rev. and
Beef, sides,
9alO,Oats, 32 ib.,
42
9* Potatoes.
! rick Kane, had preceded him three years, iie Mrs. A. J. Lockhart.... Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Dur- Beet.forequarters,
45
1
60 Round Hog,
10
entered the employ of the late Master John ham of Boston, both former residents of this Barley, bu.
24 Straw,
Cheese,
9.00
Carver and his first work was ou the new ship town, arrived by steamer Belfast, Friday, to
30 Turkey,
Chicken,
*/6a2C
John Bunyan, then being constructed in the
18 Tallow,
spend the summer, and are occupying the Calf Skins,
2
20
Duck,
Veal,
10al2
| Carver shipyard, and he was the last survivor of Cushan homestead.... Miss Elizabeth Fernald
26 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
20
the crew of ship carpenters who worked on the arrived home briday, having spent the winter

Thomas Leary of East Belfast was in
town last week to attend the funeral of her

Studies,

it
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is about $6,000.

loss

Mrs.

brother,

guests.
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Dodge's Corner. Asaph Dodge arrived
last Friday from Washington, D, C., and is
spending a few days with relatives and calling
on old friends.... Carl Howard is in the employ of Geo. E. Chapin through haying and
Eugene Tripp is working for W. J. Matthews.

great help to the

was a

as

MAINE FOR

MADE IN

I

by Parcel Post and and Have These Wonderful DOLLAR Shoe
Values Delivered Right at Your Door.

We want everybody from everywhere to benefit by the remarkable shoe values we abseiling for the small sum of ONE Dollar, so we make the following most remarkable
offer:
Select any of the many bargains listed above—send in your Dollar and the small
extra Parcel Post charge, and we will forward your shoes with this distinct under
standing: If the shoes you receive are not in every way all that you expect and satisfactory in every particular—send them back and we will not only cheerfully refund
Could anything
your purchase price, but we will also refund the postage both ways.
be fairer? Could we afford to make such an extraordinary otter unless the shoes
themselves were all, and more than we represent? In ordering by mail be sure and
give the size of your old shoes also vour full address. Don’t forget to put your Dollar
in as we cannot make charges during this sale. Send your orders to either our Pockland or Belfast stores and we can assure you that they will receive our best attention.
SALE LASTS FOR TEN DAYS ONLY.

Nothing
Charged
At these
Dollar
Prices

;

Nothing

SReStindmore

Charged
1

□

At these
Dollar
Prices

_

SALE STARTS THIS MORNING

j

